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In his polemic Against Marcion, Tertullian posed the following question: "I say that my gospel is the true one; Marcion that his is. I affirm that Marcion's gospel is adulterated; Marcion that mine is. Now what is to settle the point between us?"¹ Marcion (c. 85-160 C.E.) argued that an evil demiurge authored the Jewish scriptures. Consequently, he rejected the texts comprising the Hebrew Bible along with the non-Pauline epistles and the gospels now canonical. Instead, he put forth his own gospel text, a variation of Luke, which he claimed was not written by a human. Marcion's dualist cosmology and theory of sacred book made him a frequent target for ecclesiastical ridicule—rumors circulated that his own father, a bishop in Sinope, disowned him for seducing a virgin. His contemporaries referred to him as the firstborn of Satan. Antithetical to Marcion's single, heavenly gospel, Tertullian (c. 160-220 C.E.) accepted only a few gospels, authorized through their antiquity and historical legitimacy.

Although the two men never met—Tertullian was born in the west, in Carthage, as Marcion was dying in the east—Marcion's ideas about scripture provided an opportunity for Tertullian to contemplate broader concerns about holy writing. Tertullian flourished in Carthage at the end of the second century, when the first Latin translations of biblical books were just beginning to circulate.² Tertullian himself did not have a complete Latin Bible, but,

2. As Claudio Moreschini and Norico Norelli observe, "We are often reminded that Muslims call Christians
like other educated men, made his own translations from the Greek. With multiple Latin translations circulating, one had to wonder, which versions were correct and which corrupt?³

Additionally, Tertullian wrote Against Marcion at a time when he aligned himself with a group of Christians who sought guidance from new prophets.⁴ Tertullian argued that their new prophecies agreed in every way with the gospels, but provided up-to-date behavioral guidelines to make the old books relevant for the second-century Christian. Tertullian belonged to a panel that authenticated copies of the older prophecies of Montanus, Maximilla, and Priscilla, and approved the utterances of new prophets in his own community. Between the new Latin translations and new prophecies, Tertullian himself was often faced with the questions he had asked of Marcion: What information is true? Which books are adulterated?

The debate Tertullian constructed with Marcion provides only one example from the empire-wide discussions on the authority of text and the nature of sacred books. Irenaeus of Lyons (c. 180 C.E.), leaving Rome for Gaul, a Northern backwater of the Empire, declared that the number of gospel books could be neither more nor less than four.⁵ In the east, Tertullian's contemporary Origen (c. 184-253 C.E.) pondered the question, what is a Gospel?⁶ A generation earlier, Justin Martyr had defined gospels as "memoirs of the Apostles,"⁷ but Ori-

---

gen was not satisfied with a genre classification. He contended that the role of an evangelist was not merely to retell the events of Jesus' life, "how the Saviour healed a man blind from birth, or raised a stinking corpse from the dead, or to record whatever incredible things he has done." Rather, gospels were "hortatory and intended to build belief in the activities of Jesus." Using this working definition, he reasoned, "anything was written by the Apostles may be called gospel." Origen anticipated dissension on this point: "One might object that the Epistles are not called 'gospel,' and that we should not give the title gospel to all the writings. But we reply that many times in scripture that, when there are two of something called the same name, the name is applied to one more strongly than the other." Twenty years after Irenaeus had vehemently insisted that there were only four gospels, Origen mused, many books were gospel but some more so than others.

Origen, Irenaeus, Marcion, and Tertullian's reflections point to a larger, cross-cultural discussion taking place within the Roman Empire about the precise definition of a book. The physical transformation from scroll to codex introduced practical considerations leading Romans to question what constitutes a "book." Christian and Jewish groups also contemplated the purpose of their own literary enterprises; if some books are to be distinguished from others and considered sacred, surely they must have extraordinary characteristics. In what Mar-
tin Jaffee has described as a "struggle over the relative primacy of the sacred book". They had a variety of ideas about its scope and definition. They deliberated over questions such as: Where do they come from? Who wrote them? How many are there? Why do we read them? How should we read them?

This dissertation focuses on the way Valentinus, a Greek speaking Egyptian scholar teaching in Rome in the mid-second century, answered these questions. I investigate the way he approached issues of authentication of sacred texts, their authorship, and the role of oral and written traditions. I examine fragments of his writings as cited in Clement of Alexandria's *Stromateis* alongside the *Gospel of Truth*, a second-century text composed in Greek and preserved in two fourth-century Coptic codices of the Nag Hammadi library. I focus on the *Gospel of Truth* because it is a book about books. A dominant motif in the *Gospel of Truth*, the book appears in wonderfully strange scenes, including a striking description of Jesus wrapped in a scroll, nailed to the cross, reading aloud the contents of his own heart as he dies. I argue that through such representations of the written word, and the questions those representations posed, the *Gospel of Truth* promoted the conception of books as living documents, permitting the generation of religious books by multiple authors as new sources.


10. For an illuminating example, see Blossom Stefaniw, *Mind, Text, and Commentary: Noetic Exegesis in Origen of Alexandria, Didymus the Blind, and Evagrius Ponticus* (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang Verlag, 2010).


of revelatory authority. This theory of living books presented one "canonical experiment" amidst diverse ideas about the holy book.

Before the discovery of the Nag Hammadi library, we knew a text called the Gospel of Truth had existed because Irenaeus reported that "the [Valentinians] call something written by themselves the 'Gospel of Truth.'" Scholarship studying the Nag Hammadi texts necessarily confronts two questions: Are the two Nag Hammadi texts beginning with the words "the gospel of truth is joy" the same text Irenaeus referenced? Did Valentinus himself author this text? The Nag Hammadi texts exhibit Valentinian features: a misguided spiritual child of the Father created the material world; the divine plan for salvation is executed though the historical appearance of the Savior; the Savior is both a model and agent of salvation.

Although a few scholars have questioned whether the text under discussion is the text Irenaeus referenced, I side with Einar Thomassen's eloquent evaluation of the question: "The probability that there existed two independent works, one entitled 'The Gospel of Truth' and the other accidentally beginning with the same words, and both of them 'gnostic,' must be regarded as very slim indeed."

Unfortunately, Irenaeus' statement does not provide conclusive evidence that Valentinus himself wrote the text. Stylistic similarities between the text and fragments of Valentinus' writings preserved in the works of others suggests the possibility but it is impossible to

14. The elements of Valentinian spirituality are comprehensively described in Einar Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed: The Church of the "Valentinians," NHMS 60 (Leiden and Boston: E.J. Brill, 2006), 133-193. Salvific ritual is also a prominent feature of many Valentinian texts, but overt references to baptisms and bridal chambers are absent in the Gos. Truth.
15. Thomassen, Spiritual Seed, 147.
confirm. However, for my purposes, the stakes of this question are low. What if the *Gospel of Truth* was written, not by Valentinus, but by one of his students, Ptolemy or Heracleon? The fragments of Ptolemy and Heracleon's writings suggest that they too acknowledged the insufficiency of written texts to adequately convey divine truths and considered the spiritually elect's logic qualities. In his letter to Flora, Ptolemy argued that even the Torah was not perfect and in need of revision. Heracleon claimed that Christians could advance their spirituality, comparing this transformation to "a voice changing into a word." While this dissertation accepts the possibility of his authorship, I suspect that further research on the works of Ptolemy and Heracleon proper would yield a similar understanding about the workings of sacred textuality.

One aim of this study is to understand the significance of the *Gospel of Truth* for the community that produced the text. The *Gospel of Truth* is more mystical meditation than strict historical narrative. This literary style has prompted scholars to regard the text as a sermon or homily, and not "gospel" in the sense of a divine, revelatory text. However, the representations of the written word in the *Gospel of Truth* together with the Valentinian fragments suggest that the text would be regarded as revelatory for the community. As a promotion of living—sacred books, both person and text, oral and written—the *Gospel of Truth* addresses itself as much as any other book. In its most dramatic scenes, it could be described as

---


an autobibliography—a self-portrait of a sacred text, from which we can understand the broader Valentinian perspective on holy books. In the text, the figure of Jesus appears as both an oral and written document. He transcribes his textual self onto the hearts of a select spiritual class of people. The elect are invited to read this book, distribute it, and expand it with their own writings. Books manifest in the hearts of the spiritual elect. The many ways Valentinus conceptualized the book—as an oral text, book of heart, embodied scroll, written document—suggest that Valentinus' Gospel of Truth should be thought of not just as a sermon but as one of these expanded books. As Origen said, "There are many things that can properly be called 'gospel'" and the Gospel of Truth, for some Christians, was one of them.

I am also interested in demonstrating that Valentinus, a marginal figure in our common historical narrative about the development of Christianity, was not historically marginal. His theories about books and the personified written word engage with Jewish and Christian debates about sacred books and also align with Greco-Roman concepts of text and authorship. The non-Christian elements in texts like the Gospel of Truth are often (problematically) explained as Neoplatonic, a characteristic of texts often referred to as gnostic. This observation has guided Ismo Dunderberg's recent monograph on Valentinian thought and his illuminating assessment of the problem:

The ways scholars have defined the core of Gnostic thought have guided their reading of Valentinian sources. Because of this approach, topics...such as moral exhortation, views about emotions, and critical analysis of power and society, have not received the attention they deserve on the basis of how large they loom in the original sources. None of these features has been regarded as constituting the distinct essence, or the "spirit," of Gnosticism: hence the lack of interest in them in scholarship on Valentinian teaching.19

Dunderberg persuades us to read the Nag Hammadi texts, particularly those now classed as "Valentinian," in light of Greco-Roman culture. However, he leaves a discussion of the *Gospel of Truth* out of his monograph, so my study aims to take up Dunderberg's challenge to consider the text's narrative in its broader late antique milieu, exploring how Greco-Roman culture shaped the *Gospel of Truth*'s perspective on the written word.

Yet, Valentinus thinking is also nestled between reified Jewish and Christian theories of sacred book—today, Christians and Jews form separate textual communities.²⁰ Christians read Gospel; Jews read Torah. In the second century, when Christianities and Judaism were fundamentally indistinguishable, efforts to differentiate between Judaism and Christianity²¹—and between Christianity and heresy²²—played out through a developing self-consciousness over the significance of books. In the context of Greco-Roman logos speculation, Jews located the divine intellect in their sacred Torah, whereas Christians found the logos in the body of Christ.²³ In addition to debates about which books to read, increasing textual production indicates that as Christianity became more literary, Judaism sought distinction by retreating from overt textual production into an oral tradition recorded in writing.²⁴ Differentiation between

---


Jewish and Christian books might even be found in the Christian adoption of the codex in the face of Jewish preference for the scroll. 25 Valentinus' sacred book is positioned between the Jewish schema (torah, oral, scroll) and the Christian (gospel, written, codex). He used many names to refer to sacred book: Gospel, teaching, edict, book of the heart. He did not choose between oral or written format, or even among the many texts in circulation—Jewish, Christian, or other philosophical texts. The Gospel of Truth even depicted Jesus' body as a scroll, not a codex. Valentinus' sacred book is suspended between the book traditions that gradually distinguished Christianity and Judaism.

Finally, the evidence of Valentinus is compelling because, as different book traditions eventually separated Judaism and Christianity, the existence of strong book traditions is often used to distinguish Judaism and Christianity from other faiths. The Qu'ran distinguished Jews and Christians from others by calling them "people of the book," a phrase acknowledging a shared value with Islam on the centrality of written, revelatory text. At the end of the nineteenth century, Ferdinand Max Müller appropriated this phrase for religious studies as he discussed "the aristocracy of book religions" of the world. 26 (Ironically, both Christians and their opponents acknowledged the un-aristocratic features of Christian books. Celsus criticized the crude koine of the gospels; Lactantinus worried that potential Christian converts would be put off by the gospel "fairy tales for little old ladies." ) 27 In the field of early Christ-


ian studies, Christianity is considered "literary movement from its inception." The evidence of Valentinus exhibits the breadth of book traditions we must consider when applying the moniker "people of the book."

Rather than presuming the centrality of the revelatory text and Marcion as the instigator for a closed canon, my dissertation joins studies that view early Christianity as a laboratory for a variety of "canonical experiments." The early Christian Papias made known his preference for the "living voice" instead of writings. While it would be inaccurate to describe Valentinus as "anti-book," he observed a fundamental insufficiency of language to convey divine truths. The Gospel of Truth's concept of living book presented a viable alternative to the holy book as Christianity developed. Various Jewish and Christian groups "struggled over the relative primacy of the sacred book." The Gospel of Truth presented a multifaceted answer to this struggle.

* * *

In five chapters, I examine the Gospel of Truth from many angles—its Roman milieu, Second Temple Jewish pre-history, the perspective of its contemporary opponents, and finally alongside later rabbinic texts.

The first chapter, "An Ontology of Roman Books," examines how Romans thought about books, and shows that they discussed and defined books in ways that resembled people. Poets and prose authors described their compositions in terms of the human body, providing


important context for Valentinus as a Roman author and for his own theories of people as books. At the same time, I also demonstrate that Christian and non-Christian approaches to the written word were not fundamentally different. Roman intellectuals joined Jews and Christians in their deliberations on the role of the book, codifying its physical properties, debating essential reading lists and considering the immutable qualities of writing.

Chapter Two, "Is it Written?" studies the variety of representations of books in Second Temple Jewish texts. Despite being known as people of the book, several Jewish texts conveyed suspicion about written precepts and were pessimistic about the abilities of human language to convey divine information. The insufficiency of human language led some authors, including Ben Sira and his grandson, to encourage translation and commentaries as viable sources of Torah. Philo also displayed embarrassment about a written Torah. He put forth a concept of sacred book that included both holy book and holy person, locating scripture in the bodies and compositions of righteous individuals. The presence of skepticism towards the written word in these texts locates Valentinus in the web of Jewish intellectual history.

The third chapter, "The Passion of the Book," shifts focus to the Gospel of Truth and Valentinus’ fragmented writings. I examine the way these texts depict books and writing and find that Valentinus described a "book of the heart" that could be found in the writings from authors of all affiliations and also on the hearts of the spiritually elect. His representations of the written word promoted the idea of a living document, an idea expressed most dramatically with the depiction of Jesus as a crucified scroll. I also examine the placement of the Gospel of Truth in its fourth-century codex and demonstrate that the compiler continued Valentinus' open canon of continued revelation. Far from being a fringe notion, Valentinus'
open canon is found in the Jung codex and also in the complaints of contemporary Christian leaders.

In the fourth chapter, "Canon Formation and the Heresiologists," I examine Valentinus' ideas about sacred books from the perspective of his critics and demonstrate that Valentinus' Christian opponents were cognizant of his theory of book, even as they disparaged it. Christian heresiologists represented Valentinian diversity of expression as chaos. Irenaeus actively rejected the concept of an open canon of living books in favor of a four-fold Gospel. Tertullian knew that Valentinus argued for the existence of a divine spark within each member of humankind, and made off-color remarks about the spermatic logos found inside each Valentinian heretic. Yet these efforts to distinguish themselves from other Christians demonstrate how close the proponents of orthodoxy were to their opponents intellectually, and how their heresiological discourse formed their orthodox positions.

The fifth and final chapter, "Rabbis Who Published and Perished," compares Valentinus' theory of sacred books to the rabbinic concept of Oral Torah. I argue that Valentinus' views about the relationship between the oral and the written cohere to the thinking on the form, function, and nature of the sacred book that eventually became the prominent feature of rabbinic Judaism. Early rabbinic discussions about Torah scrolls were informed by their likeness to the human body—Torah scrolls were compared to human bones for legal purposes, could stand in for a person to form a quorum, and were also buried with the bodies of righteous Jews. I then examine two Talmudic narratives of scholars dying wrapped in Torah scrolls. Like the Gospel of Truth, which promoted its idea of living documents by portraying the central leader as an executed scroll, similar rabbinic bibliomorphises provided visual lessons about their concept of sacred book that included both an oral and a written Torah. The
similarities between Valentinus and the diverse corpus of rabbinic literature show how main-
stream Valentinus' ideas about books were: if Valentinus presumed no boundary between
holy books and holy people, rabbinic texts showed books could become people and people
could become books.
CHAPTER ONE: AN ONTOLOGY OF ROMAN BOOKS

ἄφες τὰ βιβλία. Μηκέτι σπῶ. Οὐ δέδοται.
Away with the books! May I no longer be drawn in. It is not permitted.

—Marcus Aurelius, Meditations II.2

I. What Would Plato Do?

Marcus Aurelius penned the second book of his Meditations in his army tent during a military campaign among the Quadi. He wrote therapeutically on his combat tours; bloody battles with these Germanic tribes turned his thoughts to death. The emperor exhorted himself to do away with his books, likening them to the gore and bones of a dying body. These introspective musings reflected his priorities: although Marcus Aurelius spent most of his life fighting foreign wars, he always presented himself more as a philosopher than soldier. He wore the distinctive cloak and beard, required his army to change into civilian garb before entering Rome, and, when not battling Parthians or Germans, attended lectures of the philosopher du jour. He was famous for his ability to recite philosophy, "always having the words of Plato on his lips," and in Meditations, his lips echoed Plato's words about books.

Plato, despite his own prolific writing, argued that written expression was inferior to oral communication. He articulated the dangers of committing thoughts to writing in the Phaedrus, claiming: "This is the case with words too. On one hand you would think that they

speak intelligently but if, desiring to learn, you ask something of the words, it signifies the same single thing forever." \(^{32}\) At best writing was an inferior record of oral expression and at worst, an impediment to learning and knowledge. Plato warned authors that their works could never be a reliable or permanent monument and called any expectations that writing could be something more than a memory prompt "simple-minded" (εὐθείας). Plato's ideas maintained a presence in imperial Rome. Marcus Aurelius ruled an empire swept by a Greek revival. As Rome re-embraced classical culture Attic Greek became fashionable, oratory grew into a form of entertainment, and students studied Platonic writings, regarding Rome as the ideal city-state and Marcus Aurelius its philosopher king.\(^{33}\) Marcus Aurelius tried to avoid his own books as Plato would have done. He was a product of a conflicted literary environment that eschewed the written word while mimicking the rhetoric of Greek authors in a growing body of new compositions;\(^{34}\) although a prolific reader, Marcus Aurelius derisively likened books to continually regurgitated air.\(^{35}\)

Such sentiments have helped generate a historical narrative that distinguishes Romans on one hand and Jewish and Christian traditions on the other, on the basis of books: Christians and Jews had sacred books; Romans did not. Ancient histories of Rome's

---


35. Marcus Aurelius compared books to breath, or "air and not even that always the same, but every minute belched forth and again gulped down." Θέασαι δὲ καὶ τὸ πνεῦμα, ὅποιον τί ἔστιν ἄνεμος. οὐδὲ άεί τὸ αὐτό, ἀλλὰ πάσης ὡρας ἐξεμούμενον καὶ πάλιν ῥοφούμενον. (Haines, 28).
founding days noted that Romans buried or burned their religious books. On these incidents, Bernhard Lang remarked: "It certainly reflects how the Graeco-Roman world felt about sacred scriptures: they had little use for texts in a religion in which custom and oral tradition shaped the ritual procedure." The fact that Romans had no religious books suggests that Romans harbored hostility to religious text, or, at best, were indifferent to religious text. Any form of writing in Roman religion appeared strictly functionalist—"recording sacrifices, priests’ names, inventories… Pagan groups had religious texts, but they were not venerated to the extent of Jewish and Christian holy writ." In the civic cults, priestly duties may have included meticulous record keeping, but the difference was that, "they had no written works which established their tenets and doctrine, or provided explanation (religious exegesis) of their rituals or moral prescription for their adherents." In such comparative narratives, it appears that Romans did not make use of books the way Jews and Christians did. The oral and continuous revelation of Roman prophets contrasts with the written, closed canon of Christian revelation: prophecy was the closest approximation to the Christian book and

37. Megan Hale Williams and Anthony Grafton's The Monk and the Book, 43.
40. David Potter, Prophets and Emperors: Human and Divine Authority from Augustus to Theodosius (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1994), 2-57. Comparative studies have yielded statements such as this: "A polytheist might read one prophetic book against another to decide if one, the other or both were true; such a polytheist might also read a book as a kind of history or as a literary model. A Christian or Jewish reader, who already knew that the revelation in a canonical book was true, might try to reconcile two different versions...." (Potter, 60).
Christians would have found lax "canonical" statements about what to read "unfathomable." As scholarship has collapsed many differences between Christian and Roman practices, the presence of a fixed collection of authoritative texts has remained a feature distinguishing between entities that, in recent years, have begun to appear more and more alike.

A comparative approach is by definition interdisciplinary yet, in the last decade, new research in literacy and book history has reworked the narrative of the role of books in the individual disciplines. From the classical studies perspective, the picture of Roman literary culture has been revised. These efforts have made us more aware of the Roman interest in the materiality of the book, its value both as an object and also as a marker of prestige brought to the author. Far from attitudes of indifference or hostility, Romans esteemed books as containers which preserved the immortality of the author. Studies of the Roman social context of reading have demonstrated that Romans regarded writing as a different kind of expression than orality that could extend the words of an author beyond acquaintances to anonymous audiences. Studies in religion of the Roman empire have also rethought the value and role of

41. Tomas Hagg, "Canon Formation in Greek Literary Culture," in Canon and Canonicity: The Formation and Use of Scripture, ed. Einar Thomassen (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2010), 109. On Quintilian's prolegomena to his "canonical" reading list of Greek and Latin works, Hagg claims, "No theologian, ancient or modern would express himself in such relaxed terms." In chapter three, we see that Valentinus articulated his idea of canon in very relaxed terms.


45. Joseph Farrell makes the point that oral "performance was not a good way to get to know literature." Books allowed works to circulate to anonymous audiences rather than being restricted to recitations of small audiences.
books. There has been more recognition that works of certain authors—Homer, Plato, Epicurus—functioned for some groups in ways similar to Torah for Jews or the "canon" for Christianity.⁴⁶

Recent investigations into the nature of canon within the discipline of early Christian studies also call for the comparative narrative to be revised. Rather than assuming Christianity was marching towards a closed canon, new studies have demonstrated that a canon of authoritative, divinely inspired texts was not a foregone conclusion, particularly in the first and second centuries.⁴⁷ Early Christians held a variety of positions about the role of books in their religious world: some maintained a tradition of live, open prophecy; many groups preferred a live teacher to a text; others adopted books, perhaps accepting only a few, more often recognizing books of many philosophical affiliations. The minority who expressed preference for a limited number of sacred texts became dominant in the third century; but in the second century, their preference was not the only, most popular, or forgone conclusion for early Christianity. Christians harbored no clear or unified expectations about their movement's texts, how many there were, or who could write one, let alone any practices for the adoration of the gospel book that became popular in the middle ages.

See Joseph Farrell, "The Impermanent Text in Catullus and Other Roman Poets," in Ancient Literacies, 212.

⁴⁶ Polymnia Athanassiadi, for example, has argued that Neoplatonists "created a whole hierarchy of scriptural holiness" with Plato's works and later commentaries. This enterprise was part of a trend that included the collection of the New Testament and creation of the Mishnah. One might even think of the Chaldean Oracles as the "Bible of Neoplatonists." See Polymnia Athanassiadi, "Canonizing Platonism: The Fetters of Iamblichus," in Canon and Canonicity: The Formation and Use of Scripture, ed. Einar Thomassen (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanum Press, 2010), 129.

These new studies within individual disciplines demonstrate that the current comparison between Roman and Christian books advances a canonical agenda before its time. They further suggest that Roman ideas about books might be useful for understanding the development of Jewish and Christian books. In this chapter, I investigate how Romans thought about books and show how they discussed and defined books in ways that resembled people. This is interesting in its own right, for the book history of the Roman Empire, but also provides an important framework for understanding Valentinus as a second century Roman intellectual and his theory of Jesus as a book. Valentinus was not the only Roman to argue for equivalence between body and book; there is a long tradition of non-Christian sources, some directly contemporaneous to Valentinus, that discuss books as if they were people. In the following pages, I consider how books shaped the material and cultural landscape of second century Rome, demonstrating that Romans considered books an important part of their founding heritage. They were caught up in the same bibliomania that captured Jewish and Christian authors. As Jews and Christians were considering the nature of their own books, Romans too began questioning what constitutes a "book." Their answers defined books increasingly in terms of personhood: legal scholars described books in technical terms as bodies, as extensions of their authors, and as clothing; authors thought of books as children; a bad reader could then wear the clothing poorly or abuse the author's offspring (a talented reader, on the other hand, figuratively transformed into a book.) Romans considered many genres of writing as bodies: edicts and wills operated as the voice of one in absentia, and could be killed in the case of their physical destruction. These documents were considered more authoritative than oral testimony. Moreover, their attendant infallibility resembled and may have even shaped the authority Jews and Christians gradually attached to their own holy books. As a
whole, this chapter describes the elements of Roman book culture that sculpted Jewish and Christian ideas of sacred books.

II. Did Romans Like Books?

Whatever Romans might have said about books in efforts to appear Greek, the city landscape told a different story. A tourist in second-century Rome would have been struck by the presence of several libraries standing among the grand municipal structures of the Capitoline and Palatine hills. Wandering around the Capitoline hill, the tourist might stumble upon Rome's first public library, the brain-child of Julius Caesar. Caesar had been inspired by his visit to Alexandria's famous library and wanted a similar resource in his own city. Although he did not live to see its construction, the military hero Asinius Pollio, consul around 40 B.C.E. and himself an author, realized Caesar's vision and built the first library of Greek and Latin texts somewhere near the Forum. Walking south-east to the Palatine hill, our tourist would pass two more public libraries that Trajan had constructed, one in the Temple of Divus Augustus, and a second attached to his new palace complex, Domus Tiberiana. Walking further east, at the Temple of Apollo, the tourist could explore the collections of Greek and

48. Although I am restricting my discussion to the city of Rome, similar things could be said of many cities in the empire. See Lionel Casson, Libraries in the Ancient World (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2001), 109-123. Most ancient authors also made their way to Rome at some point in their literary career.


50. Pliny, Nat. 7.30.115. No physical evidence of this library remains.

51. Suetonius, Tib. 7.4; Aulus Gellius, Noct. att. 13.20.7.
Latin books in the Palatine Library, which Julius Caesar also had commissioned and Augustus built after his death.\(^{52}\) Augustus also constructed an additional library in his sister's temple, the *porticus Octaviae*.\(^{53}\) Circling back to Vespasian's forum, the tourist would find another library in the Temple of Peace, which Vespasian built to commemorate his conquest of Jerusalem.\(^{54}\) By the end of the first century, no fewer than five large public libraries dotted downtown Rome.

Venturing to the other end of the forum, the tourist would have been awestruck by the *Bibliotheca Ulpia*. This grand new library, built in Trajan's forum between 107-113, housed Rome's largest collection of books in two chambers; a vast collection of Greek literary works, estimated at 10,000 rolls in dense rows of bookshelves, faced its twin library of Latin volumes. To consult books in both languages, a reader had to cross a forty-meter portico, admiring Trajan's victory column that stood between the twin collections. Simultaneously, Rome's intellectual and military achievements were impressed upon any library patron. If our visitor had ventured to Rome to make a name for himself, he might start at this library.\(^{55}\) He might want to compare his literary efforts to works recently published, or to look for a job as a librarian (a low level government position, but a means for advancement for those without family connections).\(^{56}\) If he wanted to hear the latest literary developments, he could attend a public recitation in one of the cozy niches on the Latin side of Trajan's library.

\(^{52}\) Suetonius, *Jul.* 44.1-3.

\(^{53}\) Suetonius, *Aug.* 29.3. There is some debate about whether Augustus established this library (as Suetonius claimed) or whether Octavia did it herself (see Ovid, *Ars Amatoria* 1.69-70). See Dix, "Public Libraries," 291n6.

\(^{54}\) Aulus Gellius, *Noct. att.* 5.21.9; 16.8.2.


Even on the chaotic city streets, our tourist would find evidence of Rome's literary interests. He would see statues of philosophers and statues of politicians who wanted people to think they were philosophers holding a scroll in one hand, positioned on the pedestals, arches, and niches around the city. In the forum, the visitor would encounter Romans mimicking their philosophical statues by carrying a scroll under one arm in order to appear educated; authors complained loudly and frequently about this habit. The tourist could also browse the collections of the numerous booksellers along the *Vicus Sandaliarius*, to the east of the forum, where Galen claimed most of the city's book stores were located. Or he could drop by one of the small libraries attached to minor temples and sanctuaries scattered around the city. Our visitor might end a dusty day of sightseeing in one of Rome's decadent bath houses, enjoying its steam room, prostitutes, and library.

Romans built books into the physical landscape of their city, and also into the foundational history of Rome. They considered the consultation of prophetic books a traditional component of state religion and exhibited interest in the secret books of other cults. Second century authors expressed evident interest in Roman books as they described their city's past and present. Plutarch (c. 45-125 C.E.) and his Latin counterpart Tacitus (c. 55-116) observed that religious texts were a foundation of the Roman Republic and continued to influence the


58. For example, Lucian, *Ind.* 18.


60. The remains of Trajan's bath, constructed at the beginning of the second century, include evidence of a library. Remains of the baths of Caracalla also survive. A gravestone also records the existence of a slave named Onesimus, who was a steward (*vilicus*) of the Greek library of the baths. See Casson, *Libraries in the Ancient World*, 97.
empire in which they both lived. Tacitus indicated that consulting the books of oracles was one of three customary components (in addition to prayers to gods and sacred banquets) for appeasing the gods after a disaster.61 Plutarch, the Greek intellectual who held a life-long fascination with all things Roman, was compelled to explain why Roman state religion lacked ritual books. According to Plutarch, Romans did at one point possess such books. Romulus' successor and second king of Rome, Numa (753-673 B.C.E.), composed several books during his long reign, including twelve books of Roman priestly lore and twelve of Greek wisdom. Numa possessed the only copies and drilled their contents into the minds of his priests. Confident in his priests' abilities, and nervous about the books falling into ignorant hands, he insisted that he be buried with his books and that their contents be perpetuated only by memory.62 Two coffins were buried at his funeral: one contained the body of King Numa, the other contained his books. When a storm uncovered the two coffins four hundred years later, Numa's coffin was found empty, but the other contained the perfectly preserved books. The praetor Petilius read the books and "took them to the legislative body, saying that it did not seem to him that making the writings available to the masses was either legal or approved by


the gods. Wherefore the books were brought to the comitium and incinerated.” In his rendition of the narrative, Plutarch emphasized that ritual books were one of the original bricks that built Roman religion but the citizens of the Roman Republic chose collectively (burning the books on the stage of Republican governance) not to preserve these ancient texts.

According to its ancient historians, the Sibylline books almost suffered a similar fiery fate under the last of its seven kings, Tarquinius (535-496 B.C.E.). The Sibyl Amalthea approached Tarquinius about purchasing nine books of Sibylline prophecy for a large sum. Tarquinius thought the old woman mad, and laughed at the price tag of 300 gold pieces. He continued to laugh as she burned three of the books but demanded the same sum of money. After burning three more books, Tarquinius was no longer laughing. At the urging of his priests, he purchased the remaining three books for the original asking price of 300 gold pieces.63 This foundational story explained how the Sibylline Books came to Rome, and also gave a reason for the lack of texts in its religious landscape.64

Although this narrative has suggested to some that Romans preferred burning books to reading books,65 ancient Romans expressed opposite sentiments; Dionysus of Halicarnassus observed, "In a word, it is said that the Romans guard no item, hallowed or holy, as they do the Sibyline oracles."66 From the monarchy through the imperial era, the books were kept under strict supervision. King Tarquinius initially placed these books under the care of two

64. For a thorough history of the Sibyls, theirprophecies and texts, as well as references to all the relevant ancient sources, see H.W. Parke, *Sibyls and Sibylline Prophecy in Classical Antiquity* (London and New York: Routledge, 1988).
priests (*duumviri*) and two public slaves. Only these four men were allowed to consult the books. When one of the trustees, Marcus Acilius, tried to copy the texts for his own purposes, he was sewn into a leather sack with a dog, rooster, snake, and a monkey and thrown into the sea. Such severe punishment, usually reserved for only the worst of crimes, parricide, reflected the deep connection between these books and the *Patria*.

With the overthrow of the monarchy, the Sibylline books came under senate control. To symbolize the victory of the new government, the books were placed in a stone chest and deposited in the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, the patron deity of the Republic. A larger priestly college, the *Decemviri Sacris Faciundis*, cared for the books, consulting and interpreting them in times of crisis. The books remained in the temple until both were destroyed by a fire in 83 B.C.E. Eight years later, the senate made efforts to replicate their contents, sending ambassadors to the Roman countryside to collected existing copies. Portions of the oracles were found preserved in both local temples and in the possession of private individuals. After these retrieval efforts, the senate declared all Sibylline books to be property of the state.67

Under Augustus and subsequent imperial rulers, the books faced further regulation. Augustus outright banned private citizens from owning portions of Sibylline books. In part, this was an effort to curb the generation of false Sibylline oracles. We can guess that new texts were brought forward often—a priestly college was in charge of determining which texts were authentic and which were false. During Augustus' reign, the college even examined and approved of a newly discovered Sibylline book.68 In other reforming efforts, the

books came under tighter imperial control. Augustus had priests make new copies made of
the worn books in sequestered isolation such that no private citizen could see the text). The
decemviri had expanded to include fifteen members and Augustus included himself in this
quindecemviri who could directly consult the books. He also transferred the Sibylline books
to the temple of Apollo, the deity associated with the imperial cult. The decision to consult
the books became the emperor's prerogative: Nero made great show of consulting the books
to appease the population after the city burned. On the other hand, during severe flooding in
Rome, a senator suggested that they consult the books but Tiberius refused.

The tight imperial control exerted over these books suggests their potentially subver-
sive, and therefore alluring qualities. Romans exhibited fascination with books in a religious
context. Plutarch's research into the new religious movements of his day indicated that books
were a feature that attracted members to a particular group. In his own writings, Plutarch
liked to note whether groups possessed texts, or lacked them, and why. On the Pythagoreans,
he remarked:

This is the reason, it is said, why the doctrines of the Pythagoreans are not
set down in writing, but their memory and instruction is interpolated with-
out writing for those who are worthy. And when the practice of the difficult
and unspoken methods of geometry are spoken to any unworthy people, it
is said that the gods punish the lawless and impious deed, shown by a great
and collective disaster.

69. Cassius Dio, Hist. rom. 54.17.2.
70. The question of when the books were moved to the temple is a matter of debate. Cf. Parke, Sibyls and
Sibylline Prophecy, 149-150. Nevertheless, Parke has observed that imperial-era authors associate the books
with Apollo and not Jupiter. See Parke, 141.
71. See Tacitus, Ann. 1.76. Eodem ano continuis imbribus auctus Tiberis plana urbis stagnaverat; relabantem
secuta est aedificiorum et hominum strages. Igitur consuitt Asinius Gallus ut libri Sibyllini adirentur. Remuit
Tiberius, perinde divina humanaque obtegens…. (Jackson, 3:372).
72. Plutarch, Num. 22.3 ὥ λογισμῷ φασὶ μηδὲ τοὺς Πυθαγορικοὺς εἰς γραφὴν κατατίθεσθαι τὰ συντάγματα,
μνήμην δὲ καὶ παίδευσιν αὐτῶν ἀγριφον ἐμποεῖν τοῖς ἀξιοῖς, καὶ τῆς γε περὶ τάς ἀπόρους καὶ ἀρρήτους
λεγομένας ἐν γεωμετρίᾳ μεθόδους πραγματείας πρὸς τινα τῶν ἂναξίων ἐκδοθείσης, ἔφασαν ἐπισημαίνειν τὸ
Plutarch related this detail about the Pythagoreans as he narrated the tale of King Numa. Numa's concerns about books, Plutarch argued, continued with the mystical Pythagoreans of his own time. His aside also reflects the expectation that groups would provide precepts in writing. In addition to the increased literary activity among Jews and Christians at this time, other groups produced sacred books of their own. Plutarch also wrote about the Isis cult, which enjoyed empire-wide popularity in the second century. The use of sacred books of Egyptian wisdom for initiation rituals led to a pervading sense of intrigue and mystery. It has even been suggested that these books contributed to the popularity of Isis worship and early Christianity in the second century. In such an environment, Plutarch found the Pythagoreans' lack of books anthropologically distinctive.

The written precepts of religions drew widespread interest. Who had books? Who did not? Who wrote them? Why? In Christian discourse, this discussion manifested in debates among thinkers such as Tertullian, Marcion, and Valentinus about what "gospel" was perceived to be. But an even more basic question arose in a legal context.

III. What is a Book?

As Roman jurists outlined inheritance laws concerning libraries, they too asked what constitutes a book. In the second century of the common era, the answer to this question was not obvious. The legal definition of book was complicated by multiple, rapidly changing

δαμόνιον μεγάλῳ τινί καὶ κοινῷ κακῷ τὴν γεγενημένην παρανομίαν καὶ ἁσέβειαν ἐπεξερχόμενον. (Perrin, 380).

73. Plutarch, Is.Os. 2. This cult maintained a close association between body and book: Isis's adversary Typhon repeatedly shreds her sacred books and scatters them to the winds. Isis then collects the fragments, and just as she collected and pieced the body Osiris back together, she restores her writings.

formats: the codex, an ancient format resembling the modern paperback, grew more popular than the scroll, and by the end of the second century, surpassed the scroll as the dominant format. Papyrus, cheaper and more widely available than vellum, became the material of choice. Books existed in other formats as well, including early forms of codices of wooden and wax tablets. In the midst of these changes, jurists participated in the debate about what a "book" was. To execute a will, to interpret a declaration like, "I bequeath my son 100 books," jurists had to make precise the phrase "one book." For this, the jurists approached questions of wide relevance; they considered material books in every possible form: complete books, books with no ending, books not yet begun, books with many parts, books owned by the deceased, and books written by the deceased. Their legal reasoning elucidates that Romans thought about books in terms of the human body.

Gnaeus Domitius Annius Ulpianus (c. 170-223 C.E.), a Roman jurist whose legal career roughly coincided with Valentinus's life, defined the book in his judicial rulings on inheritance law. Books and personal libraries appeared as a common line item in wills. However, because books were published with a range of materials and multiple formats, an opportunistic would-be-heir could exploit the ambiguity of the term "book" (liber) to revise the original intentions of the testator. By providing a legal definition of a book, Ulpian resolved ambiguities and closed loopholes attached to bequeathing books and libraries. As he clarified ambiguities of inheritance law, Ulpian provided a legal definition of a book. His legal opinion, preserved in Justinian's Digest, begins:

Under the designation of "books" (librorum) all rolls (volumina)\(^{76}\) are included, whether they are made of papyrus, parchment, or any other material whatsoever; even if they are written on bark (as is sometimes done), or upon any kind of prepared skins, they come under the same appellation. If, however, they are in codices (in codicibus)\(^{77}\) of leather, or papyrus, or ivory, or any other substance, or are composed of wax tablets, will they be considered to be due? [Let us see.] Gaius Cassius says that where books are bequeathed, the skins (membranas)\(^{78}\) are also included. Hence, it follows that everything relating to them will be due if the intention of the testator was not otherwise.\(^{79}\)

Ulpian's edict was not simply an attempt to explain the difference between a book and a manuscript.\(^{80}\) His ruling took up the legal challenge of explaining the general concept of book in light of diverse examples. Ulpian began with the easiest case; liber designated volumina, or rolls—the most recognizable form of a book. Rolls could be made from a variety of textiles, which Ulpian listed: rolls made of papyrus (charta), parchment (membrana), and various bark products (philyra and tilia) all counted as liber. His list of textiles moved from the common to the rare, evidenced by his own aside, "sometimes scrolls are made of bark." From rolls, Ulpian moved to codices. Interestingly, Ulpian took for granted that codices were to be included in a legacy of books; he did not ask if the term liber encompassed codices as well as

---

76. I use Alan Watson's translation of this law but offer several modifications. Here, Watson has translated volumina as "volumes" which does not convey that these units were specifically rolled. Cf. Alan Watson, trans., Digest of Justinian, 4 vols. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), 1:88-89.

77. Watson's translation renders this: "if books are bound." Although I agree with Watson's insinuation that Ulpian is discussing book covers, I have modified the translation to make more clear that Ulpian has moved from rolls to codices.

78. Watson has translated this as bindings, but Gaius Cassius was probably talking about protective leather pouches used to store individual scrolls.


rolls, but instead asked whether the covers of codices were due when books are due. (Quod si in codicibus sint membraneis vel chartaceis vel etiam eboreis vel alterius materiae vel in ceratis codicillis, an debeat, videamus.) Although the Latin is ambiguous, leaving open the identity of the subject when it asks "are they due," the precedent Ulpian cited demonstrates that he was asking about covers of codices and not codices themselves. He referred to the legal opinion of an early first century jurist, Gaius Cassius, who claimed "if [books] are bequeathed also are its skins." (deberi et memoras libris legatis). Gaius Cassius, living before the codex became popular and well-known, likely referred to a protective covering for a scroll when he described the membranas libris (literally: skin for the book). Citing Gaius Cassius allowed Ulpian to make room for the new, developing book technology in older law. Ulpian considered these leather pouches for scrolls analogous to protective covers of codices. These covers could be valuable in their own right—Ulpian mentioned ivory as a material—and might become contested objects between heirs.

Although Ulpian simply assumed codices counted as books, his colleague Paulus81 thought it necessary to describe exactly how this increasingly popular format fit into existing law. Like Ulpian, Paulus included texts written on all kinds of materials as books. However, his pithy two-sentence sententia indicated that his primary interest was clarifying whether codex counted as liber. Paulus legislated: "When books are bequeathed, rolls of papyrus, skins, and bark are included, and codices as well. By the term 'books' not only rolls of leaves of paper, but any writing bound (certo fine concluditur) in anything is understood."82 It ap-

82. Paulus, Sent. 3.6.87. Libris legatis tam chartae volumina vel membranae et philyrae continentur; codices
pears that Paulus actually judged a book by its cover: the second sentence defined books as "any writing bound in anything"—an apt description of a codex.

The jurists defined the book by its physical characteristics and not its textual content. Paulus only addressed the external trappings of a book and Ulpian deliberately avoided determining or enumerating books based on words written in them. His edict continues:

If someone has bequeathed one hundred books, we shall give him one hundred rolls, not a hundred of what someone has measured out by his own ingenuity to suffice for writing a book. For instance, if he should have the whole of Homer on one roll, we shall not count this as forty-eight books, but shall take the whole roll of Homer to be one book. If Homer's works are bequeathed and the set is incomplete, as many cantos as can be found will be due.\(^8^4\)

Ulpian counted as one book, one physical book, irrespective of its divisions.\(^8^5\) If all the cantos (rhapsodiae) of Homer were confined to one roll, it "counted" as one book. He negated the claim that one roll could be considered forty-eight books—the number of books contained in the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* combined.\(^8^6\) Nor did Ulpian entertain the possibility that one roll of Homer comprising both epics might be considered two books. Ulpian's discomfort in legis-

\(\text{quoque debentur: librorum enim appellatione non volumina chartarum, sed scripturae modus, qui certo fine concluditur, aestimatur.}\)

83. The idea that a book was anything with writing contained in anything would be meaningful for readers of the *Gospel of Truth*, who would confront Jesus "wrapped" in a book.

84. D. 32.50 continues: 1. *Si cui centum.sint legati, centum volumina ei dabimus, non centum, quae quis ingenio suo metitus est, qui ad libri scripturam sufficerent: ut puta cum haberet Homerum totum in uno volumine, non quadraginta octo libros computamus, sed unum homeri volumen pro libro accipiendum est. 2. Si Homeri corpus sit legatum et non sit plenum, quantaeaccumque rhapsodiae inveniantur, debentur.* (Momsen, 451).

85. Pace Albert Henrichs, who has argued that "a book's identity was more precisely defined by its textual contents than by its physical form or the material on which it was written." See Albert Henrichs, '"Hieroi Logoi' and 'Hierai Biblo': The (Un)Written Margins of the Sacred in Ancient Greece," *HSCP* 101 (2003): 210.

86. Romans would have understood this because the division of the *Iliad* and *Odyssey* into twenty-four books each was done by the third century B.C.E. On this point see, Richmond Lattimore, trans. and ed., *The Iliad of Homer* (1961; repr., Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 14.
lating intellectual property rights is evident—he refused to rule on "what someone has measured by their own ingenuity to suffice for writing a book." (Unlike contemporary debates about the authenticity of religious books, the legal arena avoided debates provoked exactly by the way certain texts were measured by their contents).

Instead, Ulpian restricted his discussion to the physicality of the book. This line of inquiry incurred its own challenges, prompting questions about the external boundaries of a book and its internal requirements. His edict continues:

In a legacy of books, the bookcases are not included, as Sabinus writes. So does Cassius; for he says that parchments with writing on them are due, but added that neither boxes not cases nor other receptacles for the books are due. But what Cassius writes of blank parchments is true. For neither are blank papyri are due in a legacy of books, nor when papyri are bequeathed will be books be due, unless by any chance we should here be impelled by the testator's wishes, for instance, if someone should happen to have left papyri in these terms, "my entire papyri," when he had nothing other than books, as one scholar to another; for then nobody will doubt that books are due, because many people commonly call books papyri. What then if someone has bequeathed blank papyri? Parchments will not be included, nor any other writing material, nor yet books that have begun to be written.87

Ulpian asked, what demarcates the book? At the beginning of his edict, he had already decided that covers were included in the category liber. If book covers, which stored the contents of the book were included, what about other containers? What about their storage boxes?88 Or the bookcases that held books? Ulpian did not include these in a legacy of books,

---


88. A Roman statue of Sophocles provides a replica of these boxes. Cf. Casson, Libraries in the Ancient
drawing the outer boundary of a book at its cover. What about a book's internal requirements? Ulpian had just distanced himself from judging a book based on its contents, but here he noted that blank papyri did not count as a book. To be included in a legacy of books the material object had to have some kind of writing on it. But how much? "Books that have begun to be written" were excluded from an inheritance. What about books that were mostly written? Or not quite finished? This final category stimulated Ulpian's legal imagination:

This brings us to no bad question: if books have been bequeathed, are unfinished books to be included? I think they are not, any more than what is not yet fully woven is included in the description of clothes. But books fully written out, though not yet hammered or ornamented, will be included. So will books not yet glued together or corrected; and even parchments not yet bound together will be included.89

The class of "unfinished books" presented a grey area: if a book was not complete, its author had not approved it for publication, and it should not be circulated by an heir. On the other hand, the value of an heir's inheritance risked diminishment. Roman inheritance law was designed to protect the rights of the heir,90 and most of Ulpian's edict reflects this priority. Until now, he interpreted the term liber generously—if one inherited a library, books of all materials were included. If codices were part of a legacy of books, the valuable covers were included. If the "books of Homer" were bequeathed, a generous interpretation of the will was to be

89. Unde non male quaeritur, si libri legati sint, an contineantur nondum perscripti. Et non puto contineri, non magis quam vestis appellatione nondum detecta continetur. Sed perscripti libri nondum malleati vel ornati continentur: proinde et nondum conglutinati vel emendati continentur: sed et membranae nondum consutae continentur. 6. Chartis legatis neque papyrum ad chartas paratum neque chartae nondum perfectae continentur. (Momsen, 451).

upheld and the heir should receive as many books of Homer as the testator possessed. Yet here, he excluded unfinished books, limiting the value of an inheritance.

Ulpian's legislation prohibiting the inheritance of unpublished books indicates that the ruling was put in place to protect authors, not the incumbent heir. Ulpian relied on analogy to clarify his position: unfinished books were like unfinished garments. His comparison was not isolated but reflects how Romans regarded books, which were often compared to garments—even the Gospel of Truth would describe the book as a garment Jesus "put on." In section five, we will see how readers wore books like garments, which some wore well, and others not so well. For authors, on the other hand, Romans used a different metaphorical system to describe books in terms of the human body: authors thought of their books as progeny. This was not a big conceptual leap. The terms for various parts of the book drew from basic anatomy vocabulary. Romans named parts of scrolls with parts of the human body: in addition to the membrana libris (skin of the book) Gaius Cassius mentioned, books had a frontis, its face, which was polished with pumice, and decorated knobs attached at the end of scrolls, umbilicus (navel). Authors continued this conceptual system as they regarded their own works, exhibiting problems that could have informed Roman legal thinking about books.

IV. Author and Book

Jurists and authors held fundamentally different stakes in books. Legal discussions focused on books as physical objects. The priorities of the author, on the other hand, focused on a book's contents. Nevertheless, legal thinking on the physical boundaries of the book addressed authorial concerns. Ulpian's rulings on unfinished books respected the challenges authors faced as they completed and published their own works. Authors such as Galen,
Pliny, and Clement described authorship as an opportunity for immortality, to circulate themselves around the empire without regard to distance or time.

From the author's perspective, a work represented the best of themselves.\textsuperscript{91} The gradual process of Roman publishing ensured that an author could put her best book forward. Publishing a book in Imperial Rome was a more involved process than simply putting thoughts to paper (or dictating them to a scribe) and subsequently having slaves make copies. To publish (\textit{publicare}) meant to let go of personal control over your writing and make it public. This occurred through a rigorous peer-reviewed five-stage process. Most authors dictated their thoughts to a scribe then later read over the transcript. After correcting errors, the author would host an intimate gathering of friends to hear the work and provide suggestions. The collaborative publication process helped authors produce a polished text.\textsuperscript{92}

In addition to pointing out factual errors, reviewers might suggest a stronger word or more convincing rhetorical structure. After further revisions, the author held several public readings before producing the final version of the text. The thorough vetting, culminating in a final public reading, fixed the text.\textsuperscript{93} An author had properly "let go" of the composition once it was published. The published book then circulated beyond familiar people to


\textsuperscript{92} Alexander Gurd has examined what it meant for Roman authors to revise their work. He demonstrated that some authors viewed this communal publishing process as fundamentally republican in its opportunity for the entire community to participate in the composition. In contrast, some poets of the empire used this process to produce their own perfect text. See Alexander Gurd, \textit{Work in Progress}, 1-22.

anonymous audiences across the empire.94

While the Roman publishing process ensured a best-possible final written draft, it could not protect the author from post-production modifications, plagiarism, and theft: although authors could hope that their finished books would not be altered, they should expect that they would be. Authors often attached pleas, threats, or curses to their documents to discourage readers with editorial urges from making changes. Some relied on the reputation of an established author and modified the text to suit new purposes. John's ominous warning at the end of Revelations to any reader tempted to amend the text was probably not a "Kanonisierungsformel,"95 but instead an effort to discourage a common practice. Others attached their own names to another's books; Martial taunted a book thief to steal his manuscript while it was still "without a cover" and publish it under his own name. "Go ahead, take it," he urged, "no one will know a thing."96 A third form of literary misconduct involved attaching the name of a famous author to one's own work in order to attract readers.

This was the situation in which the physician and philosopher Galen of Pergamum (129 C.E.- 217 C.E.)97 found himself once his reputation spread. He wrote an entire treatise,

94. In this respect, a book was fundamentally different from orality, not a shadow of it. Published books were meant for anonymous audiences. On this point, see Joseph Farrell, "The Impermanent Text in Catullus and Other Roman Poets," in Ancient Literacies, 212.


96. Martial's Epi. 1.66. Martial points out that it is difficult to steal published works, but unpublished poems, "if its face is not yet pumiced, nor decorated with knobs and without a cover, buy it: such books I have; nobody will know a thing." Sed pumicata fronte si quis est nondum nec umbilicis cultus atque membrana, mercare: tales habeo; nec sciet quisquam. Martial, Epigrams, ed. and trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey, LCL 94 (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1993), 1:66.

On My Own Books, to document his literary activities in the face of identity theft. A trip to a bookstore in downtown Rome inspired the composition of this treatise. While browsing newly published titles, Galen witnessed an exchange between customers, one of whom had just purchased a book titled "Galen the Doctor." The other customer, struck by the strange title, looked at the opening pages and tore up the dedication, swearing, "this is not Galen’s style, and the title is false." An aspiring doctor had attempted to publish his own clumsy prose under Galen's name. Although pleased that he was so well known one could recognize his manner of speaking, and that he was famous enough that someone would want to steal his work, Galen composed On My Own Books in response, listing all the texts he authored, explaining the reason he wrote them, naming his intended audience, and noting any subsequent editions. He was able to trace the origins of any corruptions, explaining how readers in other countries published his books under their names and "mutilated" his work, adding, changing, and excising as they wished.

As Galen traced the corruptions of his own work, he made clear the stakes of Ulpian's ruling about unfinished books. Ulpian excluded such documents from an inheritance; Galen's own literary history demonstrated why: it was precisely when the owner died that these books were most vulnerable to theft. Without fail, textual corruption occurred when Galen's

University Press, 2008), 25n1.


99. Johnson, Readers and Reading in the High Roman Empire, 85.

100. On his deathbed, Virgil too requested that his unfinished Aeneid manuscript be burned. When his friends refused, Virgil asked that they at least not publish anything that he would not have published himself. This request was also denied. His Aeneid was published postmortem with several verses left unfinished. See Suetonius-Donatus, Vit. Virg. 15-16.
unpublished works passed from deceased to heir. Galen had written a few books just for friends or pupils who were unable to attend his lectures and demonstrations. He stated that these books were not intended for publication, but simply notes with no title, given to the students and friends who asked for them. He also permitted his students to record his lectures in writing, encouraging them to take notes on his demonstrations to use as reference works when they did not have access to Galen himself. Galen did not consider these notes he wrote for friends, or notes his students took, to be published books. Galen never published his work *On the Bringing Up of Blood*. It was a record of a lecture he had written against Martialius, a competing doctor. Galen was surprised to find this little lecture, composed for a specific polemical purpose and in the spirit of professional rivalry, circulating widely. A friend had taken down the lecture as a transcript and died. The heir to his friend's library thrust his lecture into circulation.

A similar fate met Galen's *On the Motion of the Chest and Lungs*, which he wrote for a student who was returning home after studying with Galen in Rome. The young man died, and years later, Galen came across the work with a new preface and different author. Galen's own notes on Chrysipus' *Book of Syllogistic* were also published after someone asked a household servant to hand them over and then later released them into circulation. Perhaps the unsanctioned circulation of Galen's unpublished manuscripts even provoked Roman legislation prohibiting the inheritance of unfinished books. As Marcus Aurelius' personal physician and a public speaker on the itinerant doctor circuit, Galen was a familiar face in Rome. One can imagine he complained about these instances in aristocratic environments, where he may have encountered a young Ulpian, Paulus, or other legal scholars. In any case, Galen spent time documenting these instances and re-editing his altered work. There is no
indication he was concerned about correcting medical misinformation; his efforts seem 
motivated by the preservation of his own legacy.

Many Roman authors were sensitive to the posterity of authorship. The politician 
Pliny (61-112 C.E.), who often advocated in judicial courts with Tacitus, addressed the 
monumental implications of authorship more explicitly. In one of his letters, he encouraged 
his friend Octavius to publish his poetry. Pliny underscored the expediency: Octavius' verse 
was already circulating orally. To guarantee that his own name would always be attached to 
his work, Octavius needed to compile a volume before others claimed authorship. After as-
suring Octavius that his work would be well received, and scolding him for habitual procras-
tination, Pliny urged him to publish, reminding him that he should "have an eye towards 
mortality, from which you can free yourself with this one monument." Octavius should not 
count on friends publishing his poetry after death. Pliny warned Octavius that should he die 
with the poetry unpublished, the words will "like vagabonds, find someone else to utter 
them." A published volume of poetry was supposed to ensure his immortality. However, it 
seems that Octavius' laziness prevailed, or that Pliny's estimation of his verse was off, be-
because no poems or other mention of Octavius survives.

The idea that a book could continue to promote an author, even after death, traversed 
religious affiliation. Clement, writing in the Roman metropolis of Alexandria around the 
time Ulpian and Paulus were beginning their legal careers, considered his own writing a per-
sonal memorial, one he was not sure he deserved— his writing was "weak when compared

101. Helmut Krasser, Der Neue Pauly, s.v. "P. Caecilius Secundus."
with that spirit, full of grace, which [he] was privileged to hear." Although he, like Galen, considered lectures superior to books for pedagogical purposes, he carefully weighed the advantages of writing: memory was unreliable, writing could be fixed. His *Stromateis* would not allow knowledge to fade from human memory with the passage of time. Instead, it offered permanence. Clement considered the *Stromateis* his "progeny of the soul." In this respect, his thinking about books aligned with the thinking of other Roman writers; authors regarded their books as children, living texts they could give birth to, raise, correct, and leave as a legacy. But the Roman Empire could be a dangerous place for children, especially when they left the possession and protection of home.

V. Reader and Book

Pliny's correspondent Octavius might have been justified in his reticence to publish his poetry. Once released to the public, literary creations were vulnerable not just to theft or mutilation, but also to the readers who could do damage of their own. As Plato had observed, good books always manage to find the worst readers, those who would miss the original intent of the writing. He advocated against putting one's thoughts down in writing and some Romans grafted this ideal onto legends of their own: Numa and Pythagoreans avoided books for the same reason. However, authors used a different strategy to protect their thoughts. They lamented the damage a bad reader could cause, and outlined practices of good reading, which led to proper comprehension. As they did this, they drew further comparisons between body and book, relying on metaphors of books as children, prostitutes, and clothing.

Releasing a literary work to anonymous audiences was like letting a child leave home. Like foundlings without parental supervision, they might wind up a pet (deliciae) of a household available for everyone's enjoyment, a temple prostitute or slave. Horace (65-8 B.C.E.) expressed related concerns, writing a letter to his own book eager to be published and "go abroad." Horace described what his book could expect if it, at present shown only to a few, were set out for sale. He spoke to his book as a child vulnerable to rapacious readers: if the book traveled to Rome, it would spend its youth "caressed" (carus) and "groped by the hands of the rabble," (contractatus minibus vulgi) until worn out and left to be eaten by "feasting, lazy grubs," (pasces inertes tineas). After a time, the book would be set aside, ignored. If the book was lucky, it might spend its old age "teaching boys the basics," in Utica, Ilerda, or some other remote Roman colony, (senectus occupet docentem pueros elementa in extremis vicis). After years of such misuse, the book would become a poor monument to its author; if anyone bothered to ask, the book could only describe "the son of a freedman who extended my wings beyond my nest."  

In Rome a century later, Martial (c. 40-104 C.E.) imagined a similar fate for his own book as he looked at the final manuscript. Martial described his book properly "dressed"—pumiced, hammered, and decorated—in garb that made a work seductive to readers. Martial asked: "Where, oh, where are you going, my book, garbed in Sidonian refinement?" His

104. On the dismal existence of foundlings and orphans in the Roman home, see Paul Veyne, A History of Private Life: From Pagan Rome to Byzantium, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 79. Victoria Rimell has observed, "books are often pictured as slaves, a class of people who conceptually didn't have any physical boundaries, and could legally be used, beaten, penetrated or killed by their masters." Victoria Rimell, Martial's Rome: Empire and Ideology of Epigram (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 25.

105. Horace, Epist. 1.20.

106. Martial, Epi. 11.1. Quo tu, quo, liber otiose, tendis cultus Sidone non cotidiana? (Shackleton Bailey, 3:2).
book was likely going to the libraries attached to the many temples scattered around Rome: Martial listed possible escorts for the evening, naming the gods Apollo, Europa, and Jason, all of whom had shrines in the city. The Palatine Library in the Temple of Apollo might be the most prestigious venue but, Martial warned, Apollo would not be a good company because he only read memorials. In less reputable temple libraries, such as the shrines of Europa or Jason, the book might have more luck finding a reader or two. However, these readers would probably only open the book to shake out its worms and only after gossiping about Scorpus and Incitatus, the champion charioteers of the day. Martial anticipated how readers would defile his book, becoming dirty as it was read.107

In a second epigram, Martial hoped for his book to please many audiences; after being plied with wine and greased with the fragrant oils of Cosmus (a famous perfume marker), the book would "play with boys, and make love to girls..."108 For the readers' part, Martial expected them to encounter his books in the same manner they might a prostitute or exotic dancer—he compared a performance of his poetry to a Spanish dancer playing castanets. Martial predicted the reaction of the audience: "Oh! How often will you strike your garments with a rigid phallus;"109 even one with the temperament of republican officials Curius and Fabricius, famous for their austerity and asceticism, would be aroused.

The authors' comparison of publishing their books to prostitution perhaps reflected universal artistic temperament about selling (out) their works. But authors also detailed

107. Epi. 10.93.6. On this passage, and how Martial discusses his own poetry as social transmission of sickness and contagion, see Rimell, Martial's Rome, 21-28.
108. Ibid 11.15. ludat cum pueris, amet puellas. (Ker, 2:248).
exactly how readers did harm and they explained this in terms of the human body: Epictetus (55 C.E. -135 C.E.), studying in Rome around the time Martial was having fits about publishing his poetry, described casual reading in similar terms to interacting with the dead and described books as "corpses." He warned his students: "For what purpose do you want to read? Tell me! If you turn to it to beguile or to learn something, you are cold and miserable."110 In his treatise The Ignorant Book Collector, the "Syrian" Lucian of Samosata (125-180 C.E.) voiced similar sentiments about casual reading, replacing death imagery with sexual innuendos. Lucian decried the aristocracy's penchant for creating personal libraries; this little work mocked an unnamed book collector, who thought his hobby made him seem educated. Lucian described suggestively the way his ignorant book collector read: "Of course, you might read, looking deeply at the books with your eyes, and, yes by all means, you might read some, running lightly over them, your eyes outstripping your mouth..."111 Lucian implied that just as the reader failed to "know" the book, the reader equally failed to know the book's contents.

In addition to sexual imagery, Lucian also drew on book as garment language. If, for Ulpian, an unfinished book was like unwoven clothing then, for Lucian, a badly-read book was like ill-fitting apparel. He argued that book collecting and causal reading made no more

110. Epictetus, Diss. 4.4. ἢ τίνος ἔνεκα θέλεις ἀναγνώσαι; εἶπὲ μοι. εἰ μὲν γὰρ ἔπτ’ αὐτῶν καταστρέφεις τὸ ψυχαγωγηθῆναι ἢ μαθεῖν τι, ψυχρὸς εἰ καὶ ἀταλαίπωρος. Epictetus, The Discourses as Reported by Arrian, ed. and trans. W.A. Oldfather, LCL 218 (1928; repr., Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966), 314. The language of death is present in the Greek: I have translated ψυχαγωγηθῆναι "beguile" but it can mean "to lead souls to the underworld" and often appears in contexts meaning to conjure the dead or mislead the living. Additionally, I have translated ψυχρός "heartless," but it generally describes cold things, particularly corpses.

111. Ind. 2. σὺ δὲ ἀναγγέλλω τοις ὀφθαλμοῖς ὁμοίως τὰ βιβλία, καὶ νῆ Δία κατακόρως, καὶ ἀναγγέλλω τὰ ἐνα πάνι ἐπιτρέχον, φθάνοντος τοῦ ὀφθαλμοῦ τὸ στόμα. (Harmon, 176). William Johnson has pointed out Lucian's sexually suggestive language in this passage in his Readers and Reading Culture in the High Roman Empire, 160.
sense than a double amputee with an expensive shoe habit. Lucian met such a man (he traveled extensively around both east and west edges of the empire) and recounted the tale of a wealthy Syrian who lost both his feet through an unfortunate accident. The man had wooden feet made and learned to walk again, however, "he did this laughable thing: he would buy the prettiest boots of the newest cut and exerted the utmost effort for them, in order that his wooden feet be adorned with the most beautiful sandals!" Lucian compared the Syrian, who drew attention to his own deformity with his fancy sandals, to a book collector, whose extensive personal library only revealed his illiteracy. Lucian accused the book collector: "Is it not the case that you are doing these things, being lame and with the smarts of a fig-tree, you are buying gold slippers in which even a sure-footed person could just barely walk around in?"

Intelligentsia of all religious affiliations complained about reading without understanding. Lucian's objections also found voice in a later work from the east. A talmudic passage compared the generous way a renowned sage of Israel performed a eulogy to the indifferent reaction of a Babylonian sage to the death of a lesser scholar: "Resh Lakish delivered a eulogy for a certain rabbinical student who was often in the land of Israel. He used to teach twenty four rows of students. He said, Woe! The land of Israel has lost a great man!" On the other hand, the Babylonian sage gave an unmoving response: when asked to deliver the funeral address for such a man who "used to repeat halachoth, Sifra and Sifre and Tosefta," Rabbi Nahman asked rhetorically, "How shall we deliver a eulogy. Woe. A basket...

112. ἐκεῖνο δὲ γελοῖον ἐποίει, κρηπίδας γὰρ καλλίστας ἐσώνειτο νεοτήσιος ἅμει, καὶ τὴν πλείστην πραγματείαν περὶ ταύτας εἶχεν, ὡς καλλίστας ὑποδήμασι κεκοσμημένα εἶναυτῷ τὰ ξύλα. οὐ ταύτα οὖν καὶ σὺ ποιεῖς χωλὴν μὲν ἔχων καὶ συκίνην τὴν γνώμην, ὧνομεμονος δὲ χρυσοῦς ἐμβάτας, οἷς μόλις ἀν τις καὶ ἄρτιπους ἐμπεριπατήσεις; (Harmon, 182).
of books has been lost.”113 Yet this passage also demonstrates, as Rashi has argued, the value of reading for understanding shared with Roman intellectuals. The deceased student in the land of Israel, while he could only recite halachoth, also had sufficient command of the material to teach a large class of students. The Babylonian student, on the other hand, although he could recite from several sources, could not explain what he read, and consequently, was nothing more than a "bag of books."

Many intellectual circles maligned poor reading practices in terms of damaged human bodies. On the other hand, proper reading practices united the book with the body of the reader to even a medicinal advantage—Epictetus insisted, "But if you restore [reading's] necessity, what is it but a happy life?"114 Idealized reading was an exercise in philosophical virtue. 115 Epictetus urged students not to spend too much time memorizing the works of others, instead advocating that they should write their own books to sort out their own thoughts.

Epictetus' exhortation prompted the question, how shall we then read? Good reading practices involved absorbing a literary work until it became part of the reader's being. Early in the first century, Seneca had encouraged depth over breadth, suggesting that it was more fruitful for a reader to "surrender yourself to a few authors rather than wander through many"116 and learn the work by heart. Lucian echoed these sentiments. He wanted the reader

---

113.Meg 28b. ארעא חסרא ורי אתו שלחא דבכרא דישראל דריישא דוהי וניה הלכתא בבל"ד. שדרא אהר יין חסרא איבר. ויירשא מברא ברה ההוא דוהי וניה הלכתא המפריך המפריך ומפריך את מה נחשב הבן הלכתא ארעא איבר ויירשא רבח ההוא דבכרא דישראל תני דהוי ההוא רבח הבאר דישראל דבכרא בין מה חזי תא דחוסה ספירי דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דספרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סpiry דסبري סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי בין מה חזי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סぷרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא ליחסי ביןMah חזוי תא דחוסה סープרי סיפרא הלכתא תני דהוי ההוא רבח הגברא דישראל דבכרא LCL 254 (London and New York: Heinemann, 1932) 2:216. On this
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113. Meg 28b. 114. Diss. 4.4.5. εἰ δ᾽ ἐφ᾽ ὃ δεῖ ἀναφέρεις, τί τοῦτ᾽ ἔστιν ἄλλο ἢ εὔροια; (Oldfather, 315).
to understand the work on the content level, sentence level, and philological level; the reader should know the work better than the author himself. Lucian expected readers to master the arguments and defects of a text, and "understand completely the virtue and failing of each phrase, whether the arrangement of words has been executed by the author according to the standards of correctness and which are adulterated, base and spurious." Such mastery of a particular work signified that one had subsumed the book into his being and had, quite literally, become the book. Martial found such a reader in one Pompeius Auctus, who knew Martial's works by heart, down to the letter. Subsequently, Martial declared Pompeius Auctus "was not a reader of my works but the book itself."

VI. Testaments

The way Romans talked about books indicates that books preserved the person of the author—as a monument, offspring, and personal possession. The written document could preserve the thoughts of the author as long as it was understood correctly, and there were steps both author and readers could take to make sure that happened. The slow, grueling publishing process ensured that the final written document offered the best version to circulate to anonymous readers. Threats and curses attached to books deterred some readers from altering or appropriating the book as their own work. Some authors kept a close eye on their writings even after they were released to the public, correcting textual corruptions as


117. *Ind.* 2. Οὐδέπω δὲ τοῦτό μοι ἱκανόν, ἣν μὴ εἰδῆς τὴν ἁρετήν καὶ κακίαν ἐκάστου τῶν ἐγγεγραμμένων καὶ συνής ὅστις μὲν ὁ νοῦς σύμπασιν, τίς δὲ τὰς τῶν ὄνομάτων, ὅσα τε πρὸς τὸν ὀρθὸν κανόνα τῷ συγγραφεῖ ἀπηκρίβωται καὶ ὅσα κίβδηλα καὶ νόθα καὶ παρακεκομμένα. (Harmon, 176).

they appeared. Readers also played a key role in the preservation of the author. Bad readers abused an author's progeny or neglected it. With their books forgotten, the authors were too. The best readers ensured the immortality of the author, able to discern the original intent and "wear" the book well. As we will see, in the Gospel of Truth, Jesus "puts on the book" and is "wrapped" in the book, indicating that he had perfect mastery of its contents.

Despite expressed interest in preserving the intent of the author, literary practice was for the reader. Books were a means for a reader to improve her philosophical, moral, and intellectual abilities. Ideally, one did not read simply to know what an author thought on a particular topic. A struggle through a difficult text was supposed to yield personal insights and development. The book itself was not supposed to be an object of interest, but a means to this end. Such a position would appear as a stark contrast to Christian and Jewish groups, who placed infallible written texts at the center of their world. In the following chapters, I will question whether this is an accurate understanding of Jewish and Christian groups through the second century, but here I want to make a note about Roman ideas of infallible writing that may have influenced Jewish and Christian thinking about sacred texts. There is evidence that Romans possessed an equivalent concept of authoritative text in which the written format exerted more authority than spoken discourse.

In a recent study, Elizabeth A. Meyer has argued that tabulae, wooden tablets coated in wax, possessed unique capabilities and efficacy as objects. Tabulae were used in ceremonial contexts. In their earliest attested function, they were primarily used to communicate with gods. This practice then extended into the legal realm. Tabulae were used to display edicts publicly, and, in the private sector, used to compose a will (testamentum). These documents had final authority in any legal situation and were utilized
to address this issue of proof. In such cases, the written documents superseded oral testimony. Meyer offers a compelling example with Apuleius' *Apologia*. In this testimony, Lucian's contemporary Apuleius (c. 125-180 C.E.) defended himself in a North African court against the charges of practicing magic and of murdering his step-son. Against claims that he married his wife Pudentilla—mother of the murdered Pontianus—for money, he insisted that Pudentilla's will will be opened as irrefutable evidence. Apuleius promised that the court would find Pontianus named sole heir and that he, Apuleius, was not even mentioned in the will. As Meyer has observed, "Pudentilla is still alive and could presumably testify to her own change of heart about her son; but this is not nearly as effective as breaking open her sealed will and reading her intention to the court…." Her written will held more authority than her oral testimony.

Edicts as written documents held a similar infallible authority: edicts could function as the voice of the emperor in an empire too vast for him to oversee in person. To publish an edict was to enact it as law. If the law was not written down or the *tabula* not established in a public place, it was as if the law never existed. Josephus described a policy towards Jews that was not implemented because it had not been written on tabulae and taken to the *aerarium* for publication. To destroy the document put the law in jeopardy—Roman jurists debated whether or not a law became invalid if the *tabula* had been defaced. Legal documents such as edicts and wills held power not just *vis-à-vis* their contents but as ritual objects

122. *D.* 2.1.7.2.
in a way that resembles the significance Christians and Jews began to attach to their religious texts.

Would such a relationship between the legal and religious be apparent to an ancient reader? Meyer has argued that the cosmic importance of *tabulae* for communicating with Roman deities contributed to their later efficacy in the legal realm. The comparison between the authority of a Roman legal document and the authority of Jewish and Christian sacred texts might seem arbitrary, but it is also one that ancient Christian texts themselves have made. In the *Gospel of Truth*, Jesus read from a book of divine wisdom, an action the text described as "publishing an edict on the cross." Likewise, Irenaeus of Lyon also described the body of Jesus as an edict.123 Perhaps the connection between the power of legal documents and the development of religious texts is most evident in the term Christians began to use at the end of the second century to refer to their own collections of texts.

The term "New Testament" must have resonated as new law for Christians under the legal fist of Rome. The traditional explanation for the term's origins relies on the concept of covenant:124 in the Torah, God made a covenant with his people and the prophet Jeremiah predicted that days would come when God would make a new covenant (ברית חדשה) with his people.125 The Septuagint rendered the Hebrew phrase "καινὴ διαθήκη." This is the phrase Pseudo-Paul used when he quoted the passage of Jeremiah in his letter to the Hebrews. The problem is that the word διαθήκη often designated will and testament and has a secondary

meaning of covenant or alliance. Early Jewish and Christian writers used the term with both nuances; even the collection of books now called "καινὴ διαθήκη" used the word with both meanings. However, it was not applied to religious texts until the third century. Neither Irenaeus or Justin used it to describe books; a few citations appearing in Clement's Stromateis are at best ambiguous. Marcion may have been the first to make a connection between religious writing and testaments: he called his book Antithesis "καινὴ διαθήκη," linking his own writing with the idea that wills and testaments were both written.

Whether or not Marcion was a major player in the development of a canon, this attestation, coupled with some evidence from Latin authors, indicates the concept of New Testament had less to do with covenants and more to do with legal documents. This becomes more clear when διαθήκη is translated into Latin as testamentum, a word that always means will and testament and carries zero connotation of covenant. The Vulgate translation of Jeremiah's ברית חדשה is foedus novum, or new covenant. However, in Pseudo-Paul's letter to the Hebrews, the same phrase from Jeremiah becomes novum testamentum. The first Christian to apply the term novum testamentum to a collection of books (and not a description of the relationship between God and his people) was Tertullian, a Latin Lawyer turned Christian. The point is, by the time novum testamentum and καινὴ διαθήκη were applied to a specific collection of books, will and testament, not covenant was understood. This suggests that the
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126. Wolfram Kinzig has traced the use of the term New Testament in the Greek and Latin writings from the first through third centuries. He has argued that Christians began to understand the term as will/testament and not covenant, which yielded "a whole new series of theological metaphors and associations." See Wolfram Kinzig, "καινὴ διαθήκη," 519.

127. Cf. Strom. 1.44.3; 3.71.3; 4.134.4; 5.85.1; 7.100.5. Kinzig, 529n47.

128. Kinzig, 529.

authority legal documents carried in the Roman Empire (which Romans themselves had imported from a religious context) contributed to the development of Jewish and Christian writings into collections of books that possessed efficacy as objects and infallibility as texts.

This claim provokes questions about the influence of Second Temple Judaism, which is often credited with a particular attachment to the book imported into early Christianity. In the next chapter, we will see that, far from having a uniform notion of sacred book and divine text, Jews of the Second Temple harbored a variety of views towards the written word. Not all of these views were favorable.
I. A People of the Book?

The chronicles of Ezra-Nehemiah recount the gradual return of the Jewish elite from exile in Babylonia: the Jews began to rebuild Jerusalem and its temple that Nebuchadnezzar had destroyed fifty years earlier. Economic tactics and the stonewalling tactics of political opponents slowed construction of the temple. But a century later, the construction complete, the Second Temple provided a visible marker of Jewish presence. Once the city walls of Jerusalem were rebuilt, Judaism was rebuilt too, with a people, a city, a religious center. To mark the occasion, Ezra read aloud the entire Torah in the presence of the nation as a reaffirmation of the covenant with its deity. With this reading, the Oxford Annotated Bible asserted, "Israel reconstitutes itself as the 'people of the book,' with scripture, specifically the first five books of the Bible.... becoming authoritative for communal and personal life." Judaism had a people, a city, a temple, and, with Ezra's reading, a book. So goes the biblical legend of how Jews became a people of the book.

---


131. Ezra 4:4-5, for example, records efforts of the natives to thwart the reconstruction process by intimidation and bribery.

132. NRSV 671.
History describes a gradual process of canonization, rather than a symbolic instant at which the Jews became a "people of the book." Historical questions include: Which books were included in the canon? When? The basic textbook model goes like this: based on the evidence of Ezra-Nehemiah, the five books of Moses can be described as canonical by 400 B.C.E; descriptions of a collection of the "Law and Prophets" in the Sirach indicate that the Prophets were canonized c. 200 B.C.E.; the date for canonizing the Writings c. 90-100 C.E. is derived from the "Council of Javneh." More recent research into canon formation has demonstrated that canonization involved not only deciding which books to read and which to ignore, but also required a shift in how a book, once canonical, was regarded. Changes in perspective accompanied a text's canonization. Talmudic debates and medieval commentaries demonstrate that Jews began to regard the Torah scroll itself as an *axis mundi;* Christians, in contrast to Eastern religions.

133. The Arabic phrase *Ahl al-Kitāb* (people of the book) colloquially meant "literate" in contrast to those who could not read. In the Quran, the phrase describes possessors of scripture, Jews and Christians, and their affinity to Islam in this regard, in contrast to tribal religions that did not possess written precepts. See *Encyclopedia Islamica,* s.v. *Ahl al-Kitāb.* Modern scholarship has re-appropriated this phrase in the field of Ancient History (to describe Jews and Christians in contrast to Greco-Roman oral religious traditions) and in the field of Comparative Religious Studies to describe Abrahamic religions in contrast to Eastern religions.


135. Sir prologue.

136. Jack P. Lewis has traced the origins of the Jamnia council hypothesis, which claims a group of rabbis met at the academy in Javneh to close the canon. He has found the council to be an invention of Heinrich Graetz, based on his reading of m.Yad 3:5 and deposition of Rabbi Gameliel in Javneh. See Heinrich Graetz, *History of the Jews* (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1893; repr., 1956), 2:342-344; Jack P. Lewis, "Jamnia Revisited," in *The Canon Debate,* 146-162.


138. On medieval developments see Marianne Schleicher, "Artifactual and Hermenutical Use of Scripture in Jewish Tradition," in *Jewish and Christian Scripture as Artifact and Canon,* ed. Craig A. Evans, Library of
tian sources attest to similar thinking on the Gospels—as objects they not only contained the
divine word, but also moderated human interaction with the divine presence.139

If canonical authority indicates that some books were perceived differently from other
books, there was not unanimous agreement about what the authority was and what it meant.
Instead, there were a variety of ideas about the ontology of the sacred book. This chapter
places Second Temple Jewish texts in this culture-wide discussion about what a book was
and how a divine book worked. While the previous chapter addressed the ontology of
Roman books, this chapter examines Jewish ideas about the format, function, and value of the
written word. Because textual authority rested on assertions that a book's contents replicated
a portion of a heavenly book, this chapter begins by surveying these types of heavenly books,
then investigates the various claims Jewish texts made about their own abilities to replicate
the contents of such books. While some texts maintained that humans had direct access to
the heavenly books themselves, others claimed that human efforts were inherently defi-
cient—the opening quotation demonstrated that sacred books were incomprehensible to most
people without an interpreter, and for similar reasons, texts such as the Wisdom of Ben Sira
and the Letter of Aristeas authorized abridgments and translations as viable reading material
for the pious. Philo further liberated Jewish law from the Torah scroll in favor of the "soul"
of scripture, found in the embodiment and allegorical writings of select individuals. Many
Jewish texts extended the sacred book beyond the boundaries of a physical document into the


139. For example, Caroline Humphries, "Judging by the Book: Christian Codices in Late Antique Legal
University Press, 2007), 151. Also Dorina Miller Parmenter, "The Bible as Icon," in Jewish and Christian
Scripture, 289-310.
bodies of teachers, and their written and spoken commentaries. Exploring these traditions will provide context for Valentinus' ideas about sacred books in the next chapter.

II. God's Library

An ancient religious text's authority rested on its claims to represent the contents of divine books. In the next chapter, we will see the Gospel of Truth made claims of its own divine origin by drawing on Jewish concepts of heavenly books. Earlier Jewish writings asserted their authority as divinely authored texts: The Mosaic Torah drew on two sources to explain the origin of its decrees and statues—Exodus 31:18 described the legal tablets Moses brought down from Sinai as tablets inscribed personally by the deity. An alternative narrative, Exodus 34:27-28 asserted that Moses took divine dictation and wrote them. (Later rabbinic traditions argued that the deity possessed a physical copy of these laws in heaven, before dictating them to Moses.)

Second Temple Jewish texts that elevated Enoch as their central protagonist also claimed to transmit the contents of heavenly tablets, which Enoch accessed on trips to heaven. In addition to heavenly tablets, many Jewish authors surmised that God had other books as well—texts that recorded the names of the righteous, deeds of humanity, and also books that had supernatural powers.

Jewish texts of diverse provenance attest to the concept of a Book of Life, a document that served as a registry, recording the names of individuals who were destined for eternal life. This text worked like a guest list; one's name could either be added to this book or

140 An early work on heavenly books in the ancient Near East has even argued that these books were metaphors for earthly books. Humans imagined the books that existed in heaven based on the types of books they used for their own administrative purposes. Leo Koep, Das himmlische Buch in Antike und Christentum: Eine religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zur altchristlichen Bildersprache (Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag, 1952), 1-136.

141 LevR 19:1.
removed from it. An early attestation, Psalm 69:29, explained the mechanics of the book: "Let them be erased from the book of life; let them not be written among the righteous." Jubilees, a third century B.C.E. Hebrew text that attracted diverse readership from the inhabitants of Qumran to late antique Christian chronographers, warned that those who broke God's covenant would be erased from the Book of Life and their names written down in the Book of Destruction. In addition to the Hebrew literature, the Book of Life is also found in Hellenistic literature. Joseph and Aseneth was composed to explain how a seminal Jewish patriarch such as Joseph could marry the daughter of an Egyptian priest. This text absolved Aseneth of her idol-worshipping ways because she had been written in the Book of Life, her name listed first in the roster of the righteous. Other texts to make use of the concept include the Gospel of Luke, which praised the seventy proselytizers whose names were written in heaven. The Gospel of Truth also used a variation of this idea, describing those who received Jesus' teachings favorably as having a "living book of the living" written in their hearts.

Related to the Book of Life was the Book of Deeds, which contained the details of each individual's actions, both good and evil. This book served to determine whether one was admitted to heaven on the basis of good deeds outweighing the bad. The prophet Isaiah identified the deity as the one who "erases your transgressions," implying they

142. Kittel, 1150.
143. For these citations, See Hermann Rönsch and August Dillman, Das Buch der Jubiläen (Leipzig: Fues's Verlag, 1874; reprint Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1970), 252-382.
144. Jub. 30:22.
146. Lk 10:20.
147. Isa 43:25. (Kittel, 742).
had been recorded in a book. Texts referred to this book in judiciary contexts: in an apocalyptic vision, the prophet Daniel saw a divine figure consult such a book as part of legal proceedings against a symbolic giant beast.\(^{148}\) The contents of the book led to the beast's condemnation. *Dream Visions*, the Maccabean era installment of the Enoch epic, described such a book being used in similar legal contexts.\(^{149}\) *Jubilees* depicted Enoch as the writer of the book of deeds—taken up to heaven, he now bides eternity recording the evil deeds of humankind.\(^{150}\) The *Testament of Abraham* portrayed Abel as its keeper and described the giant dimensions of the Books of Deeds. Four angels assisted him: one in charge of recording righteous deeds, another responsible for writing down evil acts, a third angel weighed the souls, and a fourth wielded a fiery trumpet.\(^{151}\)

Divine books possessed not only divine words, legal records, and history, but also supernatural physical powers. These "Books of Action\(^{152}\) traversed earthly and divine realms and represented one way the deity could intervene in human affairs. The prophet Zechariah described a flying scroll that came whizzing down from heaven as "the curse that goes out over the whole land."\(^{153}\) Isaiah 8:1-4 detailed the deity's command for the prophet to take a large tablet and write Maher-shalal-hash-baz and have the tablet notarized by a priest. The creation of this tablet instigated the birth of this child, whose existence precipitated Assyria's conquest of Samaria. Leslie Baynes has provocatively de-
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149.1 En. 89:61-64.
150..Jub. 4:23.
151.T. Ab. recension A 12.
scribed the tablet's function: "The speech of the Lord is written, and the written words are made flesh in the person of Isaiah's son." The divine word made flesh became a central concept in early Christianity, and the Gospel of John and the Gospel of Truth both described its efficacy in no uncertain terms. On the word made flesh, the Gospel of John insisted: "All things came into being through him, and without him not one thing came into being." Instead of word made flesh, the Gospel of Truth envisioned a divine book made flesh, claiming: that "nothing could have appeared among the ones who believed in salvation, if that book had not come into the midst.

III. The Lying Pen of Scribes

To what extent was humanity capable of accessing these heavenly books or replicating their contents? Plato had been pessimistic on this question, positing the existence of an ideal book that remained completely removed from our world. Human attempts at writing only produced deeply deficient copies. Jewish texts conveyed similar anxieties about human capacities to transmit divine messages in writing. These texts considered questions such as: How should a text's claims to be a heavenly document be evaluated? What characteristics supported a document's authenticity? How accurate was the book as a copy?

The recovering of hidden, lost books was a popular way to introduce and authenticate new texts and their contents. Their discovery explained why the material had not been

157. For a brief history of scholarship on this topic, as well as a comprehensive selection of ancient examples,
known before and their secret status implied esotericism and a kinship with heavenly books. A rediscovered book narrative allowed Josiah, king of Judah from 640-609 B.C.E., to enact controversial religious reforms. As 2 Kings tells it, when King Josiah ordered an audit of the temple treasury, the high priest found a book of the law, long lost and forgotten in storage. After reading the book, King Josiah understood why his kingdom had been plagued with bloodshed. He tore down local altars, burned idols, and banned mixed marriages. He banished male prostitutes from the Temple. He tightened admission requirements for the priesthood and strengthened its power. He re-instituted the celebration of Passover, which had not been kept "since the Judges ruled Israel." These religious reforms Josiah instituted based on the contents of the discovered book eased the suffering of the nation, authenticating this hidden book. He read aloud the entire document in front of all the people of Judah, reaffirming his people's covenant with the deity.

Re-discovered hidden books were vulnerable to accusations of inauthenticity or forgery (for similar reasons, Sibylline books reappearing in the Roman Empire were subject to rigorous examination). The prophet Jeremiah, active during Josiah's reign, leveled this accusation against the writings under temple control, perhaps even directly against Josiah's discovered book. Jeremiah was a vocal critic of the monarchy and priesthood; banned from the temple, he stationed himself outside its precincts, publicly predicting the future suffering of

159. 2 Kgs 23:22.
160. It has even been argued that the appearance of this book should not be regarded as a legal code but as a sign from heaven and functioned as a written oracle as many books did in Near Eastern governments. See Jonathan Ben-Dov, "Writing as Oracle and as Law: New Context for the Book-Find of King Josiah," JBL 127, no. 2 (2008): 223-239.
161. 2 Kgs 23:2.
the nation. Jeremiah's proposed alternative to these written documents were the living words of the deity channeled through the prophets. During the reign of Josiah's son, Jehoiakim, the deity commissioned Jeremiah to write a new composition. This book, ostensibly as an alternative to the scribal documents, represented the oral communications of the deity and visions of Jeremiah. Unlike the hidden book of the temple, which Josiah had authenticated by a prophetess, the authority of Jeremiah's book came from his own identity as a living prophet.

Later Jewish compositions exhibited similar skepticism about humankind's ability to communicate divine matters in writing. The Similitudes of Enoch argued that mortals were inherently incapable of writing religious precepts. This portion of 1 Enoch described one of Enoch's tours of heaven. On this excursion, Enoch received hidden wisdom about the future of the righteous and sinners, both human and divine. He also met the evil angels, who induced humans to sin: Yeqon and Asb'el encouraged the angelic children to couple with humans, Gader'el showed humans how to make weapons, Kasadaya wrought physical harm,

162. Cristiano Grottanelli's article "On Written Lies" provides a brief history of scholarship on this passage. The general consensus is as follows: during Josiah's reign, a new holy book was introduced. This book may have been Deuteronomy. The text of Jeremiah was produced by a prophet writing after Josiah's time and needs to be explained in the context of the temple find. Grottanelli argues that this passage should be read as an endorsement of prophetic utterances needed to validate a written Torah. See Cristiano Grottanelli, "On Written Lies," in Homer, the Bible, and Beyond, ed. Margalit Finkelberg (Leiden and Boston: E.J. Brill, 2003), 53-62. While most scholars have argued that Jeremiah was addressing Josiah's discovery of the book in the temple directly, Richard Elliot Friedman has claimed that the Kings narrative was written by Jeremiah as a later edition. Richard Elliot Friedman, Who Wrote the Bible (New York: Summit Books, 1998), 149.

163. Jer 8:8. 164. The date of Similitudes is not firmly established, but estimated to have been composed between 100 B.C.E.-100 C.E. For discussion and its dating to after the Parthian invasion, see Gabriele Boccaccini, "Finding a Place for the Parables of Enoch within Second Temple Jewish Literature," in Enoch the Messiah Son of Man (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2007), 263-289.
opening an Enochian Pandora's box of snakebites and physical pain. Other evil angels revealed cosmic secrets, including the divine name. Pineme'e taught humans the secrets of writing and how to use writing materials. On this particular offense, Similitudes commented, "On this account, there are many who have erred from eternity to eternity, until this very day. For human beings are not created for such purposes to take up their beliefs with pen and ink." In the logic of this portion of the Enoch pentalogy, humans were not meant to write. Writing was an activity reserved for angels, a secret activity which Pineme'e wrongly leaked to humanity.

In general, the various compositions comprising 1 Enoch are united by the idea that writing should be a heavenly and not a terrestrial enterprise. The Epistle of Enoch described the problems accompanying the human acquisition of writing technology—God's law became vulnerable to corruption, alteration, and outright fabrication. The text predicted that individuals would change the "words of truth," a term that designated Torah, to suit their own purposes. They would put forward alternative compositions in its stead, books written by human authors with artistic license—characteristics that compromised their integrity as authorities on divine matters. The text complained: "Sinners will alter and copy the words of truth, and pervert many and lie and invent great fabrications, and write books in their own names.

165. 1 En. 69:10, emphasis supplied. Vanderkam and Nickelsburg have asserted, "This passage seems to be a general critique of writing versus orality and not such a concern about erring texts as such.... Nonetheless, a polemic against writing as such seems odd in a written text that stands in a corpus that elsewhere celebrates writings and their scribal authors. Possibly this polemic derives from an oral stage of the tradition (note the singularity of 40:8) and paradoxically it has been taken into a written text." For translation and commentary, see George Nickelsburg and James VanderKam, 1 Enoch 2: A Commentary of the Book of Enoch Chapters 37-82 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2012), 302-303.

166. Attestations of the phrase "words of truth" appear in 1 En. 99:2 and Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs (T. Gad 3:1; T. Ash. 5:4) and modify "covenant" and "Law" in these instances. For this reason, Nickelsburg has convincingly argued that the phrase here also refers to Torah. For translation and commentary, see George Nickelsburg, 1 Enoch 1: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch, Chapters 1-36; 81-108 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press: 2001), 532.
Would that they would write all my words in truth (in their own names)\textsuperscript{167} and neither remove nor alter these words, but write in truth all that I testify to them.\textsuperscript{168} Humans should not participate in the composition of authentic holy books, the Epistle argued. As an alternative to the sinners' fabricated literature, the text promised: "To the righteous and pious and wise, my books will be given for the joy of rightousness and much wisdom. Indeed, to them the books will be given, and they will believe in them, and in them all the righteous will rejoice and be glad."\textsuperscript{169} The Epistle's position is consistent with the way other portions of \textit{1 Enoch} depicted heavenly books. In other Enochic compositions, divine books dropped down from heaven—Enoch received "books of zeal and wrath as well as the books of haste and whirlwind,"\textsuperscript{170} not written by human hands.

Enoch's own compositions similarly asserted their authority as copies of heavenly tablets and divine dictation. Enoch was qualified to write them because he read the tablets while touring heaven and copied directly from them.\textsuperscript{171} The \textit{Book of the Watchers}, the first installment of the Enoch series, claimed to record Enoch's first tour of heaven: "This is the book of the words of righteousness and the chastisement of the eternal Watchers, in accordance with how the Holy and Great One commanded in this vision."\textsuperscript{172} His second heavenly journey resulted in additional compositions. The angel Urial accompanied Enoch as he visited the ends of the earth. Enoch personally witnessed the gates of heaven open, and watched

\begin{footnotesize}
167. This parenthetical remark is likely a dittography. See Nickelsburg, \textit{1 Enoch} 1, 531n11b.
169. \textit{1 En}. 104:12-13, emphasis supplied. (Nickelsburg, 531).
171. \textit{1 En}. 81:1; 106:19. (Nickelsburg, 333 and 537).
172. \textit{1 En}. 14:1. (Nickelsburg, 251).
\end{footnotesize}
the stars come out of them. He counted the gates and meticulously recorded which stars came out of which gates. He produced an astronomical composition, co-written with the angel, who "showed me all things and wrote them down for me—also in addition he wrote down their names, their laws and their companies." These writings about the heavenly luminaries gained authenticity through Enoch's eyewitness experience and also by angelic co-authorship. Every document the 1 Enoch tradition endorsed claimed supernatural origins—"words of truth" resided in heaven and the proper way to retrieve them entailed going up to heaven to copy directly from God's heavenly tablets.

The Mosaic Torah presented a conflicting position: words of truth were pointedly "not in heaven, that you should say, 'who will go up to heaven for us and get it for us so that we may hear it and do it.'"\(^{173}\) The differences in the way the two lawgivers received their books is striking: Enoch went up to heaven to retrieve it; Moses climbed a mountain and received tablets "written by the finger of God."\(^{174}\) Three Mosaic sources wove an authenticating discourse around these tablets. The Elohist author of Exodus claimed that the tablets Moses carried down the mountain were the "work of God, and the writing was the writing of God, engraved upon the tablets."\(^{175}\) The Priestly source, which avoided such anthropomorphic representations of the deity, presented Moses as a scribe who penned written copies of the deity's oral instruction.\(^{176}\) In the Deuteronomist version, Moses recited the law to the people, then wrote it down and placed it in the custody of the priests. The priests were instructed to

---

173. Deut 30:12. עַלָּא בַּעֲשֵׂיָהוּ אֲשֶׁר אָמַר מִי יְצִירָה, לְכֶנֵּהֵיהָ יְעָרֶזֶת, יִגְּרֹעַ אֲשֶׁר יָרֹעְשֵׁהוּ אֲשֶׁר נָנָשֶׁה (Kittle, 341). The second injunction in this passage, "nor is it across the sea" probably refers to the Near Eastern myth about Gilgamesh journeying across the sea to find eternal life.

174. Exod 31:18. אֶלָּא בְּכַפְיָהוּ אֱלֹהִים לֹא עַשָּׂר (Kittel, 139); also Exod 24: 12, 32:16; Deut 5:22.

175. Exod 32:16. הָלְכַּת עֵלֶּיהָ אֱלֹהִים מַשְׁמַת אֱלֹהִים וּמַשְׁמַת אֱלֹהִים וְאָדָם גוֹדֵה: (Kittel, 141).

hold regular readings of the law to remind the people of the covenant with their God. Together, the Mosaic narratives presented the case that there were no more books in heaven—the word of God resided with the Jewish nation, in their mouths, in their hearts, and with their priests.

The book of Jubilees offered a compromise between the Mosaic and Enochic ideas about written precepts. This text, which later Christian authors dubbed the "little Genesis" to describe its relationship to the first book of the Pentateuch, circulated in Jewish and Christian circles; the several copies found at Qumran, and multiple references in the works of Christian chronographers, testify to the importance of the book across many varieties of Judaism and Christianity. The text positioned itself between the Mosaic claim that divine information was no longer in heaven, but represented in the writings placed in the care of priests, and the Enochic insinuation that revelatory writings could be introduced if one had access to the deity's heavenly tablets. Jubilees presented itself as an authority equal to Torah by framing its contents as information Moses received on Sinai. It also aligned itself with the Enochic idea

that holy books were copies of the heavenly tablets in God's library. *Jubilees* opened with the story of its own origins and, in this narrative frame, the deity commanded Moses three times to write.\(^{180}\) Moses wrote so his "descendants might see [God has] not abandoned them on account of all the evil which they have done...."\(^{181}\) He wrote to record the rebelliousness of his people.\(^{182}\) He wrote to record all that "happened at the beginning and what will be at the end."\(^{183}\) The Angel of the Presence read heavenly tablets to Moses while he wrote at the Israelite camp. This emphasis on writing indicated that the text's author was sensitive to the notion of written precepts, viewing "authority as bound up with writtenness."\(^{184}\)

Although it considered Moses its central revelatory figure, *Jubilees* acknowledged the possibility and validity of other compositions. The text recognized Enoch's status as scribe, who possessed first-hand knowledge of the heavens. *Jubilees* reported the transmission of Enochic books: Enoch recorded the oral testimonies of angels and delivered them directly to humans. He wrote books of astronomy, testimonies and descriptions of his heavenly journeys. Levi and his descendants were entrusted with this library, passed down through the patriarchs.\(^{185}\) All of these books recorded portions of the heavenly tablets in God's library. Additionally, the text endorsed a book of Noah as a revelatory and authoritative text. *Jubilees* explained that after the flood a fraction of evil spirits were permitted to remain among hu-

\begin{itemize}
\item 181. *Jub.* 1:4 (Wintemute, 52); Cf. Exod 34:27.
\item 182. *Jub.* 1:7; Cf. Deuteronomy 31:27.
\item 183. *Jub.* 1:26 (Wintemute, 54).
\item 185. *Jub.* 4:17.
\end{itemize}
mankind and, as demons led the sons of Noah astray, angels provided Noah with secret information on how to combat these evil creatures. God permitted an angel to dictate means of defeating the demons: "Noah wrote everything in a book just as we taught him according to every kind of healing. Thus the evil spirits were restrained from following the sons of Noah. He gave everything which he wrote to Shem, his oldest son, because he loved him much more than all of his sons."\(^{186}\) The resultant Book of Noah provided a method of defeating demons.

*Jubilees* was also consistent with *1 Enoch's* claim that "humans were not made to take down their beliefs with pen and ink." For these texts, the authority of a book was confirmed by the presence of a divine agent. A book produced in the absence of such a figure caused problems. Thus, when Cainan, Shem's grandson, discovered some writing engraved on a stone, he "copied it down, but he did not tell about it because he feared Noah would be angry."\(^{187}\) Cainan had discovered an old astrological tablet, which his ancestors had engraved. This tablet was a relic of the Watchers' seduction of humankind—it imparted angelic secrets of sun omens and signs of heaven. Cainan transcribed these illicit writings and relied on their contents to build the doomed city of Babel.\(^{188}\) With this narrative, *Jubilees* showcased the dangers of writings authored by humans.

In general, *Jubilees* was optimistic about human books' abilities to transmit the contents of the heavenly books. For *Jubilees*, certain humans had unique opportunities to relay information about the divine when invited by angels. Under such circumstances, a book pur-

---

188. *Jub.* 8:2.
portedly conveyed a portion of the heavenly tablets of God's library. The heavenly tablets in *Jubilees* were not the equivalent to Torah, but consisted of many concepts of heavenly books, including the Book of Destiny and Book of Life. By utilizing the heavenly tablets, *Jubilees* acknowledged the authority of other revelatory figures, apart from Moses. The author of *Jubilees* further implied the Mosaic compositions were authoritative, but not complete copies of the heavenly tablets. These tablets permitted the author of *Jubilees* to expand upon the Torah without claiming to alter it, in a manner similar to the concept of Oral Torah. *Jubilees* even hinted at its own superiority to Mosaic Torah because it included additional matter.

IV. Torah—Abridged and Translated Editions

To be authoritative—reliable, at least—a terrestrial book had to have some security measures: immutable stories of its own creation, names of people on earth who are legitimate heirs to the story, for example. In short, books had to contain a convincing narrative of their divine authority to reinforce their claims to authenticity and accuracy. But there is room for error at all stages of transmission, and once put into circulation, their content risked further distortion. How could the book ensure that the reader understood its contents correctly? Plato had argued that a reader's efforts to comprehend a written document only generated misunderstanding. It was impossible for a reader to be sure that she understood the meaning of the text correctly. Moreover, texts always managed to find the worst readers, "getting into the hands not only of those who understand it, but equally those who have no business with it."190 Jewish texts observed similar difficulties with reading comprehension. Ezra-Nehemiah had rec-

190. Plato, *Phaedrus*, 275e. κυλινδεῖται μὲν πανταχοῦ πᾶς λόγος ὁμοίως παρὰ τοῖς ἐπαίουσιν, ὡς δ᾿ ἀυτοῖς παρ᾿ αἷς οὐδὲν προσῆκει, καὶ οὐκ ἐπίσταται λέγειν οἷς δεῖ γε καὶ μή. (Rowe, 124).
ognized that even when the law was read, the listeners required interpretation so that they understood the sense.\textsuperscript{191} Furthermore, many Jews did not understand Hebrew, necessitating interpretive Aramaic translations in the synagogues of Palestine, and translations of the Torah into Greek for the Jews of Alexandria. But translation was a touchy subject. Could another language capture the Hebrew accurately? Did one need to read the Torah in its original language, Hebrew a holy tongue? Answers to these questions reflected various definitions of the sacred book. Those who endorsed translations and abridgments saw the role of the sacred book as a tool to obtain wisdom, not as the incarnation of wisdom itself.\textsuperscript{192} The \textit{Wisdom of Ben Sira}, his grandson's essay, and the \textit{Letter of Aristeas} found Torah in written form but also manifest in nature, oral instruction, and Greek cultural practices. No text could yield a completely comprehensible path to wisdom and humans were unable to acquire wisdom in its entirety. Consequently, these authors argued that one could grow in wisdom by reading Torah, an abridgment or translation, because all reading experiences were deficient.

Ben Sira's ideas about the nature of the Law and how knowledge was acquired were well known. The \textit{Wisdom of Ben Sira or Sirach} was composed in Hebrew in Jerusalem at the beginning of the second century B.C.E. and his grandson later translated the text into Greek. Its proverbial contents combined with promises of divine retribution place the text into the category of Jewish wisdom literature. The \textit{Wisdom of Ben Sira} was a popular work: com-

\textsuperscript{191}Neh 8:8.

\textsuperscript{192}The first Jewish texts to attest to a pre-existent Torah were \textit{Targum Neofiti} and \textit{Genesis Rabbah}, but the earlier scholarship had attributed the first-ness to the Wisdom of Ben Sira. On this, Eckhard Schnabel, \textit{Law and Wisdom from Ben Sira to Paul} (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck)1985), 69-92. Gabriele Boccaccini has argued on the basis of the following passages, among others, that Ben Sira did not equate Wisdom with Torah, but instead claimed Torah was the best tool to acquire wisdom: Sir 4:16-18; 6:18-19, 24-29, 37. Gabriele Boccaccini, \textit{Middle Judaism: Jewish Thought, 300 B.C.E. to 200 C.E.} (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1991), 81-83.
plete manuscripts survive in Greek, Syriac, and Latin indicating that early Christian circles read the text. Quotations of Ben Sira appearing in Rabbinic literature from the taanaim to medieval thinkers, in addition to the many fragments found in the Cairo Geniza, also attest to its wide circulation—its ideas were familiar to many Christians and Jews.

Ben Sira's view of Torah was closely connected to his view of wisdom and its place in the world. He defined wisdom as a primordial entity, emitted from the mouth of God before creation. (Similarly, in the Gospel of Truth, the Son was "spoken forth" from the mouth of the father). Wisdom covered the entire earth like a mist. (The Gospel of Truth also envisioned our world engulfed in a mist—of error—not wisdom). Although wisdom governed the entire workings of humanity, it took up permanent residence among the people of Jacob. For Ben Sira, wisdom was a divine gift bestowed on those who loved and feared the deity. Obedience to the law was the primary marker of one who possessed these qualities and identified those eligible to receive the gift of wisdom. It was diluted over the whole earth, but was found in concentrate among the people of Jacob. Wisdom described how she flourished after "taking root in a glorified people, in the portion of the Lord, his inheritance." She thrived like observable natural phenomena—likened to growing trees, fragrant temple incense, and fruitful grapevines. Yet wisdom itself was overabundant—wisdom warned, "The ones who eat of me will hunger still; the ones who drink of me will thirst still."

194. Boccaccini, Middle Judaism, 82-84.
Like wisdom, the book of the covenant was also defined by natural abundance. Referring back to the trees, temple incense and grapevine, Ben Sira claimed:

All these things are the book of the Covenant of God the Most High, the Law that Moses commanded us as an inheritance for the congregations of Jacob. It overflows, like the Pishon, with wisdom, and like the Tigris at the time of the first fruits. It runs over, like the Euphrates, with understanding, and like the Jordan at harvest time. It pours forth instruction like the Nile, like the Gihon at the time of vintage. The first man did not know wisdom fully, nor will the last one fathom her. For her thoughts are more abundant than the sea, and her council deeper than the great abyss.197

Ben Sira identified the book of the covenant with manifestations of wisdom in the natural world. The fruits of wisdom, the trees, sacred incense, the vines, "all these things are the book of the covenant." The book itself could not contain the wisdom it possessed. To extend Ben Sira's metaphor, if wisdom was a flourishing, fertile farm among the people of Jacob, it was an overgrown jungle in the Torah. Wisdom literally overflowed from the parchment. Ben Sira charged himself with making order from the chaos. Ben Sira, an advanced student, could inundate himself with Torah. Comparing himself to a canal, he allowed himself to be flooded through study of scripture until his "canal became a river and river a sea."198 His own book channeled the flood of Torah to "again make instruction shine like the dawn.... and pour out teaching like prophecy." His study of diluvian scripture yielded a condensed guide for the intermediate student of Judaism who would be overwhelmed by reading Torah directly. Divine wisdom was located in the book of Torah, but the contents of the book could be dis-

197.Ibid. 24:23-29. ταῦτα πάντα βιβλίος διαθήκης Θεοῦ ὑψίστου, νόμον ὄν ἐνετείλατο ἡμῖν Μωισῆς κληρονομιάν συναγωγαῖς Ιακώβ. ὁ πιπλῶν ὡς Φισών σοφιάν καὶ ὡς Τίγρις ἐν ἡμέραις νέων, ὁ ἀναπληρῶν ὡς Εὐφράτης σύνεσιν καὶ ὡς Τιρσάνης ἐν ἡμέραις θερισμοῦ, ὁ ἐκφαίνων ὡς φῶς παιδείαν, ὡς Ιάκωβ ἐν ἡμέραις τρυγήτου, ὁ ὑποκρίνεσθαι τῷ πρώτῳ γνώναι αὐτήν, καὶ πρώτῳ ὁ ἐγκαρτοῦσαν εἰς ἐξανάλυσαν αὐτήν ἀπὸ γάρ θαλάσσης ἐπληθύνθη διανόημα αὐτής καὶ ἡ βουλὴ αὐτῆς ἀπὸ ἄβυσσου μεγάλης. (Rahlfs, 418-19).

198.Ibid. 24:31. ἰδοὺ ἐγένετο μοι ἡ διώρυξ εἰς ποταμόν, καὶ ὁ ποταμός μου ἐγένετο εἰς ταλάσσαν. (Rahlfs, 419).
tiled into his work that depicted Hellenistic values as the "gist" of Torah. His text instructed readers on how to love and fear God based on his own readings of Jewish texts. Ben Sira did not claim there was one reading experience of the Torah. Because it was too vast to comprehend, he could produce an abridged version that would allow less academically advanced students to learn Torah as well. He claimed one could learn Torah without actually reading Torah. Even if one could read these books, no one could comprehend wisdom completely: "The first man did not know her fully, nor will the last one fathom her." For this reason, an abridged Torah was equally useful for advancing in study.

If an abridged Torah advanced one's acquisition of wisdom, what about a translated Torah? This was the question Ben Sira's grandson took up in the introductory essay he composed for the Greek translation of his grandfather's work. The grandson moved from Judea to Egypt "in the thirty-eight year of Euergetes' reign," or 132 B.C.E. (He was writing directly in the wake of the Septuagint translation commissioned by Euergetes' father, Ptolemy Philadelphius.) The grandson claimed that salvation was tied specifically to texts; reading allowed one to "make greater progress in living according to the law." For this reason, the grandson placed primacy on the reading of the texts. He described a threefold division of humankind: "Readers," "lovers of learning," and "those outside." His grandfather was a reader, who could engage directly with the "law, prophets and other writings of our ancestors." (τοῦ νόμου καὶ τῶν προφητῶν καὶ τῶν ἄλλων πατρίων βιβλίων) His grandfather's composition

199. Ibid. 24:28. ὃς συνετέλεσεν ὁ πρῶτος γνῶναι αὐτήν, καὶ οὕτως ὁ ἔσχατος οὐκ ἔξιστοι αὐτής. (Rahlfs, 419).
200. Ibid. prologue. (Rahlfs, 378).
201. Ibid. prologue. ὥστε οἱ φιλομαθεῖς καὶ τούτων ἔνοχοι γενόμενοι πολλῷ μᾶλλον ἐπιπροσθῶσιν διὰ τῆς ἐννόμου βιώσεως. (Rahlfs, 377).
was aimed at the "lovers of learning," who required an interpreter (like Ben Sira) to condense Torah into manageable pieces. Similarly, the grandson's essay and translation were aimed at lovers of learning who could not read Hebrew. In this way, translation and abridgment were conceptually linked. Furthermore, the grandson compared his own translation efforts to the Septuagint translation—he asked for his readers' patience with his translation, explaining that no translation is ever perfect, not his nor any translation of "the law, prophets and the rest of the books, which differ not a little read in their original language." Yet he maintained that the text was still worth reading, just as Ben Sira's work was valuable if one could not comprehend the Torah directly. Likewise, a Greek Torah that could be read was preferable to an incomprehensible Hebrew Torah. For Ben Sira and his grandson, no book could comprehensively describe divine wisdom; all texts were deficient. Because the text was a vehicle to wisdom, a deficient vehicle was better than none at all.

The Letter of Aristeas, a composition roughly contemporary to Ben Sira and his grandson, also addressed the validity of a translated Torah. The Letter of Aristeas was composed in the second half of the second century B.C.E. probably in Alexandria. It described the events surrounding Ptolemy II Philadelphus' decision to finance and produce a Greek translation of the Jewish law books for keeping in the library in Alexandria in the mid third century B.C.E. (283-247). The text was framed as epistolary correspondence between Aristeas, a servant of the Pharaoh, and his brother Philocrates. However, although Aristeas narrated in the first person, scholars unanimously agree that the text was written by a Jew.

---

202 Ibid. prologue. οὐ γὰρ ἵσσονται αὐτὰ ἐν ἑαυτοῖς Ἑβραῖστη λεγόμενα καὶ ὅταν μεταχεῖθη εἰς ἑτέραν γλώσσαν. οὐ μόνον δὲ ταύτα, ἀλλὰ καὶ αὐτὸς ὁ νόμος καὶ αἱ προφητείαι καὶ τὰ λοιπὰ τῶν βιβλίων οὐ μικρὰν ἔχει τὴν διαφοράν ἐν ἑαυτοῖς λεγόμενα. (Rahfs, 378).

The author's agenda was to promote the Septuagint as a valid version of the written Torah. However, unlike Ben Sira's grandson—who acknowledged that translations were implicitly inferior—in Aristeas' account of the translation of the Jewish writings, the author argued that the Greek version held equal status to the Hebrew original.

Whereas Ben Sira's grandson claimed all translations differ from the original, Aristeas claimed that the Greek translation in Alexandria perfectly captured the Hebrew. The message of Aristeas was clear: the Greek version of the law was to be seen as an equal to the Hebrew original. There were no disagreements. In fact, in the entire document, there were no disagreements between Hebrew and Greek text or culture. In a highly idealized description of cross-cultural exchange, Aristeas detailed the easy negotiation between Ptolemy, the king of Egypt, and Eleazer, the high priest of the temple in Jerusalem. Eleazer wanted all the Jewish slaves of Egypt freed. Ptolemy readily agreed and paid their ransom from his own pocket, noting that he should have done so sooner. Eleazer acknowledged that the blame for the enslavement lay with the Egyptians and not Ptolemy himself. Aristeas traveled to Jerusalem with extravagant gifts, which the temple leaders graciously accepted. Seventy Jewish translators of the priestly class were sent to Egypt, where they were housed in a lavish mansion and greeted with a seven day kosher feast. Ptolemy passed over Egyptian authorities and invited one of the Jewish priests to say grace. Over the course of the seven day feast, Ptolemy asked each guest a philosophical question all of which were answered in Greek philosophical fashion yet in perfect harmony with Jewish law. Each answer pleased

204. Let. Aris. 12-27.
205. Ibid. 51-82.
206. Ibid. 185.
the Pharaoh more than the last. The compatibility between Greek and Jewish culture was definitively proven with the central event of the text—the perfect translation of Torah from Hebrew into Greek. The equivalence between the Hebrew and Greek versions was underscored by repeating a familiar scene. When the translation was finished, it was read publicly before the Jewish population for approval, according to the pattern established by Josiah in 2 Kings 22 and then Ezra in Nehemiah 8. The message of Aristeas was that the Greek translation was perfect, the equal of the Hebrew version, just as the practice of Greek paideia fulfilled the practice of Jewish law.

The author of Aristeas even presented text-centeredness as an attribute of Greek, not Hebrew culture. Aristeas described the circumstances surrounding the translation, beginning with Ptolemy's negotiations with the high priest Eleazar to provide translators in exchange for freeing all Jewish slaves. Eleazar was initially reluctant to send translators to Egypt and tried to dissuade the Greek ambassadors from going ahead with the project. "Hearing is better than reading," he argued. Ptolemy, on the other hand, was a book collector. He enlisted a librarian named Demetrius to build his collection and amassed 200,000 works. Demetrius promised to increase his collection to a half-million volumes. The Egyptian king also spent enormous amounts of money to translate the Jewish writings, so eager was he to collect these books. Upon welcoming the Jewish translators to Egypt, he bowed seven times before the scrolls. Ptolemy, like all kings, has the entire law written out, as a king is supposed to do

---

207. Ibid. 310-311.
208. Ibid. 127.
209. Ibid. 176.
during his reign as described in Deuteronomy. From the comparison of cultures in Aristeas, one might identify the Egyptians, not the Jews, as a "people of the book!"\textsuperscript{210}

V. Torah—The Expanded Version

The first century philosopher Philo of Alexandria argued that wisdom, instead of overflowing from the Torah, lay hidden beneath the text and required excavation.\textsuperscript{211} Philo accepted the view that the Greek and Hebrew versions were perfectly equivalent; he was reading the Septuagint and his own exegesis was prompted by specific words in the text of Torah rather than efforts to explain the essence of the text as Ben Sira had done. Philo's exegetical methods reflected his view of holy books that extended beyond the text of Torah to include the writings and bodies of righteous individuals.

Philo adopted the Stoic notion of a Natural Law governing the universe and claimed that the laws contained in the first five books of Moses were its perfect constitution.\textsuperscript{212} Consequently, by observing nature correctly or by reading Jewish scripture and living according to its rules, one could live a righteous life. Philo's equation of Jewish and Natural law would have appeared paradoxical to other ancient philosophers.\textsuperscript{213} Contemporary philosophical

\textsuperscript{210}Dries De Crom has identified two layers of authority in Aristeas, a text-centered "Greek" authority and a community-centered "Jewish" authority. See Dries De Crom, "The Letter of Aristeas and the Authority of the Septuagint," in JSP 17.2 (2008): 141-160.


\textsuperscript{213}Hindy Najman, "A Written Copy of Law of Nature: An Unthinkable Paradox?," 54-63.
texts had defined Natural law as the antithesis to written precepts, yet Philo claimed that Torah was its perfect expression. "The law corresponds to the world and the world to the law," he claimed. How could Philo reconcile the unwritten Natural Law with a written Torah? Hindy Najman has reconciled Philo's paradox in the following way: "Just as the Pentateuch contains rules but is not reducible to a code of writing, so too the Pentateuch is written but is not reducible to a piece of writing." Even so, Philo's writing reflects embarrassment about Torah's writtenness. He made efforts to diminish the importance of Jewish law as a written document and promoted homilies and patriarchs as important sources of the law.

Philo diminished and ignored any iconic significance attached to the Torah scroll itself, instead emphasizing that the books of the law were simply written records of oral proclamations. He called the text of the law "oracular responses written in the holy books of Moses," underscoring that their veracity came from their status as oracles and not written documents. When he referenced other scriptural writings as law, he also ignored the written in favor of the oral as "legislation written in the holy books." Furthermore, Philo described Moses like any ancient author, a "sacred historian" (ἱεροφάντης), the best among many Mediterranean chronographers. And, like other authors of the Roman world, Moses garnered posterity through his books. The Torah was "left behind as a wonderful memorial

215. e.g Cher. 124. χρησμοί γάρ, οὓς ἐν ἱεραίς βιβλίοις Μωυσῆς ἀνέγραψεν, οἱ μαρτυροῦντες εἰσι. (Colson 2:82); Also Moses 2:188.
216. Decal. 1: 154. χρὴ δὲ μηδ' ἐκεῖνο ἄγνοεῖν, ὅτι οἱ δέκα λόγοι κεφάλαια νόμον εἰσὶ τῶν ἐν εἴδει παρ᾿ ὅλην τὴν νομοθεσίαν ἐν ταῖς ἱεραίς βιβλίοις ἀναγραφέντων. (Colson, 7:82); Also Virtues 95.
217. Virt. 201. (Colson, 8:286).
218. Mos. 2:46. (Colson, 6:470)
to his wisdom," a physical memory of the words. Philo consistently avoided thinking of Torah as a written document, claiming that holy books could not simply be "writing on paper to be ruined by bookworms." He considered all written manifestations of natural law deficient: "As for the beauty of creation's design, no one, neither poet nor prose writer, would be able to commemorate it accurately. For creation exceeds both speech and hearing, being too great and majestic to adapt to the sensory organs of any mortal."

Philo restricted the use of the physical Torah scroll to a mnemonic device after Moses himself was gone. For example, Philo claimed that Deuteronomy 17:18, which required each king of Judea to write out a copy of the Torah, was mandated not because it was important to possess a scroll of law, but because the king would better master its contents. Philo explained: "[God] wants the laws to become glued to the soul. Now the laws slip away in a rush from one reading them, but they are impressed and take up residence in the soul of the one copying them leisurely." Any written copy of the law was valuable only as representation of an interior Torah stamped on the soul. As such, this passage echoed the sentiments of Roman authors, who argued that reading was insufficient for mastery. As Martial remarked

---

220. Abr. 11. οὐκ ἀπὸ σκοποῦ, διότι γραφής καὶ μνήμης ἄξιος ὁ ἐξελπίς, οὐ τῆς ἐν χαρτιοῖς ἐπί σητῶν διαφθαρησομένως, ἀλλὰ τῆς ἐν ἀθανάτῳ τῇ φύσει, παρ᾽ ἡ τὰς σπουδαίας πράξεις ἀναγράπτοις εἶναι συμβέβηκεν. (Colson, 6:10).
221. Opif. 4. τὸ μὲν οὖν κάλλος τῶν νοημάτων τῆς κοσμοποιίας ὁδιδέος, οὔτε ποιητής οὔτε λογογράφος, ἄξιος ἐν ὑμνήσαι δύνατο. καὶ γὰρ λόγον καὶ ἀκοὴν ύπερβάλλει, μεῖξα καὶ σεμνότερα ὑπάντη ἤ ὁ χρηστὸς τῶν ὀργάνων ἐναρμοσθήσῃ. (Colson and Whitaker, 1:8); Hindy Najman has argued that this passage describes the written Torah as a physical representation of creation, not as a document detailing written precepts. See Najman, Seconding Sinai, 81. It has been suggested that Philo is deliberately echoing Plato's language in Phaedrus here. See David Runia, On The Creation of the Cosmos according to Moses: Introduction, Translation and Commentary (Leiden and Boston: E.J. Brill, 2001), 104.
222. Spec. IV 160. Βουλόμενος ἐγκαλλά τῇ πνυμῇ τὰ διαπεταγόμενα γενέσθαι τοῦ μὲν γὰρ ἀναγινώσκοντος ὑποτείρ τὰ νοηματα τῇ φορῇ παρασυρόμενα, τὸ δὲ γράφοντι κατὰ σχολὴν ἐναρμοσθῇ καὶ ἐνιδρύεται. (Colson, 8:108).
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about one who was familiar with his writings, "He became the book himself."223 Similarly, for Philo, the king likewise learned the law until it took up residence in his own body. 

Like other authors in the Roman world, Philo compared the king copying and studying the law to a love affair. Horace had compared his readers to adolescent boys patronizing an aging prostitute.224 Martial described his books as high end escorts and Spanish dancers, who wound up in the hands of lascivious readers.225 Philo too compared reading the law to falling in love. He predicted that spending time with the law increased affection just as spending time with individuals can develop into love: "For lingering intimacy renders a pure and clean friendship not only towards people but also to types of writings worthy of love."226 Many regard books as good company—for Horace and Martial, books provided one kind of intimacy; for Philo, Torah provided deep friendship resembling more David and Jonathan than sentators and Spanish dancers.

Philo employed another familiar metaphor to describe Torah. As Philo described how God created the world, he claimed that the deity, like a craftsman, created a sketch in his mind, built a model, then created a world perceptible to the senses.227

Whenever a city is built for the sake of the great ambition of a king or some ruler making claims to autocratic power, being a brilliant mind and wanting to show off his prosperity, there comes some educated man, and architect and perceiving the opportunity and perfect timing of the matter, diagrams first in his own mind nearly all the parts of the future finished city—the temples, gymnasia, pyrtienia, markets, the harbor, shipyards, the order of

Philo's description of the construction of a city closely follows his ideas about creation. The world was created by the laws of nature. In line with his platonic world-view, Philo maintained the existence of noetic ideals and sensible manifestations of these ideals. Unlike other Platonists, however, Philo rejected the notion that the sensible experience was a corruption of the ideal. He adopted the Stoic notion that, like its ideal, creation was good because of the divine gifts bestowed upon it. For Philo, our sensible world was a copy of the intelligible world, which was modeled on the inaccessible, ineffable thoughts of God. Similarly, the written law of Moses was a copy of the law of nature, modeled on the image in God's mind.

Philo was not the only Jewish thinker to contemplate the deity as a craftsman working from a plan. *Genesis Rabbah*, an early exegetical midrash, claimed that God consulted the Torah when he created the world. The text compared Torah to a blueprint that God the craftsman followed:

---

228 Opif. 17-19. ἐπειδὰν πόλις κτίζεται κατὰ πολλὰν φιλοτιμίαν βασιλέως ἢ τινὸς ἰγμαύνος αὐτοκρατοῦς ἐξουσίας μεταποιούμενον καὶ ἀμα τῷ φρόνησί λαμπροῦ, τῇ εὐτυχίᾳ συνεπικοσμοῦντος, παρελθὼν ἐστιν ὅτε τις τῶν ὑπὸ παιδείας ἀνήρ ἀρχιτεκτονικὸς καὶ τὴν εὐκαρσίαν καὶ εὐκαιρίαν τοῦ τόπου θεσσαμένου διαγράφει πρῶτον ἐν ἑαυτῷ τὰ τῆς μελλοντικῆς ἀποτελεῖσθαι πόλεως μέρη σχεδὸν ἀπαντά, ἵππα, γυμνάσια, πρωτανέα, ἀγοράς, λυκέας, νεοκοινοὺς, στενοποὺς, τειχῶν κατασκευάζεις, ἰδρύσεις οἰκίων καὶ δημοσίων ἄλλων οἰκοδομικῶν: ἐβά σαπερ ἐν κρινᾷ τῇ ἑαυτοῦ ψυχή τοῖς ἐκάστην δεξάμενος τύπους ἀγαλματωροφεὶ νοητὴν πόλιν, ἣν ἀνακινήσας τὰ εἰδώλα μνήμη τῷ σωμάτω καὶ τοὺς χαρακτήρας ἔτι μᾶλλον ἐναραγισάμενος, οἷα δημοσιογόνος ἀγαθός, ἀποβλέπον εἰς τὸ παράδειγμα τὴν ἐκ λίθων καὶ ἔκλεξιν ἀρχεῖτα κατασκευάζει, ἐκάστη τῶν ἀσωμάτων ἱδεῶν τὰς σωματικὰς ἐξουσιῶν οὐσίας. τὰ παραπληψία δὴ καὶ περὶ θεοῦ δοξαστέον, ως ἄρα τὴν μεγαλόπολιν κτίζεσιν διανοσθῆται ἐνενίπη ἀκτρίτων πρῶτον τοὺς τύπους αὐτῆς, εἷς ὑπὸ κόσμον νοητὸν συστηράμενος, ὑπετέλει καὶ τῶν αἰσθητῶν παραδείγματι χρώμενος ἐκείνῳ. (Colson and Whitaker, 1:14-16).
Another matter: The word *(amon)* means workman (*'uman*). The Torah says, I was a tool of the Holy One, blessed be he. As is the custom in the world, when a flesh-and-blood king builds a palace, he does not build from his own mind, but from the mind of the craftsman. Now the craftsman does not build from his own mind, but he has documents and tablets to know how he should make the rooms and doorposts. So the Holy One, blessed be he, looked into the Torah when he created the world. As scripture says, "the Lord made me as the beginning of his way." 229

This passage described a deity consulting the Torah, as a craftsman consults blueprints and diagrams, to create the world. The similarities with Philo's analogy of God as an architect have suggested to some a neoplatonic influence on rabbinic thought. However, there are important differences between the metaphors that make this unlikely. 230 The Philonic passage described building as a three stage process; first, the craftsman made a sketch in his own mind, then he translated the sketch into a model, then built the city. These three stages corresponded to Philo's understanding of creation. First, God sketched in his own mind, from which he created the noetic world, then finally made one visible to the senses. The passage from *Genesis Rabbah* did not document the creation of an ideal world. 231 Instead, the deity looked at the Torah, described as a physical book through its comparison to the craftsman's documents (διφόρα) and tablets (πίνακες). *Genesis Rabbah* envisioned God reading the Torah, a book, in his act of creating.

Unlike the rabbinic passage, which emphasized that the craftsman did not build from his own mind, Philo insisted that the architect build only from his own mind. Absent from the rabbinic passage is any reference to the creation of an ideal world. Also absent in the Philo passage are references to written documents. Instead, Philo thought of creation in terms of images, not written documents.\textsuperscript{232} The architect possessed an impression (τύπους) of the city sealed upon his soul as on wax. The architect "carries a picture" (ἀγαλματοφορεῖ)\textsuperscript{233} of the city in his mind. When the architect built the sensible city, he conjured up the images (εἴδωλα) of the model (παράδειγμα) engraved in his mind. In Genesis Rabbah, the deity consulted a document to create the world; in the Philo passage, God worked from images, not a book.

In some of his other writings, Philo demonstrated similar efforts to downplay the written format of Jewish books. Several books not included in the final collection of the Jewish scriptures were mentioned in the scriptures themselves. Philo did not refer to most of them because they appear outside the Pentateuch and Philo primarily restricted his biblical exegesis to those five books.\textsuperscript{234} However, the Pentateuch did mention a "Book of Generation of Heaven and Earth" and a "Book of Generations of Man" and Philo found himself explaining

\begin{flushright}

233. David Runia had argues that this verb implores the image of statues in temples or being carried in processions. Plato used this verb to describe Socrates carrying divine statues within himself (Symposium 215b). See Runia, \textit{On the Creation}, 141.

\end{flushright}
what Moses must have meant by these books. Modern scholars have argued that these books actually introduced books that once existed separately and were subsumed into the Genesis text. When Philo confronted these books, he insisted that they were allegorical books. In his exegesis of Genesis 5:1, which mentioned "the Book of Generation of Heaven and Earth," Philo argued that this book was not really a book at all:

"This is the book of the generation of heaven and earth, when they came into being." This is the perfect logos creating according to the number seven. It is perceptible by the senses as the beginning of the creation of the mind arranged according to ideals and the intelligible arranged according to ideals, as much as it is possible to say so. And he [Moses] called the logos of God a little book, in which it happened that the formation of all other things is written and inscribed.

When Philo was confronted with material books, he distanced them from their materiality by allegorizing the object. Philo claimed that Moses was being metaphorical when he called the logos a "book." Playing on the polysemous meaning of logos, as divine active reason and also meaning simply "word," he implied that creation was similar to the process of composition. Both transferred intellectual ideas into sensible experiences. He used the word συστάσεις, (to create or compose) to describe the logos, suggesting that the act of creation was an act of writing—the Book of Generation of Heaven and Earth was the logos "composing" the cosmos.

235. See Leg. 1.19; Abr. 11.
Philo made a similar move concerning the "Book of Generations of Man" mentioned in Genesis 5:1. The "Book of Generations of Man" was not a physical book. Philo described: "For which reason, being desirous to deliver an admirable panegyric on the hopeful man, the sacred historian tells us first, 'that he hoped in the father and creator of the universe,' and adds in a subsequent passage, 'This is the Book of the Generations of Men.'" By men, Philo argued, Moses meant "men of hope," a virtue that described certain men who followed the law spontaneously. Philo imbued this Book of Generation of Man, like the Book of Generation of Heaven and Earth, with a metaphorical sense, signifying the offspring of these men: "Not inappropriately, but entirely correctly, he called it the Book of Generation of True Man because one of good hope is worthy of being written and remembered, not on pages to be ruined by bookworms, but in the one of immortal nature, in which excellent deeds are written and collected." In this way, Philo redefined the "Book of Generations of Man"—the book itself signified the lineage of the patriarchs, who could not be ruined by bookworms.

For Philo, the Law of Nature could be found in the content of Torah and also be found embodied in certain individuals. Living a life harmonious with nature defined a righteous life. Jewish scripture, as the best written description of natural law, provided one model for a righteous life. The patriarchs provided another. Key figures in the Hebrew Bible intuitively followed Jewish law despite living before Moses received the law on Mount Sinai. Like scripture, they too constituted Natural Law, "being neither acquaintances or pupils of anyone

238. Abru. 9.

239. Abru. 11. εὖ μέντοι καὶ τὴν βίβλον γενέσεως τοῦ πρὸς ἀλήθειαν ἀνθρώπου προσεῖπον, οὐκ ἀπὸ σκοποῦ, διότι γραφῆς καὶ μνήμης ἐξίσος ὡς εὐελπικά, οὐ τῆς ἐν χαρτίδοις ὑπὸ σητῶν διαφθαρμένῳς, ἀλλὰ τῆς ἐν ἀθανάτῳ τῇ φύσει, παρ' ἕκαστην καθόπειρας πρᾶξεις ἀναγραφέως εἶναι συμβέβηκεν. (Colson, 6:10).

nor having been taught proper behavior and speech by teachers, but as earwitnesses and self-taught, embrace conformity to nature, accepting nature herself as the most ancient law, their whole lives being legislation. Even Moses, Philo asserted, could not have written out God's law if he did not already possessed its innate meaning. Philo even called these biblical characters "living and rational laws." As such, each patriarch acquired symbolic value for Philo as an archetypal model of living law. Anyone seeking to live a virtuous life in accordance with the laws of nature could look to them as examples of living laws. Additionally, the other nations could look to the Jewish people for a living example of living laws because they "accept the words of law as divine oracles and, being taught this lesson from an early age, they bear a stamp of the ordinances on their souls."

Among the Jewish people, Philo also identified "some who are as icons of the archetype of scripture, modeled from the beautiful and good virtue of wise men." Philo found a community of these embodied laws in the Theraputae, whom he described in detail in his treatise *On the Contemplative Life*. In Philo's understanding of the movement, this Egyptian ascetic group living on the shores of Lake Mareotis practiced a version of living scripture. In their desert monastery, the Theraputae studied "the laws and divine oracles given through the

241. Abr. 6. ἔκεῖνοι γὰρ οὔτε γνώριμοι καὶ φοιτηταὶ γενόμενοι τινων οὔτε παρὰ διδασκάλοις ἀ χρῆ πράττειν καὶ λέγειν ἀναδιδαχθέντες, αὐτήκοι δὲ καὶ αὐτομαθεῖς, ἀκολουθιάν φύσεως ἀσπασάμενοι, τὴν φύσιν αὐτὴν, ὅπερ ἐστι πρὸς ἀλήθειαν, πρεσβύτατον θεσμὸν εἶναι ὑπολαβόντες ἅπαντα τὸν βίον ἡμοῦ ἐνομίζονται. (Colson 6:6).

242. Mos. 2.11.

243. Abr. 5. οἱ γὰρ ἐμψυχοὶ καὶ λογικοὶ νόμοι ἄνδρες ἐκεῖνοι γεγόνασιν. (Colson 6:6).

244. Prob. 62-63.


prophets and hymns and all kinds of other things with which knowledge and piety are increased and perfected."\(^\text{247}\) This practice translated into an extensive library:

Also they have writings of ancient men, who, being leaders of the sect, left behind many monuments of nature in allegorical form, which they treat as some sort of archetype, they mimic the manner of this similar sect, with the result that they do not just contemplate but create odes and hymns to God in all kinds of meters and melody, which they inscribe with the grandest rhythms.\(^\text{248}\)

The Theraputae possessed books unique to their community and composed additional texts as well. The group composed during their Sabbath celebrations, which Philo depicted as highly idealized symposiums that replaced academic ego and opulent feasting with genuine intellectual inquiry and simple fare. During these dinner parties, "explanations of the sacred scriptures are delivered by mystic expressions in allegories, for the whole of the law appears to these men to resemble a living animal, and its express commandments seem to be the body and the invisible meaning concealed and lying beneath the plain words resembles the soul..."\(^\text{249}\) For the Theraputae, scripture blended text and interpretation, the oral and the written, into what Philo could only describe as a living, breathing beast! The Torah was a living animal, with the written text corresponding to the beast's body, the allegorical interpretation to the soul. Allegorical readings uncovered the soul of the text that no single document could contain. As such, scripture included not only the written text but also included his allegorical

\(^{247}\) Contempl. 25. ἀλλὰ νόμους καὶ λόγια θεσπισθέντα διὰ προφητῶν καὶ ζημιῶν καὶ τὰ ἄλλα οἰς ἐπιστήμη καὶ εὐσέβεια συναύξονται καὶ τελειοῦνται. (Colson, 9:126).

\(^{248}\) Contempl. 29. ἔστι δὲ αὐτοῖς καὶ συγγράμματα παλαιῶν ἄνδρών, οἳ τῆς αἱρέσεως ἀρχηγέται γενόμενοι πολλά μνημεία τῆς ἐν τοῖς ἀλληλογραμμένοις ἰδέας ἀπέλιπον, οἷς καθάπερ τούς ἄρχετος ὑπάρχοντες διὰ τῆς ἐναπεκείμενος ἐν τοῖς ἀλληλογράμματος ἀρχήγοις μιμοῦνται τῆς προαιρέσεως τὸν τρόπον. ὡστε οὐ θεωροῦσι μόνον, ἀλλὰ καὶ ποιοῦσιν ἄσματα καὶ ἰδίᾳς καὶ ἰδίᾳς τῶν θεῶν διὰ παντοτούς μέτρων καὶ μελῶν, τὸ ὡρθοτροφεῖν αἰσθητικής ἀναγκαίως χαράττουσι. (Colson, 9:128-130).

\(^{249}\) Contempl. 78. ἅπασα γὰρ ἡ νομοθεσία δοκεῖ τοῖς ἀνδράσις τούτοις ἐσπερίζει ζῷο καὶ σῶμα μὲν ξενί τὰς ἰδιάτεις διατάξεις, ψυχὴν δὲ τὸν ἐναποκείμενον ταῖς λέξεσις ἀόρατον νοῦν. (Colson 9:160).
readings. Assigning the soul to the allegorical even suggests that these interpretations were a better representative of scripture than scripture itself.

VI. Conclusions

Jewish texts put forth a variety of positions about what a divine book was and how it operated. These views correspond to a historical record that documents a variety of Jewish collections of authoritative books. For instance, *Jubilees* claimed that authoritative information lay in a multitude of books. The number of copies found in the caves at Qumran is likely demonstrative of the text's importance for that community. There were eight copies of *Jubilees* found in the caves of Qumran, alongside at least one copy of every text now comprising the Hebrew Bible (except Esther), and numerous other Jewish compositions. This extensive corpus matched the message of *Jubilees*, which suggested that portions of God's heavenly tablets were not just found in the Mosaic Torah, but in other books as well.

The testimony of first century C.E. sources indicates that other Jewish groups also approved of numerous texts in pursuit of divine wisdom. Philo located the divine law not only in the books of the Hebrew Bible, but also in the writings and bodies of righteous individuals. His *On the Contemplative Life* described this idea of holy book in action, detailing the reading practices and extensive, homemade library of the Theraputae. While later Christian and Rabbinic thinkers would condemn the possession of "other books" as heresy, for Philo and for other first century Jewish authors, "other books" was simply a distinguishing characteristic of a particular sect. For example, as Josephus described the characteristics of Judaism's four major philosophies, he noted in a neutral matter that the Essenes (unlike the Sadducees,
Pharisees and Zealots) possessed their own books, which they kept secret from outsiders.\textsuperscript{250} The first century author who penned 4 Ezra described a similar two-tiered system of public and secret books. 4 Ezra narrated seven apocalyptic visions of Ezra the scribe while he was captive in Babylon. In the final vision, Ezra heard God speak from a burning bush, commanding him to restore the Torah. Thusly anointed as the new Moses, Ezra appointed five scribes to copy down his words. They produced ninety four books—twenty-four books for everyone and an additional seventy only for the wise.\textsuperscript{251}

Other Jewish writers downplayed the centrality of written precepts. The *Similitudes* of Enoch warned that humans were incapable of writing down their beliefs accurately. The text warned humanity to leave writing to the angels because human efforts inevitably led to error. *Similitudes*’ position finds voice in other Jewish compositions. The *Life of Adam and Eve*, a first century C.E. Hebrew text with a complicated recension history, linked human writing with human death.\textsuperscript{252} This text narrated the life of Adam and Eve after they were expelled from Eden and their attempts for redemption. In this text, the possibility was offered that if each stood neck deep in a river for a time that their wrongdoing would be forgiven. The serpent tempted Eve a second time, and exiting the river too early, she forfeited salvation. The *Life of Adam and Eve* also depicted the dying proclamations of the primordial couple. In many ways, their deathbed testimonies were identical; they both told their children about Paradise. But Eve instructed her children to make tablets and record the lives of their parents.\textsuperscript{253}

\textsuperscript{250}Josephus, *B.J.* 2.8.7.
\textsuperscript{251}4 Ezra, 14:45-48.
\textsuperscript{252}Eric Jager, "Did Eve Invent Writing? Script and the Fall in 'The Adam Books'" in *SPh*, vol. 93, no. 3 (1996): 229-250.
\textsuperscript{253}L.A.E. 50.
This detail serves as the text's editorial on the value of writing: Adam did not instruct his children to write down his testimony; this instruction came from the woman, the one who got humankind expelled from Eden then squandered a second chance to return.

This view of writing is echoed in the work of a contemporary Jewish figure. In his second letter to the Corinthian church, Paul distinguished the living law of the heart from the dead letter of the law. The best written precepts, according to Paul, were "written not with ink but with the Spirit of the Living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets of the human heart." Paul envisioned a disciple's heart as a figurative text, a living "letter of recommendation, written on the heart to be known and read by all men." Paul was one of several voices to distance Jewish law from its book format and literal meaning. Philo privileged the soul of scripture, found in the bodies and compositions of righteous individuals. But, Philo insinuated, one did not need to consult a document at all. One could also look to select individuals as examples of living laws of nature, intuitively practicing Jewish law. Both holy book and holy person could embody the law. The next chapter explores the importance of this idea for the Gospel of Truth and Valentinian thought.

255. 2 Cor 3:3.
256. 2 Cor 3:3.
CHAPTER THREE: THE PASSION OF THE BOOK

῾Εκαστος γὰρ τις ἀπὸ μέρους τοῦ σπερματικοῦ θείου λόγου τὸ συγγενὲς ὁρῶν καλῶς ἐφθέγξατο.
For each man, seeing the innate connection from portions of the divine spermatic Word, spoke well.
—Justin Martyr, Second Apology, xiii

I. The Spermatic Word

Justin Martyr employed the term "spermatic logos" to signify the bits of the divine logos that had been scattered (σπειρῶ) among men. For Justin, these glimmers of the divine logos appeared in the writings of certain Greek philosophers, in their affinity to nascent Christian morality and theology. For example, Justin found spermatic logos in Socrates: although executed by "demons" he attempted to unmask, "by means of the Word" Socratic writings put these demons to shame. In the Christian tradition, Justin argued, similar demons were defeated "by the same Word, morphed and made man, also called Jesus Christ." Justin intimated that the Logos present in the Socratic written word was the same Logos incarnate in the flesh of Jesus.

Justin's spermatic logos provided one solution to the problem of a remote, inaccessible deity. Other forms of logos speculation occurred throughout the Roman Empire. Earlier, Philo had conjectured that true divinity was discernable through the logos masquerading as

258. Justin Martyr, 1 Apol. 5. οὐ γὰρ μόνον Ἑλληνικὰ διὰ Σωκράτους ὑπὸ Λόγου ἡλέγχθη ταῦτα, ἀλλὰ καὶ ἐν βαρβάροις ὑπ᾽ αὐτοῦ τοῦ Λόγου μορφωθέντος καὶ ἀνθρώπου γενομένου καὶ Ἰησοῦ Χριστοῦ κληθέντος . (Wartelle, 216).
an "angel of the Lord." The Gospel of John claimed that the "word became flesh," situating the logos in the body of Jesus. The rabbis, on the other hand, located the logos only in the Torah. In contrast, Justin's spermatic logos was not restricted to book or flesh. He recognized the spiritual seed of humanity through a myriad of external manifestations of the spermatic logos. Although best articulated in the Hebrew Bible and some early Christian writings, divine truths theoretically could be found in any book.

Justin's contemporary, Valentinus, put forth a similar position. Although there is no evidence that they actually knew one another, Justin Martyr and Valentinus were colleagues in Rome and were preoccupied with similar foundational questions. Valentinus lived in a bookish age. He composed the Gospel of Truth during a frenzied writing period in late antiquity. The second century was a time of such intense textual production, modern scholars have diagnosed Christianity during this period with "acute logorrhea." As Christianity became more book oriented, Judaism sought distinction by retreating from overt textual production into an oral tradition recorded in writing. This model implies that textual communities emerged not just by which books they chose, but by what the books represented. With the Gospel of Truth, Valentinus did not just introduce a new text, he declared his stance on the role and symbolism of holy books in general. He identified a spiritual elect among humanity, who possessed books "written in the heart," waiting to be published. Valentinus made his most complete exposition of this theology in the Gospel of Truth. His gospel, on one level, was a text about writing—it talked about books all the time. Through these representations

260. Daniel Boyarin, Borderlines, 128-130.
261. William V. Harris, Ancient Literacy, 22.
262. See Guy Stroumsa, Hidden Wisdom: Esoteric Traditions and the Roots of Christian Mysticism, 63-64.
of book, the *Gospel of Truth* argued for the "living document" perspective on the sacred book—holy writings were not fixed but were found in multiple formats from a variety of authors. This idea was expressed most dramatically with the depiction of Jesus as a crucified scroll. The passion was a call for all spiritual Christians to read this book, distribute it, and develop it with their own writings. Valentinus' *Gospel of Truth* might be thought of as one of these expanded books.

The book imagery in the *Gospel of Truth* reflected Valentinus' confounding of flesh and book. If, for the Rabbis, "Torah supersedes logos" and, for John, "logos supersedes Torah," Valentinus was not compelled to choose. He located the logos both in the flesh and in the written text. These he regarded as inseparable. Instead of identifying the elect through the spermatic logos, Valentinus described his congregants as spermatic books, with latent texts written upon their hearts. The Gospel of John had located the logos in the speaker; the written text was secondary. Valentinus was able to maintain focus on textuality by merging the holy text and person. Unlike early rabbinic logos speculation, Valentinus had no problems with this kind of plurality. The rabbis might have restricted the logos to the text of the Torah in order to eliminate ideas about two powers in heaven, but Valentinus could tie the logos to many texts (and to many powers in heaven, or in Valentinian parlance, "aeons in the Pleroma.")

This chapter demonstrates that, although quickly anathemized, Valentinus was not a marginal Christian thinker. His ideas about divine revelation and the generation of wisdom

---


texts placed him at the center of an ongoing debate within the Jewish-Christian network about the authority of new holy writings. On the one side, the rabbis later limited the logos to the Torah. On the other side, Justin had affirmed the presence of the logos in pagan writings (in contrast, Josephus, for example, only tolerated them as charming but defective)265 and consequently made room for new Jesus-centric compositions to take on the characteristics of Torah. Valentinus continued Justin’s idea. The role of the book in the Gospel of Truth suggests that Valentinus presumed an open canon, endorsed continued divine revelations and widespread generation of holy texts.

II. The Joyful Gospel

Many religious texts exhibit self-consciousness. New holy books justify their authority. Newly authored books claiming to be old explain why they appeared. Oral traditions explain their unbroken chain of sources. The Gospel of Truth was no different. Every book had its story and the Gospel of Truth opened by telling its own. The book’s subtle etiology reflected its author’s position within a Jewish and Christian matrix. On one hand, the Gospel of Truth did not claim authority by conventional means. Unlike other texts, it not been narrated secretly to a single person, hidden in heaven or a temple. On the other hand, Valentinus drew on traditional sources to design a textual concept that explained the origins of the gospel he preached. He utilized an interpretive tradition of Proverbs 8 as logos speculation to describe his idea of a heavenly book and savior, which he then subtly equated with his own composition. In the dynamics unfolding below, as the Gospel of Truth narrated its own history, the

265. On this point, see Josephus, Contra Apionem II. 40.
text became representative of a pre-existent supernatural book and claimed for itself the status of holy document.

However, the first line of the text raised a conceptual difficulty: did the Gospel of Truth claim the kind of status that Jews gradually assigned to Torah and was later attached to the canonical gospels, or even demonstrate an awareness of itself as a holy writing? The text opened with the ambiguous phrase, "The gospel of truth is joy...." Yet it is not clear whether the word εὐαγγελίον, as the part of the first line of the work, was also its title, or if the term referred simply to the contents of the text. Although Irenaeus had accused Valentinians of having their own gospel and particularly a text called the Gospel of Truth, the general trend in scholarship has been to diminish the significance of the term gospel in the first line of the text. As one scholar has argued, "the work is sermon and has nothing to do with the Christian genre properly called gospel (e.g. the Gospel of Mark)." Others have concluded, "the term 'gospel' here, in any case, is not a technical term for a literary genre. Rather it refers to the contents of the work, the proclamation of the revealer's message." The text is marked as a deviant expression of early Christian thought with claims like, "The Valentinian entries, the Gospel of Truth and the Gospel of Philip have no ties to the genre 'gospel.'"

However, the question should be asked, why would they? There should not be any expectation of a consistent idea of gospel in the second century. Valentinus was not writing in

266.Bentley Layton has translated the opening line: "The proclamation of the truth is a joy for those who have received grace from the father of truth...." On the use of the term euaggelion, he remarked, "proclamation" (Gk. euaggelion): the Greek word can be translated also "gospel." The title plays on this double meaning. Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures: a New Translation with Annotations and Introductions (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1987), 253.
268.Attridge and MacRae, Nag Hammadi Codex I, 106.
an age of a fixed canon or fixed definition of gospel. Justin Martyr had described the gospels simply as the "memoirs of the Apostles." Ignatius of Antioch used the term gospel regularly to designate both the written documents that competed with Jewish scriptures and also the oral teachings of Jesus, Paul, and contemporary Christian leaders. Ignatius also suggested that the body of Jesus crucified functioned as gospel, replacing Jewish scriptures as the "archives" of the nation. Even the champion of orthodoxy—Irenaeus of Lyons—who claimed there were only four gospels, did not use term gospel consistently to designate written texts. When Origen composed his commentary on the Gospel of John in the early third century, he claimed that although there were only four gospels, all of the writings of the church should be considered gospel. The range in which early Christian thinkers used the term indicates that the choice concerning "what counts as gospel" was not made at the time of a text's composition. Gospel, as a technical term for a revelatory sacred book, was applied retroactively. Consequently, there is no reason to think that the Gospel of Truth was separate from Christian discussions about what gospel was supposed to be.

Valentinus' Gospel of Truth might not have been gospel in the "classical" sense of the term, if such exists, but that does not exclude the possibility that gospel meant something more than "announcement." He made grander claims about the idea of gospel than the ones

270. For example, Justin Martyr, I Apol. 66:3.
271. For his use of the term to designate written documents, see Smyrn. 5 and 7.
272. For Ignatius' use of the term to designate oral teachings, see Phil. 5, Tral. 10, and Eph. 12.
274. Annette Reed notes that even Irenaeus used the term both ways. See Annette Reed, "Ευαγγέλια: Orality, Textuality and the Christian Truth in Irenaeus' Adversus Haereses," VC 56 (2002): 11-46.
275. See Origen, Comm. Jn 1.5.
presented in, for example, John or Luke. Valentinus’ gospel was not a corrective eyewitness account or one of many books about "what Jesus said and did." For Valentinus, Gospel served a revelatory function. He modeled these revelatory mechanics on the wisdom figure in Proverbs 8, in which wisdom "speaks" as the consort of God. Reading Genesis 1 together with Proverbs 8, he proposed a definition of gospel that included wisdom, word, savior and book. Many circles, diverse in their thinking—Ben Sira, Genesis Rabbah, Philo, the Gospel of John—had read these two texts together to consider how wisdom manifest in their communities as a text, as a body, or in Valentinus' case, both. The wisdom figure of Proverbs had several distinctive characteristics, These traits included an eternal, preexistent nature, a physical proximity to the Father, the capacity for joy, and revelatory function. In the opening lines of the Gospel of Truth, thought to function as a prologue, he blended the identity of several divine entities—Father, Word, Savior, Gospel—in his own reading of Genesis 1 together with Proverbs 8. The text opens:

The gospel of truth is a joy (τυάλο) to the ones who receive grace from the father of truth to come to know it/him through the power of the word, which was cast out from the Pleroma, which is in the thought and mind of the father. This is he who is called the savior, which is the name of the work he will do. He is the salvation of they who became ignorant of the father, while the name of the gospel is the revealing of the hope, which is the thing that is found for the ones who seek it/him.\(^\text{277}\)

From its first words, "The gospel of truth is joy," the text engaged with the Proverbs 8 tradition. Several scholars have noted that the description of the Gospel of Truth as "joy" appeared

---

276. As claims Jn 21:25.

\nπειραγματον ἡπειρα αὐτοῦ ἐπὶ ἱνεὶ ἦταν ἂν ἐν τῷ θεῷ ὅτι ἑξεστὶ διὸ τῆς κτιστῆς ἔκτισεν ἂν ἐπὶ τῷ πληρωμα οὐσία ὑπερήφανος ὁ τῶν ἐπιστῆς ἐπειδὴ οὐκ ἔστε ἐπὶ τῷ θεῷ ἐπειδὴ οὐκ ἐπείδη ἐπειδὴ ἀληθῆ ἐπεὶ ἐπεῖδη ἐπειδὴ ἐπες. (Attridge and MacRae, 82).
in the *Odes of Solomon*, and must therefore reflect an intellectual kinship. However, if we consider the widespread hermeneutical interest in Proverbs 8, the shared terminology likely has roots in that text, which described wisdom experiencing the presence of the Father as "delight," (משתה) and "rejoicing" (שמחה). The Septuagint rendered the Hebrew terms as προσχαίρω and εὐφραίνομαι, respectively. The Coptic term in the *Gospel of Truth*, ṯαλα, was likely a translation from the original Greek εὐφραίνη, the noun form of εὐφραίνω. The description "joy" associated the gospel with the wisdom figure as the "daily delight" of the deity.

The text also alluded to creation as a cosmic disaster spawning ignorance of the Father. The *Gospel of Truth* described a "fog of error" engulfing the world that precluded regaining this lost knowledge. In certain Christian texts, "error" described a devious wisdom, the divine emanation Sophia, who impeded humanity's search for true wisdom, gnosis. Her presence as a "fog" in this text suggests a negative evaluation of wisdom surrounding "the earth like a mist before taking root among the people of Israel," as Ben Sira had described. For Ben Sira, wisdom flourished among the Israelites, nourishing and being nourished by Torah. In the *Gospel of Truth*, error "manifests in fiction, preparing a powerful and beautiful substitute for truth." The text depicting the Word/Savior as the antidote to this error coupled with Valentinus' engagement with Proverbs 8 as it unfolds below strongly suggests that this "fiction" referred to Torah.

---


279. See Prov 8:30-31.

280. Crum, s.v. ṯαλα.

The Gospel of Truth described salvation as a seek/find schematic, a schematic similar to the one Proverbs 8:17 described in humanity's quest for wisdom: "I love the ones who love me, and the ones who seek me diligently will find me." Seeking as salvation is introduced in the opening lines of the text, "the name of the gospel is the revealing of the hope, which is the thing that is found for the ones who seek it/him." However, ambiguities in the Coptic leave open the precise identities of the actors in this search. The translations below are all viable renderings of the Coptic, and the dynamics that subsequently unfold in the text indicate that Father, gospel, name, and word were intertwined actors in the revelation.

A. The gospel of truth is a joy to the ones who receive grace from the Father of truth to come to know the Father through the power of the Word.
B. The gospel of truth is a joy to the ones who receive grace from the Father of truth to come to know the gospel through the power of the Word.

A. The name of the gospel is the revealing of the hope, which is the thing that is found for the ones who seek the Father.
B. The name of the gospel is the revealing of the hope, which is the thing that is found for the ones who seek the gospel.
C. The name of the gospel is the revealing of the hope, which is the thing that is found for the ones who seek the name.

The pronouns in these passages are enigmatic and Valentinus may have done this on purpose. The resumptive (νωκα) could refer to either of the two masculine nouns in the introduction—father (πατής) or gospel (εὐαγγελιον). This ambiguity was also preserved in the first line, "to come to know it" (αὐτοποιασθε), the object suffix pronoun either referring to the gospel or the Father. Similar vagueness arises in the last line of the prologue; what is the

282. Attridge and MacRae, Nag Hammadi Codex 1, 42.

283. GOS. Truth 16.31-17.2. emphasis mine. ΠΕΥΑΓΓΕΛΙΟΝ ἓπειρε οὐγινά πα ἡνεὶ ἢταχρα περὶ ἀμα 

object of the search? As feminine nouns, hope and truth are ineligible, but the gospel/Father/name are all possible objects designating the item "found for the ones who seek it/him." The noodles of pronouns in the *Gospel of Truth*, perhaps intentionally, left the reader with the sense that divine actors, including the gospel itself, form one tangled plate of spaghetti.

Valentinus often made these elusive associations in his writing, confounding subject and object. As Anne McGuire has observed, "Through its language and myth, the *Gospel of Truth* blurs or dissolves distinctions." Through its ambiguous modifiers, the prologue "created a loose equation between logos and Gospel," as both served revelatory functions. In its body, the *Gospel of Truth* attached several epithets to the person of the savior—name, word, "living book of the living," or sometimes simply "book"—confounding the boundaries between Jesus, word, gospel, and physical books. The text assigned qualities to the Jesus-word-gospel-book that Proverbs 8 associated with wisdom. The proverbial wisdom claimed in Proverbs 8, "Before the mountains were planted, I was produced when he had not yet made the earth and fields." Likewise, the book in the *Gospel of Truth* preceded creation: "since before the foundation within the All, it resided among the incomprehensible ones." The "foundation of the All" was Valentinus' terminology for creation—Valentinus described the aims of Jesus' ministry as a teacher, for example, as, "in this manner, the word of the father reaches down among the All, which is the fruit of his heart and an impression of his wish. He

287. Prov 8:25.
himself endures the All." The idea of a foundation before the All demonstrates that "the book is pre-existent like the word itself."

Moreover, both Proverbs 8 and the Gospel of Truth described a close physical proximity between their respective revelatory figures and the Father. The proverbial wisdom resided "beside [the deity] like a little child." In the Gospel of Truth, the book was "written in the thought and mind of the Father," demonstrating physical overlap between the Father and his book, which was not "of the earth." The Son-as-book resided with the Father, so close that, when "the father reveals his bosom, his bosom is the Holy Spirit, which reveals its secret. Its secret is the Son." (In another confounding of subject and object, Valentinus located the Son-as-book in the Father's bosom, not to reveal the Father, but so that the Father could reveal the Son!) In their own readings of Proverbs 8, both the Gospel of John and rabbinic midrashim came to similar conclusions: the Gospel of John signaled a comparable relation between the Father and Son, placing Jesus in "the bosom of the Father." A later rabbinic text placed Torah, also present at creation and the "delight" of the Father, also in his bosom—"Nine hundred and seventy generations before the world was created, the Torah was

291. Gos. Truth 19:36. Jacques Menard has argued that this line demonstrates a melding of Semitic and Hellenistic thought. See L'Evangile de Verite (Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1972), 89.
295. The idea of Torah in the bosom of the Father is also already alluded to in GenR 1:1 E.—"The word means 'teacher' in line with the following: 'As a teacher carries the suckling child.'" (Num 11:12). Jacob Neusner, trans., Genesis Rabbah: The Judaic Commentary to the Book of Genesis, vol. 1 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985), 1.
written and lying in the bosom of the Holy Blessed One.\textsuperscript{296} The Gospel of John and rabbinic traditions exhibited common interpretive tendencies, placing wisdom turned flesh and book, respectively, in the bosom of the Father.\textsuperscript{297} Valentinus participated in this interpretive tradition.

In the \textit{Gospel of Truth}, the word as savior and book was fundamental to creation. In a radical continuation of Genesis' creation narrative (אלהים אבר), Valentinus emphasized that language was the mechanism of creation.\textsuperscript{298} The Father wrote the names of the elect into the living book of the living, an act that "caused them to exist" in the presence of the Father. Valentinus also personified divinity as a talking head—"truth is in the mouth of the Father, the tongue is the Holy Spirit."\textsuperscript{299} The Father, the mouth of truth, possessed the anatomical capabilities to "speak forth" the Son, who, having received the epithet living book of the living, was essentially recited into the world. Eliot Wolfson has argued in light of the ubiquitous references to the book and the "living book" that "the \textit{Gospel of Truth} preserves an alternative incarnation to the Gospel of John,"\textsuperscript{300} and the alternative Valentinus presented to a logos becoming flesh was a logos becoming book. However, Valentinus did not present the book as an alternative to the flesh, but a concept of book encompassed in the flesh—Jesus existed as both flesh and book. Whereas Jewish intellectuals transformed wisdom into the figure of the Torah, and John transformed wisdom into the figure of Jesus, Valentinus permitted both

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{297}On this point, see Boyarin, \textit{Borderlines}, 128-130.
\item \textsuperscript{298}The idea of language, and moreover the book, as a mechanism for creation can also be found in the second century mystical work, \textit{Sefer Yetzirah}.
\item \textsuperscript{299}\textit{Gos. Truth}, 27:1-6.
\item \textsuperscript{300}Wolfson, "Inscribed in the Book of the Living" \textit{JSJ} 38 (2007): 266.
\end{itemize}
transformations. He transfigured the "knowledge of the Father" into a pre-existent book and Jesus, seen most clearly as Jesus crucified as a living scroll—a literal "living book of the living."

III. The Crucified Book

How does divine knowledge become accessible to humankind? In line with the middle plato- tonic speculation of his age, Valentinus hypothesized that the logos traversed boundaries that humans could not cross. In the Gospel of Truth, the divine logos became an expert on knowledge of the Father, residing with the Father as both Son and book. After leaving the Pleroma, the logos incarnate dispersed this knowledge of the Father in the material world as a "guide," and "teaching in classrooms." Valentinus considered the crucifixion to be the most authoritative lesson on the subject; "Oh, such a great teaching!" he exclaimed. Valentinus regarded this as the decisive lesson so, in the Gospel of Truth, he told the story twice. The logos is depicted crucified once in mythic time as the Son, and once in historical time as a book. The twice-told crucifixion preserved the dual nature of the divine logos as both Son and book. The crucifixion, as a sort of last lecture and summation on knowledge of the Fa- ther, was imparted both orally and in writing.

The dual format of the logos incarnate and crucified made a statement about the concept of "good news" as a medium. Just as Valentinus' gospel could not be confined to a single book, Jesus as the book was not restricted to a single format. The good news published

on the cross was imparted first orally, then as a written document. The goal of Valentinus' work was to spread the knowledge of the Father and in the *Gospel of Truth*, the gospel was presented initially as an antidote to primordial error that concealed that knowledge. As error obscured humanity's knowledge of the Father with a dense fog, the Son came forth to combat ignorance. Error tried to impede the Son by crucifying him, but this only allowed the Son to disseminate an inner knowledge to a select population. In the second crucifixion scene, the Son is crucified as a book, publicizing the knowledge of the Father for all humanity. These two passion scenes continue the troubling of the boundary between person and book, and indicate that the authoritative good news was not a choice between oral or written; instead the boundary was not so clear. This is reflected in the unique phrase "living book of the living"—a good news both flesh and text. The first crucifixion scene depicted an oral transfer of knowledge of the Father from the Son to the elect. Set in mythic time, Jesus appeared as a piece of fruit of the tree of knowledge. However, the fruit of the tree did not impart knowledge of good and evil, but knowledge of the Father.\(^{304}\) Jesus, as the ultimate health food, imparted a secret knowledge directly into the elect, those who ingested him:

Because of this, error became angry at him. She pursued him; she was distressed by him. She became idle. He was nailed to a piece of wood. He became the fruits of the knowledge of the father. Now he did not cause ruin because he was eaten. But the ones who ate him, he allowed them to exist. They inwardly rejoiced in the discovery. Now he found them within him and he they found within them.\(^{305}\)

---

\(^{304}\) Grobel, *A Valentinian Mediation*, 53.

\(^{305}\) *Gos. Truth* 18.22-31. Εὐθεία πει γευσθεὶς ἁρώματος ξοδεῖας ἔσεσθαι θαύμασθαι ὅτι ἔποιησεν καὶ ἐκτίμησεν ἀληθῶς ἑαυτὸν ἵνα πρεπήτω πᾶσιν ἐκτίμησθαι καὶ ἑαυτὸν τὸ κρίμα τῆς ἀληθοῦς ἀληθείας. (Attidge and MacRae, 84).
This rendition of the story explained how knowledge of the Father was imparted to humankind before the incarnation. As fruit nailed to a piece of wood, Jesus became a new representation of the tree of knowledge. Consistent with one interpretive strain in late antiquity, here, Genesis 3 was reinterpreted in a positive light. As the "fruit" Jesus fulfilled the prophecy of the snake in the Garden of Eden, who claimed, "You shall not die but become like gods." Those who ate the fruit did not die. Instead, they "consumed" knowledge, becoming marked as spiritually elect. As Philo claimed some patriarchs had followed the law before the events on Sinai, here, Valentinus explained how select individuals received knowledge of the father before the historical life of Jesus. Valentinus also continued Paul's hermeneutical efforts, which had brought together the deuteronomistic law of the man cursed because he "hung from a tree" with Jesus' crucifixion.\(^\text{306}\) This scene further merged Deuteronomy 21:23 with the passion, as Jesus was "nailed to wood" this time as an epistemological statement: the description of Jesus as "fruit of knowledge of the Father," reflected Valentinus' definition of wisdom as acquaintance with the inaccessible deity. He typified knowledge of the Father as interior knowledge. This wisdom involved perceiving the divine within oneself and recognizing it in others—"Now he found them within him and he they found within them." This example of a concept termed the "dialectics of mutual participation,"\(^\text{307}\) prevalent in early Christian texts, required divinity and humanity to uphold one another. Wisdom, in this passage, as a private, inner knowledge, was imparted directly from teacher to student. The passion scene should be regarded as a "revelatory act,"\(^\text{308}\) in which the identity of the Father is

\(^{306}\) Gal 3.13.

\(^{307}\) Einar Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed, 52.

\(^{308}\) Attridge and MacRae, Nag Hammadi Codex, 50.
made known—in this passage, "Jesus and the gospel are one: it is nailed to a tree in his person."

Jesus, as the vehicle for that knowledge, functioned as a living gospel, which he orally imparted to individuals.

In contrast, the knowledge imparted in the second passion scene was in public and written form. The wisdom of the living book became available to everyone, and, significantly, was published in a book medium. Jesus, in this passion, became a living, self-publishing, speaking, physical book:

Because of this, by his agency Jesus appeared. He rolled himself up in that book and was nailed to a tree and published the edict of the father on the cross. Oh! Such a great instruction of this sort! Gliding down to death, while eternal life clothes him. After he divested himself of perishable rags, he took on himself imperishability. It is that which is not possible for anyone to take from him. After setting out onto the empty paths of fear, he left the power of those who were naked by the power of forgetfulness. He was knowledge and completion, reading out the contents of the heart...

Structurally, this image of Jesus as book divided the gospel into two parts: the preceding primeval cosmic history, and the subsequent salvation of humankind—an example of the author’s technique of "blending cosmic history into human history." Such a time warp served a valuable purpose: the crucified book, present at first in mythic time (in the Garden of Eden)

309. Grobel, A Valentinian Meditation, 53.

310. It is unclear whether this should be "his own agency" or "his agency" (that of the father). This is representative of the ambiguity of pronouns in this text that Standaert has noted.

311. ἐπάλα: This verb can mean either "clothe" or "roll up." This verb choice (ἐπάλ) by the Coptic translator indicates that Valentinus, in the second century, presumed a scroll format for his sacred book. The verb choice runs directly counter to claims that from its inception, "Christianity was a religion of the paperback." See Stromsa, End of Sacrifice, and the scholars he cites on this point.

312. Gos. Truth, 20.22-37. τῷ τῇ ἱδνεπικόν ἄνω ἄνω ἱεροῖς ἐνδιδομένη εἰσέχει χαὶ τῆς ἀρνητικῆς ἀρπαγματίσεως ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν χαὶ σωματικόν ἔτσι χαὶ σωματικόν ἐργανίζεται χαὶ ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν ἄνω ἵπποις ἐπεκείντος τὰ τὴν γένους ἐκπετάζει τὰ ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν χαὶ σωματικόν ἐγκαθίσταται ὡς ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν ἵπποις ἐκπετάζει τὰ τὴν γένους ἐμφανίζεται εἰς τὸ ἱερό ἐπικόν ἀλλὰ ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν ἰδνεπικόν τὴν ἱεροἰς ἐκπετάζει τὰ τὴν γένους ἐμφανίζεται εἰς τὸ ἱερό ἐπικόν ἀλλὰ ἐν τῷ πιστεύειν ἵπποις ἐκπετάζει τὰ. (Attridge and MacRae, 86-88).


104
and then subsequently in historical time (as the teacher Jesus) circumvented Plato’s original complaints about the written word—the book, a symbolic "thought and mind of the Father," did not leave its own consciousness behind when it adopted its written form.

Instead, the contents of the book were ensured through a public reading of the text. Plato’s concerns about the original meaning of the text being lost did not apply here. The text itself was present to speak, "reading out the contents of its heart." There was no possibility that the text could be lost in transmission or translation; the text was also perfectly self-replicating, inscribed itself on the hearts of an elect class of humans. Finally, the text was present visually. Jesus was represented figuratively and literally as a book. Valentinus claimed Jesus "took up" or "rolled himself" in the book. The Coptic verb ωαλ was a technical term that described the action of rolling or unrolling of a scroll. Rolled in a book and nailed to wood, Jesus became an artistic representation of a scroll. The crucified book in the gospel represented writing that had significance beyond its written content and historical context.314 As a symbol, the crucified book could assert its revelatory capacity both visually and aurally, signaling meaning to the audience irrespective of its written content.

This multiform book careened between Jewish wisdom musings about the written divine word (Torah) and another Jewish concept—the embodied logos. Valentinus utilized the

314. The symbolic scroll here coheres to a neoplatonic orientation towards text that "temporalizes the space of consciousness and translates the simultaneously present contents of consciousness as an extension within time." Sara Rappe has argued that the idea of a non-discursive text was a central revision of Phaedrus by the neoplatonists. Writing was not limited to "discourse or deliberation," but as symbols indicated that "every image is a kind of knowledge and wisdom...." Sara Rappe, Reading Neoplatonism: Non-Discursive Thinking in the Texts of Plotinus, Proclus and Damascius (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2000), xi. See Enneads V.8.6. The Gospel of Truth is an early example of this development. As David Frankfurter has argued, the text preserved an Egyptian valuation of the written word, in which, "books with their sacred writing quite literally constituted the preservation of the cosmos: as the books set it down, so the priests performed or uttered, and so the cosmos continued according to Ma’at [cosmic order]." See David Frankfurter, Religion in Roman Egypt: Assimilation and Resistance (Princeton, N.J. : Princeton University Press, 1998), 240.
Jewish conception of Christ as the incarnation of the Torah to signify an authoritative source on knowledge of the Father. Valentinus also depicted him as "the symbolic portrayal of revelation as the book of life embodied in the person of the redeemer."315 The Son, a "living book," contained all the names of the elect class of humans written on his heart. As a lawgiver, he imparted his knowledge by inscribing it on the hearts of his students. The resulting class of humans was marked acquainted with the Father by the book of law/book of life inscribed on their own hearts.

The concept of a "book of the heart" was prevalent in late antiquity, but most often described an interior, confessional text in monastic communities.316 For some, the book of the heart was neither interior nor confessional: Valentinus' intellectual predecessor Paul had described a "law of the heart," that replaced the written law.317 Valentinus realized Paul's figurative law of the heart as a physical scroll embodied first as the crucified Christ and subsequently as humanity's elect. A spurious letter of Paul also witnessed the idea of a crucified Torah. In the letter to the Colossians, pseudo-Paul wrote:

> Having wiped out the debt record by ordinance, which was against us, he removed it from the middle, nailing it to the cross. Stripping off the rulers and powers, he exposed them with open speech, vanquishing them with it.318

317.2 Cor 3:7.
Valentinus turned the image of a crucified text in Colossians, meant to be derogatory, into something positive.\textsuperscript{319} For pseudo-Paul, crucifying the book of law was a way to eradicate it. The book stood for a debt record of every transgression of the law. Crucifixion expunged the debt record, made it obsolete, and made way for a new law, expressed with democratic "open speech" rather than through the written word. In contrast, Valentinus crucified the book in order to publish it. Oral law did not defeat written mandate, instead the contents of the book were read publically. The contents of the book—the identity of the elect—became unrestricted knowledge as an "edict on the cross."

Although pseudo-Paul and Valentinus shared this image of a crucified book, to what extent should we attribute a direct "influence" to Paul's writings? This passage from Colossians has been credited as the prevailing influence upon the crucifixion scene in the Gospel of Truth. Williams has argued that Valentinus' reversal of the Pauline imagery was direct and purposeful. Others have claimed the similarity reflects Valentinus' efforts to make his movement more attractive to the average Christian. According to David Dawson, Valentinus "absorbs his sources almost entirely into his own imaginative compositions: his allegorical reading of precursor texts becomes a process of new mythmaking."\textsuperscript{320} Harold Attridge has argued that Valentinus' work was characterized by these revisionist tendencies. On the theme of the book in the Gospel of Truth he has written:

Familiar presentation is reinterpreted with unfamiliar metaphors. A further example of the process underway throughout the work appears in the discussion of the "living book," a particularly varied symbol whose development is Protean and complex. The theme is enunciated at 19,35-36, where


\textsuperscript{320}Dawson, \textit{Allegorical Readers}, 128.
the "little children" are said to have revealed in their hearts the "living book of the living." Already, in the initial deployment of the image, the familiar and the unfamiliar unite. For, while the notion of the heavenly book into which the names of the righteous are inscribed is familiar from Jewish and Christian apocalyptic sources, it is striking that the "book" is within the heart of the "children" and that it is, at the same time, "the one written in the thought and mind of the Father." The intimate connection of the subject, object and agent of the revealing gnosis is thus symbolically suggested.321

This expression of what has been termed the "Attridge hypothesis"322 argued that the Gospel of Truth was an exoteric text, which relied on themes and motifs familiar to early Christians in order to make the unique claims of Valentinianism palatable. However, considering the ancient controversy surrounding Revelations, it is not evident that its contents would be any more attractive to a potential proselyte. Moreover, we should question what sorts of themes are considered familiar and which ones unique? For Attridge, familiar meant allusions to the New Testament. For example, the idea of revelation given to "little children" should be read as an allusion to Matt 11.25 or Luke 10:21. By "developing the image of the book," Attridge argued, "the text reverts to the familiar, in what is clearly an allusion to Rev 5:9: 'the [book] which no one was able to take since it is reserved for the one who will take it to be slain.'" The exotic image of Jesus as a book on the cross then amalgamates two "familiar" themes: Colossians 2:14 and the Jewish Christian theme of the Book of Life.

However, revisionist parallels and direct influence with familiar Jewish and Christian motifs are bound to surface if we look only to these sources and assume Valentinus' are somehow derivative. This is not to deny that Valentinus was familiar with Paul or the con-


cept of the Book of Life, but neither was he an amalgamation of only these two traditions. Eliot Wolfson has argued the Valentinus’ thought stood at the crossroads of the very process of differentiating between Judaism and Christianity, denoting a "hybridity that, at once, reinforces and destabilizes the hyphen that separates and connects the two foci of identity construction, Judaism and Christianity." However, it is equally misleading to put the Gospel of Truth only in the context of Jewish-Christian identity formation. A third factor should be taken into account—Valentinus’ own Roman environment.

Valentinus' approach to gospel should not be considered aberrant or even particularly unusual. Rather, the good news testifying the knowledge of the Father was consistent with other, more mainstream modes of authoritative expression, including legal documents, edicts and wills. Valentinus' Roman assumptions were nowhere clearer expressed than with his claim, "He published the edict (ΔΙΑΣΤΑΣΗΣ) on the cross." This act of taking up the book and being nailed to the cross mimicked the act of nailing up an official edict in the city center. Or, as Karen King put it, "Jesus is… the divine Word of revelation, posted like a public notice on a wooden pole and read like the Book of Life." The book as a symbol in the Gospel of Truth shared characteristics with Roman edicts. Edicts functioned, for lack of a better description, like living books. They were not strictly written documents nor were they composed only for reading purposes.

Romans asked the "tree falling" question of their edicts: If somebody wrote a law but nobody nailed it to a post, did it have any authority? The answer was no. Edicts were en-

323. Wolfson, 236.
forced, even if illegible, and were considered to administer "an unseen reality… authoritatively changed by the act… not just undertaken for memory's sake." Edicts also had potency beyond publicizing the laws written upon them. The edict as an object had power. The authority of a law was enacted by the act of nailing up the edict in public. The edict was even protected as a living document—if someone purposefully destroyed or defaced an edict after it was published, the offender was required to pay a hefty fine. Ancient legal scholars even debated whether a law was valid if the physical edict was destroyed. In this respect Valentinus' likening of the crucified living book to a judicial edict was appropriate.

In his gospel, Valentinus also compared the revelation through Jesus' crucifixion as a book to a "will that is unopened, that which is owed, namely the stuff of the head of the house, who is dead, is hidden." This description should not be taken as indicative of "wide spread oriental thought," as Hans Jonas has claimed. If we consider the materiality of ancient documents, Valentinus' unopened will points to Roman thinking. Wills in the ancient world came in two forms. The "double document" type, originating most likely in Mesopotamia, and used in Egypt until the first century and then ubiquitously in Judea and Syria, was not secret. This type of will was written twice, hence the term "double document." The will was first written on the recto, complete with the signatures of witnesses, then flipped over topside down (to protect the witness signatures) and copied on the verso. The document was then folded in such a way that the contents of the will written on the verso were visible but both

327. For example, *LevR* 1.10.
328. *D.* 2.1.7.2
sets of signatures protected. However, only upon opening the will could the document's veracity be confirmed. This type of document was born from suspicion of documentation. If the likening of the crucified book to a will were indicative of wide-spread Oriental thought, we would not expect the contents of the will to be described as "secret."  

Roman attitudes towards official documents were different. Perhaps due to Roman military presence in Egypt, papyrological evidence of double document style fell out of favor in the first century BCE. In the Roman mind, documents were to be trusted by their nature of being documents. Papyrological evidence witnesses no double documents preserved in Egypt involving official business with Romans. Generally, Romans conduced official business on tabulae, which were originally squares of wood covered in wax but, by the second century, were made of any material. These tabulae, either in diptych or triptych form, were folded and sealed, the contents hidden until officially open. Unlike the double document, the contents of the Roman will were kept secret once the document was sealed. Only after the death of the testator were the contents revealed. It was this document system that Valentinus assumed as normative in the Gospel of Truth.

The Roman will carried a similar authority to an edict as a written document. Wills were thought to be infallible, a "vessel of truth, a document carefully weighed and written free of ordinary constraints… since it became public knowledge only when its author was

331. Edward Champlin, Final Judgments, 64-81.
332. The Gospel of Truth only survives in Coptic but most scholars think the text was originally composed in Greek. A minority of scholars maintains that it may have been composed in Syriac, however most find the arguments for a Syriac original of the Gospel of Truth unconvincing. My observation here provides one more data point for confirming a Greek, not Syriac, original text. (against P. Nagel, "Die Herkunft des Evangelium Veritatis in sprachlicher Sicht," OLZ 61 (1966): 9.)
past caring." As the final instructions of a man, the will as a document was sacrosanct. Romans were particularly fussy about keeping its contents private while the testator was living. As E.A. Meyer has noted, "Except in the case of wills, there was little shyness about reading the document out loud at any time…" In his biographies of emperors, Suetonius testified to the dramatic and often tense reading of imperial wills after the death of the emperor.

No doubt the image of Jesus as an edict on the cross and opened will would have resonated profoundly with Valentinus' audience. Valentinus' presentation of writing in his own writing suggests a revision of the Attridge hypothesis: Valentinus used not only familiar motifs from Jewish-Christian texts, but also drew upon familiar Roman modes of writing and publishing authoritative documents. Jesus' crucifixion scenes expressed this complex textuality. On one hand, the twice-crucified book resembled a Roman will. The contents of the book were imparted once to a small, select group in the Garden of Eden, then revealed a second time, this time publically and posthumously. On the other hand, in the second crucifixion scene, Jesus on the cross visually became text, a text reading itself aloud while dying, simultaneously a Roman edict with its attendant authority.

The two crucifixion scenes are also representative of Valentinus' use of the term gospel. As a revelatory act, Jesus' crucifixion was also a publication of the knowledge of the Father, the same knowledge purported to be the "Gospel of Truth." The crucified book was gospel and Valentinus assumed its contents could be imparted orally and in writing. The gospel could be written on a scroll or on a heart. In this respect, it is not sufficient to claim

333. Champlin, Final Judgments, 10.
that Valentinus was "anti-book," because his conception of textuality did not reside solely on the parchment. Valentinus' notion of the book included the oral and the written, the author and his text, as complementary, and even essential to one another.

The passion scenes also troubled the boundary between human and divine. In the first crucifixion scene, Valentinus had amended the traditional Jewish portrayal of the Tree of Knowledge and the cursed fruit became Jesus-as-fruit, hanging from a branch, an edible link between humankind and divinity. In the second, Jesus read out the book inscribed on his own heart, and inscribed it onto the heart of the elect as a literary link between humankind and divinity. Such back-stories allowed for the possibility of divinity in the everyman and hence for the later creation of divine texts by "ordinary" people. As one of these texts was meant to be a "Gospel of Truth," the Gospel of Truth declared—in a self-referential twist—its own divine origin and authority.

IV. Writings of Truth

Since the logos occupied both body and book, the sacred texts of Valentinus also manifest as body and book. The conflation of divine Son and divine book had implications for humans too. The "dialectics of mutual participation" dictated that Jesus and the elect class of humankind share an innate quality that made them recognizable to each other. Jesus, "spoken forth" into the material world, disseminated the knowledge of the father as a "living book of the living." As he "read out the contents of his heart," his interior book became inscribed on the hearts of the elect (presumably Valentinus and his congregation). By transforming a

common trope in antiquity, the figurative "book of the heart," Valentinus claimed that each member of his elect possessed a dormant text of the heart, suppressed until Jesus could make known its contents. Subsequently, just as Jesus published the book of his heart through a public reading, Valentinus instructed his audience to "speak the truth" and publish their own interior books. Valentinus’ use of this book of the heart trope reflected his own position towards the written word. He transformed the symbol of the holy book into a statement about the open nature of divine revelation. Anyone who possessed a book written on the heart had the authority to disseminate this knowledge of the father—the contents of the gospel, in written or oral form.

What made one qualified to publish a book of the heart? The elect class of humanity held in common with the Son the "knowledge of the Father." Jesus, as the primordial book that pre-existed with the Father, was the ultimate authority as "teacher." He transferred his knowledge onto the hearts of the elect. Using grammaticus Jesus as an example, Valentinus summarized his pedagogical philosophy this way:

He was a leader, he was tranquil and made tranquil the place of taking instruction. He came to the middle; he spoke the word, while being a teacher. They came, the wise—in their own hearts alone—they tested him. But he reproached them because they were vain. They despised him because they were not truly wise. After all these people came the little children. It is they who possess the knowledge of the father. They were strengthened; they received teaching about the inanimate face of the father. They became knowledgeable, they acquainted others, and they received glory. They gave glory, he revealed himself in their heart, namely the living book of the living, that which is written down in the thought and mind of the father.337
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Valentinus argued that those who were going to learn had been pre-selected. Learning was not a dialectic process—these "little children" already "possess knowledge of the father." Their innate knowledge of the Father made them eligible to receive the ultimate knowledge—the book inscribed on the heart. In contrast, Valentinus claimed that the ones "not truly wise" were unqualified to receive the book because their hearts were unprepared. Adequate preparation of the heart was essential if one wanted to receive the knowledge of the Father. Those ineligible to learn the lesson possessed defective hearts. Unable to accurately assess their own knowledge, this class of humanity was wise "in their hearts alone."

A Valentinian fragment preserved in Clement’s *Stromateis* argued that proper maintenance of the heart was essential to the ability to receive revelation. In what is now referred to as Valentinian fragment 2, Valentinus wrote:

> One is good, whose open speech is on account of the appearance of the Son, and on account of him solely might the heart become pure, every evil being with every evil spirit driven out from the heart. For the many spirits abiding do not allow it to become pure. Each of them attends to his own affairs, in many ways mocking with desires unmentionable…. This is also the way of the heart. When it does not receive consideration, it is unclean and the dwelling place of many demons. Now, when the singly good Father looks after it, it becomes holy and brightly illuminated and thusly, the one having such a heart will be blessed, because he will see god. 338

Christoph Markschies has argued that this fragment demonstrated a theory of open revelation—Valentinus insisted revelation was available to every attentive heart. 339 Should one

---


339. Christoph Markschies, *Valentinus Gnosticus?: Untersuchungen zur Valentinianischen Gnosis; mit Einem Kommentar Zu Den Fragmenten Valentinis* (Tübingen: Mohr, 1992), 66. In the recurrent discussion of pre-
choose to heed the Son and his manifestation, his heart becomes pure and receives knowledge of the Father. As Valentinus noted in the *Gospel of Truth*, this was a self-selecting process: the "wise in their hearts alone" were unlikely to be receptive to the message. Those open to the revelations of the Son, on the other hand, became receptacles of knowledge of the father; pure in heart, "he will see god."

Valentinus was not just speaking figuratively when he imagined books inscribed on the pure heart. In another fragment preserved in the *Stromateis*, Valentinus associated the book of the heart with physical documents—both philosophical writings and the writings of the church:

> Many of the things written in public books are found in the writings of God’s church. For these common matters are the utterances from the heart, the law that is written in the heart. *This* is the people of the beloved, the one who is loved and which loves him.\(^{340}\)

In part, this fragment reflected a popular solution for Jews and Christians looking to reconcile Greek wisdom texts with their theological systems.\(^{341}\) Josephus, for example, had argued that Greek literature contained a deficient form of wisdom, because Plato drew his wisdom from Moses. However, unlike Josephus, who argued Plato’s wisdom was inferior to Moses’, Valentinus thought that some of the contents of *both* the public books *and* the church books


\(^{341}\)Clement, for his part, did not approve of this idea. Although he was obviously well versed in Greek literature, and quoted it extensively, he argued that Greek authors were nothing but plagiarists. Some other Christian attitudes towards Greek literature will be addressed in the next chapter.
reflected the contents of a third category of book, an even more authoritative interior one—the "utterances from the heart, the law written on the heart." As a variation of Justin's spermatic logos, portions of the "book of the heart" were scattered among various public and church texts.

This passage presented a difficulty with the phrase, "This is the people of the beloved." (οὕτος ἐστιν ὁ λαὸς ὁ τοῦ ἡγαπημένου). Here, οὕτος does not seem to have a logical referent. Scholarly solutions proposed have included amending λαὸς to λόγος, or suggesting that οὕτος referred forward to the "one who is loved and loves him." 342 Thomassen has suggested that the οὕτος referred to a class of people, the "Valentinian spiritual church," 343 the spiritual seed embedded in the first man and dispersed throughout humanity. He credited Valentinus with a more accommodating view of salvation, in which the spiritual seed was not just disseminated among Jews but Gentiles as well.

Unfortunately, Clement provided absolutely no context in his own writing for Valentinus' quotation so any attempt to make sense of it is speculative. With this caveat in mind, I suggest that the textual problem can be resolved by assuming some consistency in Valentinus' writings, rather than through textual emendation. In light of Valentinus' flesh-book Christology, there seems to be no reason not to accept the original and natural reading of this fragment. That is to say, this sentence with οὕτος referring to "law" and the "people of the beloved" as the predicate is entirely consistent with the representation of the book in the Gospel of Truth. "This is the people of the beloved," referred back to the elect as "laws of the heart." This fragment preserved the same blending of book and person as authoritative

342. A few solutions have been suggested. For a helpful summary, see Thomassen, Spiritual Seed, 475.
343. Thomassen, The Spiritual Seed, 478.
sources extant in the *Gospel of Truth*. Just as Valentinus had refused, in the *Gospel of Truth*, to choose whether the wisdom of the Father was expressed best as flesh or book and visualized the logos as both a man and a book, in fragment 6, he maintained the closeness among the book, the literary heart and the author himself.

Valentinus also collapsed the identity of the elect into the character of Jesus in the *Gospel of Truth*. Valentinus had described Jesus as a "living book of the living," containing all the names of humankind's elect. As such, they were contents of the book published on the cross, "the living written in the book of the living." Likewise, as Jesus was first crucified as the "fruit of knowledge" in the garden of Eden, Valentinus described the elect as "wisdom that is plucked"—alluding to the elect in their primordial state. While Harold Attridge and George MacRae have rendered the Coptic ḫtwn ēgāp te tēntrēnht ēttakhī "you are the understanding that is drawn forth," and Bentley Layton translated, "for it is you who are unsheathed intelligence," it is possible that the harvest language here was deliberate, and the description of the elect as harvest likened the elect to Jesus the fruit. Crum has provided a range of meanings for the verb τῶκμ—pluck, draw, and drag. The original Greek was likely ἀνασπάω and in biblical texts, the verb was used in three contexts; one might τῶκμ (draw) his sword, or τῶκμ (harvest/pluck) produce, or be τῶκμ-ed out of fires of damnation.

---

346. Attridge and MacRae, *Nag Hammadi Codex* 1, 104-105.
350. Mt 26:51; Ps 36:14; Ps 151:7; Jud 8:20; Ez 28:7; Nah 3:2.
351. Mt 12:1; Mt 13:29; Ps 128:6; Jer 12:14; Mat 14:47 (as in fish).
tion. It should also be noted that the third semantic meaning was closely tied to this second one—the image of being plucked from eternal punishment as elect was often connected to images of the harvest. The idea of the elect being harvested from the general crop as a select group was a popular image in late antique literature. John 4:31-38, for example, had described a harvest of believers waiting to be gathered.

In the context of the Gospel of Truth, the idea of "plucked wisdom" provides one more example of Valentinus’ continuous blending of the identity of the elect with the Son. He placed the elect in the same category as the Son crucified in the Garden of Eden, a piece of fruit who disseminated knowledge. While other texts only claimed that eating the fruit in Eden was not the catastrophe the Genesis account claimed, the Gospel of Truth specifically identified the fruit of knowledge as Jesus, designated to make known knowledge of the Father. Like the Son, who subsequently "went into the midst and spoke the word as teacher," Valentinus exhorted his followers, "Speak the truth, for you are wisdom that is plucked. Strengthen the love of the fallen…. Occupy yourselves with your very self…."

Philip Tite has argued that this section of the text, 32:31-33:30, functioned as a type of paraenetic discourse, which urged the audience to maintain certain social praxes derived from the theological message of the text." Pace Tite, this section need not be read specifically as a call to the itinerant preaching circuit. Valentinus' urging to "speak the truth," in the context of the Gospel of Truth's arguments about language as revelation, pointed to an

352. Acts 27:40; Jn 18:10; Jud 22 (pulled out of fire); Exod 21:3; Amos 9:2 (of Hell).
353. Gos. Truth, 32.31-35.
355. Ibid. 276-283.
agenda that allowed and encouraged the generation and publication of divine revelation by
the elect congregation. Mimicking the actions of the Son, who "spoke" the first edition of the
living book of the living, the elect were also urged to "speak" as living books, and, by exten-
sion, as walking texts.

Valentinus even referred to his elect as "writings of truth." He described a congrega-
tion of living books, "each alone a fulfilled truth, writing like a book that is perfect." These perfect books extended Platonic speculation about the ideal book—the one "written in
the soul of the learner." However, unlike Plato's idealized book, which had subordinated
written knowledge as inferior to oral communication, Valentinus' books were found embod-
ied in the entire person: as textual bodies, these living documents were "not places of voice,
nor writing cut off from sound so that one reads and thinks of emptiness." His books "texts
of truth" superseded any particular format, they were neither oral nor written. Instead,
Valentinus hypothesized that his elect were heavenly documents, "writings written by the one
whom the father wrote for the aeons in order that through his writings the father is known." These "texts" were composed before creation and divinely authored.

Valentinus gave us reason to think that his composition was to be understood as one
of these documents. After opening his work with a brief description of humanity's descent

356.ⲉ»ⲫⲏⲕ ⲡⲓⲧⲓ "perfect" or "finished."
357. Phaedrus 275e.
358. Gos. Truth, 23:5-6. ⲑⲓⲧⲣⲓⲡ… ⲟⲓⲟⲛⲓ Ⲩⲟⲛⲭⲏⲙⲓⲣⲓⲁ. (Attridge and MacRae, 90). There are two possible
meanings for my wooden rendering of the Coptic. Bentley Layton translates these two terms as "with voice…
or mute," referring to reading aloud or silently. Kendrick Grobel's critical edition interprets the phrases to mean
"vowels and consonants." See Bentley Layton, The Gnostic Scriptures, 256; and Kendrick Grobel, The Gospel of
Truth, 82.
into error and ignorance of the Father, Valentinus referred back to his own composition in the text, writing:

This is the gospel of him who is sought after, which has revealed itself to the ones who are perfect through the mercy of the father. The secret mystery, Jesus the messiah, by him, he gave light to the ones in darkness, by her, forgetfulness. He gave light for them, he gave a path, the path is truth, which he told them.

When Valentinus claimed "this is the gospel," he left ambiguous what "this" is. One solution, on grammatical grounds, proposes that "this" refers either to joy, searching, or knowledge. Alternatively, "this" could refer to Jesus, because in the following gospel context, Jesus is called a way (31:28-29) and a guide (19:17). A third claim suggests that "this" refers generally to the "just announced promise of the abolition of not knowing the Father—is the content of the good news, which can also be summarily denominated 'Jesus the Christ.'" In context of Valentinus' theory of sacred book, the logical antecedent to "this is the gospel," does appear to be Valentinus' composition itself. Since he argued that revelation was open and available to anyone with a pure heart, Valentinus himself, and congregations comprising texts of truth, had the potential to publicize themselves as a holy book, provided each "speaks from the heart." Moreover, the document meets all his sacred book criteria: his writing described knowledge of the Father, he called the elect "texts of truth" and his composition also attached itself to the tradition of textual truth with its self-designation "Gospel of Truth." The

360. Attridge and MacRae have translated this as "through this," which is not warranted.
362. Attridge and MacRae, *Nag Hammadi Codex I*, 50.
text also was not confined to an oral or written format; although it is a written document, rhetorical deictic markers (such as "This is the gospel" quoted above) indicate that it was read aloud. While not a narrative of Jesus' life, to the ancient Valentinian reader or listener, the Gospel of Truth was no less revelatory. This point was not lost on the ancient scribes who preserved the text in Coptic.

V. The Buried Book

The Gospel of Truth as an artifact illustrates how a fourth-century audience might have read Valentinus' text. The only extant copies of the Gospel of Truth are from a pair of fourth-century Egyptian codices from the Nag Hammadi library. One copy is badly damaged. The more complete manuscript is the third text of codex one (now the famed Jung Codex named after the institute that eventually purchased it). The Jung Codex preserved the Gospel of Truth as it was read before 350 C.E. The Gospel of Truth was the third of five texts in the Jung Codex, which included the Prayer of Paul, Apocryphon of James, Gospel of Truth, Treatise on the Resurrection, and the Tripartite Tractate. The order of the texts comprising the Jung Codex and the Gospel of Truth's placement within it suggested that its fourth-century audience read this second-century text as a book about books, endorsing a theory of open revelation.

Recent efforts in codex criticism have tried to explain why the texts in the Nag Hammadi library were grouped the way they were. Analyses of the codex has demonstrated that looking for intention behind the organization of the Jung Codex is not simply idle speculation. The collection of texts and the sequence in which they were ordered was purposeful. Studies of the facsimiles of the manuscripts indicate that two scribal hands copied the texts
comprising the Jung Codex. Scribe A initially copied the *Apocryphon of James*, *Gospel of Truth* and the *Tripartite Tractate*, leaving seven pages for scribe B to copy the *Treatise on the Resurrection* between the *Gospel of Truth* and *Tripartite Tractate*. Scribe A subsequently copied the *Prayer of the Apostle Paul* into the introduction.

It has been suggested that the order of the texts promoted a chronological history of revelation. Michael Williams has argued that some of the Sethian-oriented texts were organized (into codices III, IV/VIII, VII) as histories of revelation from a rewritten Genesis to witnesses of a risen Christ. Another hypothesis, which he applied to the Jung Codex, suggested that specific combination and order of these texts might be explained by the compiler's efforts to mimic the layout of the New Testament, placing the *Gospel of Truth* in the category of epistle, or explanatory essay. More convincingly, Michael Kaler argued that the evidence that the *Prayer of Paul* and the *Apocryphon of James* were included as an afterthought indicated that the compilers were trying to invite as many holy figures into the collection as possible. The *Apocalypse of James* began with the twelve apostles sitting around

364. As Michael Kaler notes, scribe A left too much room, evidenced by scribe B's writing becoming larger towards the end of the work, as he noticed he had more than enough room to fit the entire text. Michael Kaler, "The Prayer of the Apostle Paul in the Context of Nag Hammadi Codex I," *JECS* 16:3 (2008): 319-339.

365. On the *Prayer* added secondarily, see Michael Williams, *Rethinking Gnosticism: An Argument for Dismantling a Dubious Category* (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996), 253: "Though the short, two-page Prayer of the Apostle Paul is presently the opening writing in Codex I, it was evidently copied onto what was originally a blank flyleaf of the book . . . its purpose was surely not merely to fill up blank pages with any esoterica that happened to be at hand. Rather, this little prayer was likely deemed appropriate as a brief invocation to open the volume."


367. Ibid, 251.

368. Codex analysis indicates that these two texts were later copied on the first pages of the codex, perhaps left blank for this purpose.

a table, and the later addition of the *Prayer of Paul* completed the cast of characters. The *Apocalypse of James* opened with each of the apostles writing their individual books.

The placement of the *Gospel of Truth* within this context may have been considered an invitation for others to join the apostles' literary activities. The opening text of the Jung Codex invoked the reader's capacity to function as a text. Michael Kaler has argued that the *Prayer of the Apostle* "implicitly argues in favor of prioritizing revelatory, esoteric knowledge over exoteric knowledge conveyed through physical means, thus again validating the reader of codex I and her reading experience." However, the reception of revelatory, esoteric knowledge was not necessarily limited strictly to "validating the reader… And her reading experience." The text reads:

Give me your power, when I make a request of you. Give healing for my body, as I request of you through the evangelist…. Bestow that which no angelic eye has seen, nor archonic ear hears, and that which has not gone into the heart of men who have become angels.

If we are to imagine that, as a prayer, this text was spoken aloud by the reader, these requests were removed from the mouth of Paul, and given new meaning in the mouth of the suppliant. These words uttered by the suppliant requested completely new revelation, a revelation not just new to humanity, but to the entire primordial cast—archons and angels. Paul, who like the second-century supplicant never met the savior but experienced a supernatural vision of his own, was an ideal candidate for pseudepigraphy. The compilers of the Jung Codex

---
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opened with Paul, a historical voice, but a historical voice historically separated from the historical Jesus.

The second text in the codex, the *Apocryphon of James*, gave voice to the disciples who knew the historical Jesus. The author of the *Apocryphon of James* seemed to think that disciples who knew the historical Jesus were overrated as spiritual authorities. The portrayal of the disciples and the placement of this text within the Jung Codex anticipated further the call for continued generation of new revelatory texts. In the *Apocryphon of James*, the disciples were engaged in the business of textual production. The text is a response to a letter from an unnamed student requesting "an apocryphon, which was revealed to me and Peter through the Lord." James obliged and sent the text, "in Hebrew writing... sent to you, and only you." He advised his correspondent, whose name was obscured from damage to the manuscript, to "be careful about reciting this book to many, this is that which the savior did not want to say to all of us, his twelve disciples."  

The *Apocryphon* also revealed that this was not the first secret book James had sent this "servant of salvation" (οφευρημενης ηποχει) nor the only apostle to compose one. This particular text was revealed to James when the twelve disciples were sitting around and "bringing to mind the things the Savior had said to each one of them, whether secretly or publically, and arranging them in books." According to this letter, all the disciples were actively writing books. The text acknowledged that the revelations in the books were unique to each of them. Just as James had explained to

---
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his correspondent that the contents of his particular revelation was not for everyone, the other disciples were also recording the things the Savior told them, "secretly or openly."

The text also anticipated new revelatory information. By the end of the *Apocryphon*, James, Peter, and the other disciples had fallen out of favor, and the Savior informed them they were only saved for the sake of the "children coming after us." (ὡνήπε εὐθυνη μὴνοι). As James explained to the others, "He has… given us an assurance and promised life to us all and revealed to us children coming after us, having commanded us to love them as we will be saved because of them."\(^{374}\) The text explained that those who wrote during the incarnation of the Son had the least clout among three groups of people—the ones who predicted his incarnation were once blessed; however, "blessed three times were they who have already been ordained by the Son when they had not yet existed."\(^{375}\) The apostles were not happy that these future sons usurped their authority as the elect. James mollified them all by sending each to a different section of the world and turned his attention back to his correspondent. James abdicated his authority by "offering a prayer that the beginning come into existence for you," and concluded with "now we proclaim a part with these ones, the proclamation being made for them, these whom the Lord has made his sons."\(^{376}\) Francis Williams has explained this obscure ending indicated that James made a partial revelation in collaboration with "those for whose benefit the proclamation was made (i.e., the Gnostics)."\(^{377}\)

---


er words, James' proclamation was not complete, and awaited completion by "those about to be born."

The ending of *Apocryphon of James* left the "proclamation" unfinished and in the charge of "those to be born." The three texts placed after the *Prayer to Paul* and the *Apocryphon of James* conspicuously lacked pseudepigraphic authorship. The *Gospel of Truth*, the third text in the codex, separated the "historical" voices of Paul and the twelve apostles from the anonymous author instructing Rheginus in the *Treatise on the Resurrection* and the author of the *Tripartite Tractate*, the texts comprising the rest of the codex. The purposeful arrangement of the texts in this order is suggestive. An introduction in the voice of Paul, who never met Jesus the man, and argued that "knowledge of Christ and of the mysteries of the cosmos that Christ reveals comes from revelation," coupled with a second text that censured Jesus' apostles, invited the next three texts, presumably written by authoritative authors who never met Jesus during his lifetime. The compilers indicated that the traditional authors of the authoritative texts, the apostles, were no longer the only keepers of knowledge about Jesus. The three texts that follow aligned themselves with the voice of Paul, who opened the codex. Paul never met Jesus; neither did the authors of the last three texts of the codex. The order of these texts in the Jung Codex, and the exhortation that opened the collection, may have suggested to the fourth-century reader that he or she was also part of a revelation tradition, and a living text herself.

My reading is supported by a new fragment of Athanasius' thirty-ninth *Festal Letter* found in the archives of Moscow's state museum. This letter records the first list canoniz-

379 This fragment is published in Alla I. Elanskaya, "The Literary Coptic Manuscripts in the A.S. Pushkin State
ing the twenty-seven books comprising the New Testament, setting them apart from non-canonical and apocryphal texts. It also suggests that the Christians Athanasius called heretics understood textual authority in a fundamentally different light, a light apparent in the the request in Prayer of the Apostle Paul to "bestow that which no angelic eye has seen, nor archonic ear hears, and that which has not gone into the heart of men who have become." This prayer revised a line from Paul's first letter to the Corinthians, in which he described "what no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the human heart conceived." David Brakke has argued that certain fourth-century Egyptian Christians cited this verse to endorse their own use of non-canonical texts and Athanasius did complain in his Festal Letter that heretics "write such books whenever they want." The new fragment of the Festal Letter explicitly states that heretics have "said that Paul presented evidence from hidden sources when he says, 'what no eye has seen, nor ear heard, things that have not occurred to the human heart.' I [Athanasius] will answer him that this method is the manner of argumentative people. Paul does not contrive his words through other words, but with the things which are written in the scriptures." Paul, Athanasius contended, composed using the text of scripture, not through revelatory, new "other words." Athanasius, it appears, was reporting a specific scriptural practice.


380.1 Cor 2:9.
381. See Brakke, "Canon Formation and Social Conflict in Fourth Century Egypt," 395-419.
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even as he railed at it. He complained that some misused Paul's legacy to promote their own words. Consequently, it is possible that other Christians did hold such ideas about the production and purpose of scripture, views that informed the compiling of NHC I.

VI. The Living Book

Plato had declared the written word dead discourse, unable to answer for itself and at best, useful as a good mnemonic device. Unlike Plato, Justin and Valentinus had no problem with the written word—the person and book were so intimately connected it was impossible for a text to lose itself. They recognized the living in literary works. For Valentinus, truth resided in the identity of the Father, but knowledge of the Father was obtained through the name of the Son. The elect shared distinctiveness with the Son through their own "true" names. The Son-as-book was a living record of these names, recorded orally and in writing, and also identified as the name himself. The elect, as possessors of divine names, were eligible to read this book and have it inscribed upon their own hearts.

Valentinus used a common trope in antiquity—the book of the heart—literally. The spiritual seed did not contain glimmers of the logos, as Justin had argued. Rather, Valentinus imagined the elect as living, walking books of the heart. Because each member of the spiritual class possessed a book written upon his heart, he was eligible to publish his book of the heart, just like Jesus did. The fragments of Valentinus confirmed this reading of the Gospel of Truth. Fragments 2 and 6 linked the physical, published books of Greco-Roman authors to a class of people and the concept of the book of the heart.

Valentinus' book of the heart suggested that his version of textuality was one of "living scripture." He embraced the idea of authoritative holy text, but did not confine the
text to the page or to one author. Like his version of the logos, which was manifest both orally and in writing, Valentinus' idea of the Holy Book comprised a text with multiple authors and formats. His bookishness embraced other Jewish ideas of holy text and was also shaped by his Roman environment. Consequently, it is accurate to conclude that Valentinus was not an outlier in his religious landscape. Perhaps his combination of the centrist Jewish and Roman views he embraced was unique, but his view of the "living book" was not in radical opposition or tension with normative society.

Valentinus had shaped his gospel concept by subsuming all media and texts under a super-rubric, the "Gospel of Truth." His contemporary, Marcion, went to the other polar extreme, accepting only a gospel text he had written himself and the Gospel of Luke, which he adjusted to exclude citations of the Septuagint. Valentinus' self-declared intellectual opponent, Irenaeus, was adamant that there were only four authoritative written gospels. The next chapter will discuss how Irenaeus put forward this position as a normative, sensible option between the unrestricted attitude of Valentinus and the overly restricted bookshelf of the Marcionites.
I. Towards a Written Gospel

The *Gospel of Truth* described Valentinus' concept of gospel. His good news was potentially infinite—bits of the divine Logos were scattered among humanity, leaving open the possibility of new revelation. Valentinus did not place restrictions on its media; the gospel existed in both oral and written form. Nor did he place limits on its authorship. The *Gospel of Truth* had presented the reception of the holy book as an exchange of knowledge between divine and human. The elect, present in the Garden of Eden to receive instruction from Jesus, became part of the apostolic succession and gained authority as living books. The final verse of the Gospel of John, cited above, suggests that this Valentinian endorsement of plurality was not particularly innovative. John had harbored no expectations that his account was the only or even the best gospel. He recognized the existence and validity of other books, noting that his own book was geared specifically to proselytizing—"Now Jesus performed many other signs before his disciples, which are not written in this book. But these things have been written so that you believe that Jesus is the Messiah the Son of God and believing, possess

life in his name."  John did not just tolerate the existence of other books about Jesus; he presumed the possibility of limitless composition.

This is not to say that all books about Jesus were considered equal. In its opening lines, the Gospel of Luke suggested that some of the existing compositions were substandard, disorganized, or incorrect. So many books were being composed about Jesus and his followers, what was an ancient reader to do? Luke justified his own book project: "To investigate everything carefully from the very beginning, to write an orderly account so you may know the truth..."  Luke's suspicions gave voice to early anxieties about wrong information spreading about Jesus. His concerns about method and authenticity lend credence to recent assertions that the creation and rise of orthodoxy required the creation and rise of heresy.  Books provided one arena for this struggle—Luke insisted that readers could learn "the truth" from his Jesus story, simultaneously insinuating that other narratives were false.

John and Luke's self-referential descriptions are fragments of a larger epic about the emerging primacy of the sacred book within early Christianity. We know the end of the story. At some point, the written gospel was restricted to four texts, whose sanctity matched the divine Torah. Written gospels became an authority separate from the oral teaching (parado-


386. Lk 1:3. Ἐδοξείς κἂνοι παρηκολουθήσαι ἀνωθὲν πάσιν ἄριστος καθεξής σοι γράψει κράτιστος θεόρις ἢν ἐπανάλεις περὶ ἄνω κατηχήσεως λόγων τῆς ἁγίασεως (Aland, 193). N.B. For context and because of Greek grammatical structure, I often provide more Greek in the footnotes than corresponds to my in-text English translations.

387. See Alain Le Boulluec, La notion d’hérésie dans la littérature grecque, IIe-IIIe siècles (Paris: Études augustiniennes, 1985). Also Mark Edwards, Catholicity and Heresy in the Early Church (Surrey, Ashgate Publishers: 2009), 11-35. Edwards argues that ancient claims of orthodoxy were always coupled with complaints of corruption and false belief. These dual voices indicate that what was termed heresy created orthodoxy. This is evident from the reactionary rhetorical maneuvers of the heresiologists.
sis) passed down by the apostles. However, the Gospel of Truth indicates that this outcome was not forgone. As Adolf von Harnack noted, "Primitive Christianity is not the equivalent to the gospels, rather that the gospels lived at the expense of primitive Christianity." 

Early Christians were preoccupied with questions on locating divine authority. Valentinus had argued the authority lay in every pure-hearted person. He posited an open record, and a direct revelatory experience, which was potentially universally accessible. An alternative answer, which became normative, was separate oral and written records dependent on apostolic succession.

This chapter examines the voices of those who advocated for this latter "orthodox" position. It compares the way the heresiologists discussed the nature of the Valentinian heretical holy book to the way they present their own definitions of proper gospel. First I consider how the heresiographical writings, despite their overt polemical aims, might be useful for understanding the Gospel of Truth in its intellectual environment. Then I examine the way they described the heretical sacred book over and against the notion of orthodox scriptures. In the rhetoric of orthodoxy, the many books of the Valentinians deviated from the singular message of the church and its four-gospel canon. Yet the complaints of Irenaeus and his successors indicate that they had some knowledge of Valentinus’ spermatic book, which they claimed led to intellectual chaos.

Ancient heresiographers also sought to define the scope of the sacred book regardless of number. One prominent marker of orthodoxy became the acceptance of a four-gospel

388. It is interesting to note that Le Boulluec argues that this apostolic succession was Justin's response to rabbinic oral law. See Le Boulluec, La notion d'hérésie, 90.

canon. However, the distinction between orthodoxy and heresy did not end at the acceptance of four gospels or many gospels. There were other issues about the sacred book including medium and authorship that Christian intellectuals necessarily confronted. Christians debated and sometimes blurred boundaries of the book and body. We find that, while Valentinus presumed no distinction between oral and written texts, Irenaeus sharply separated the written tradition from other traditions of the church.

Epiphanius' Panarion looked back on these second century developments. The fourth section of this chapter demonstrates that Epiphanius relied on the distinction Irenaeus had made between orthodox and heretical holy books in order to construct his genealogy of heresy. For Epiphanius, the history of heresy narrated the struggle over the nature of sacred book. Epiphanius also took the orthodox disembodiment of scripture to new heights. While Irenaeus sought to extract the holy human from the holy text, Epiphanius removed a text that had lost its sacred status from its written format. The book of Jubilees carried authority for Epiphanius, but because it was excluded from the canon, he cited Jubilees as tradition and not scripture.

Irenaeus, Tertullian, Hippolytus, and later, Epiphanius extracted the person from the revelatory written word. Confronted with new compositions and the necessities of unification, the heresiologists drew their own boundaries around the holy book. Irenaeus sought to limit the scope of the written word, constricting the written gospel to four texts. Tertullian banned heretics from accessing these books, claiming that they did not belong to them. In contrast, Valentinus had urged each person to speak the truth, finding truth in multiple books and persons. Comparing these competing theories of the holy book indicates that opposition to Valentinus' living, human books contributed to the gradual forming of the canon. Instead
of living sacred books, these heresiologists advanced a four-fold written Gospel and text-based interpretations.

II. The Limits of Heresiography

Accounts of deviant Christian beliefs and behavior became popular in the second century. However, the antagonistic writing style and arguments leave doubts about their historical validity. These same authors who were defending Christianity against Roman charges of cannibalism and incest accused other Christians of similar activities. The overlap among the sources, signaling prolific borrowing from source to source, has also diminished the historical integrity of the heresiologists. Heresiology quickly developed a coherent intellectual tradition, largely because later authors recycled large amounts of material from their predecessors. Irenaeus' Against Heresies (c. 180) likely followed Justin Martyr's earlier lost heresiological treatise and Tertullian (160-220) and Hippolytus (170-235) were heavily influenced by Irenaeus' widely circulating work. Tertullian's Against the Valentinians and large sections of Hippolytus' Refutation of All Heresies summarize many of his points. Almost two centuries after Irenaeus penned his polemic against Valentinus and his followers, Epiphanius directly lifted from his work rather than write his own account of Valentinians.

Irenaeus' heresiological monograph circulated widely and was quickly translated into Latin. His work is better known through its Latin title Adversus Haeresis, or Against Heresies, because the original Greek is lost, only reconstructed through fragments quoted in later authors, such as Irenaeus' self-proclaimed intellectual heir, Hippolytus of Rome (170-235).

391. Photius' Bibl. Cod. 121 mentions that Hippolytus claimed discipleship to Irenaeus.
Hippolytus composed two heresiological works; an earlier *Syntagma* against the Heresies noted by Eusebius is now lost. His second work, the *Refutation Against all Heresies*, began with polemics against Greek philosophy, worked its way through the mystery cults, then focused on detailed descriptions of thirty-three Gnostic heresies, including Valentinus. This work is dated after 222 C.E., as Hippolytus indicated that his enemy Pope Callistus had finally died.

His Latin-writing counterpart, Quintus Septimius Florens Tertullianus (155-220) of Carthage, wrote prolifically after his conversion to Christianity in 193. He was a Roman citizen, the son of a high-ranking aide to the proconsul of Carthage, and educated as a lawyer and ordained as a priest. He composed his *De praescriptione haereticorum*, a legal treatise against all Christian heretics, applying the legal maneuver of *praescriptio* to extinguish any claims of ownership heretics made for scripture. He aimed to cut short any debate between catholic and heretic before it even started by claiming heretics could not read or argue from scripture. However, the unique feature of this heresiological treatise remained its methodological argument—the content was freely borrowed from Hippolytus and Zephyrinus' earlier treatises and his *Against the Valentinians*, composed after his conversion to Montanism, depended entirely on Irenaeus.

How can these accounts possibly be useful for understanding the thought and writings of Valentinus? The most recent efforts in scholarship have argued that they are not. These efforts to discuss the heresiologists and Valentinian thought focus on doctrinal questions in order to discern whether the texts found at Nag Hammadi were the same texts Irenaeus might

---

have read as a source on Valentinian thought. Contradictions are supposed to indicate that the heresiologists were not being truthful, the Valentinians writings are inauthentic, or, as in the case with the *Gospel of Truth*, both.

For example, Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Tertullian all provided detailed cosmologies they attribute to Valentinus that do not appear in his writings. These cosmologies resembled the *Apocryphon of John* and other "Sethian" texts far more than any Valentinian speculation. The *Gospel of Truth* 16:35 introduced the Son "who is in the thought and mind of the Father." In *Adversus Haeresis*, Irenaeus had presented the Valentinian concept of "thought" (Ennoia) and "mind" (Nous) of the Father as distinct cosmological hypostases. However, in the *Gospel of Truth*, these terms were used as abstractions, describing attributes of the Father. This kind of theological "contradiction" between the Nag Hammadi and catholic writings has been the basis for arguing that the heresiologists are of limited value for understanding the *Gospel of Truth*.

The *Gospel of Truth's* claim, "The thing that is hidden is the Son," also raised suspicions about Irenaeus' accuracy. Irenaeus said that Valentinus claimed that the Father was only comprehensible through the Son. Although it does seem that the *Gospel of Truth* later goes on to stress the revelatory abilities of the Son, this line has presented some problems. How can the Son be the vehicle of revelation when he is hidden? One solution has been to use the "contradiction" of the comprehensible yet hidden Son to demonstrate that the Nag

---


Hammadi text was not the same text Irenaeus referred to when he mentioned the Valentinian Gospel of Truth.396 Another has been to call for textual corruption; Grobel has argued that this phrase was a later addition, a parenthetical statement and not attributed to Valentinus.397

In light of these discrepancies, and mindful of the authors' own agendas, modern scholars have found works of the heresiologists of little value for the study of Valentinus. As one scholar has observed about Irenaeus' Against Heresies, a scholar will find whatever she is looking for in his text.398 However, the opposite has also been the case and inconvenient details are disregarded. The most recent monograph on Valentinus ignored their writings completely. For example, against the claim that Valentinus wrote the Gospel of Truth, Philip Tite has written:

The reference to a "gospel of truth" in Irenaeus is unconvincing for two reasons: (1) the reference is very vague, placed within a broader rant over various "heretics" not following the writings of the apostles (the Valentinians are claimed to be excessively reckless in this regard by actually fabricating "new" gospels—the polemical rhetoric here should be kept clearly in mind); (2) even if the Valentinians did have a "gospel of truth," Irenaeus is very clear that it is both recent and the product of followers of Valentinus (qui sunt a Valentino; there is, therefore, no reason to suppose, based on this reference alone, that the text in question was Valentinus' workmanship).399

Irrespective of his position on the authorship of the Gospel of Truth, the expectations about the writings of the early Christian heresiologists here are unrealistic. Tite was unsatisfied with Irenaeus' vagueness, but then put forward an interpretation of his work that runs counter to a natural reading and corroboration with other Valentinian writings. Tite has also raised

396. Tite, Valentinian Ethics and Paraenetic Discourse, 218.
399. Tite, Valentinian Ethics, 219.
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the problem of "polemical rhetoric." However, it is not evident that polemics should be a synonym for false. Furthermore, in a period of experimental canon formation, it should not be taken for granted that "fabricating 'new' gospels," was a widely understood polemical slander at all. However, Tite has sought to understand Valentinianism only from "inside sources" disregarding the heresiologists completely, suggesting that a serious reading of the Gnostic material must come at the expense of the heresiologists.  

For example, explaining why he did not utilize any of the heresiological sources, Tite explained his focus on Valentinus' own writings by claiming "these texts (NHL) were written by real people to real people within historical contexts and evidently with specific rhetorical goals in mind."  

However, the heresiologists were no less real and their historical contexts no less relevant. Irenaeus, Hippolytus and Tertullian shared a common vision of the past and future of early Christianity. They all described a unified catholic church, which presented a consistent and singular teaching from its inception. They certainly would have disagreed amongst themselves about the content of the singular teaching, but they all agreed that the church only taught one doctrine. They further agreed that the unified catholic church was under attack. The constant threat of corruption by heresy required vigilance and preparation. In part, their writings aimed to describe the kinds of things to guard against. However, because the historical record indicates that unified primitive Christianity is a fiction, their call to guard against heresy points to efforts to delineate, rather than protect, the catholic church. Their literary projects aimed to manage the diversity within early Christianity and, by ruling out variations

400. It is also unclear why Irenaeus' claims that the Gospel of Truth was a new composition would exclude Valentinus as author. Their lives did overlap, and, at the time Irenaeus wrote Against the Heresies in 180, the Gospel of Truth would have only been 20-40 years old, indeed "recent" in the scope of Irenaeus' holy literature.  
401. Tite, Valentinian Ethics, 19.
of doctrine, reveal the content of orthodoxy. Their complaints about Valentinian instruction were part of these efforts. The heresiological objection to Valentinian plurality of opinion was a negative evaluation of Valentinian theological mandates that appeared in the *Gospel of Truth*, urging all pure-hearted persons, as living books, to speak the truth.

These rhetorical goals were not separate from their historical realities. In their lifetimes, Christianity was under attack of sorts, and each heresiologist confronted persecution and opposition. While these persecutions were not widespread, each author was personally involved. Irenaeus' own teacher Polycarp had been martyred and Irenaeus was arrested and knew other Christians who suffered martyrdom in his outpost Gaul as well as Rome during the Aurelian Persecutions. He owed his own position as bishop of Gaul to the martyrdom of his predecessor. Both Tertullian and Hippolytus would have been targets during Emperor Maximinus' hunting of the clergy (c. 235-238) and their anxieties are evident through their writings. Tertullian addressed his own congregation in Carthage about the virtues of martyrdom and issued an *Apologeticus* to the Roman Senate and an instruction manual on martyrdom *De Corona* in the face of persecutions. Maximinius exiled Hippolytus to Sardinia, where he died in the mines. The point is that, for these authors, the stakes of their arguments were high and not just debates on "mere theology" or freewheeling polemics. Their agenda to delineate a singular belief from a pluralistic Christianity did not simply spring from an urge to standardize and regulate, but reflected the level of commitment they were forced to make to be Christians in an era of persecution. Their ambitions to delineate the boundaries of
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orthodox Christianity hinged upon amplifying small differences they perceived among the many varieties of Christianity. So rather than asking what the heresiologists might have understood about Valentinus and the Valentinians, we should question what they perceived as the difference, or, as put by Michael Bérubé, "What, in other words, actively makes sense to people whose beliefs you do not share?"  

Moreover, as Alain Le Boulluec has persuasively demonstrated, the heresiographers' orthodoxy was a discourse, not a doctrine. This point is underscored by the observation that Irenaeus, Hippolytus, and Tertullian all would be considered heretics by the standards of Constantine's Christian Empire and Hippolytus and Tertullian were considered heretics in their own time. By the end of Hippolytus' life, he was one of the leading voices against the centralizing church leadership in Rome, headed by Callistus. Although there are legendary accounts of his martyrdom, during his life and for two centuries after his death, Hippolytus remained apart from the central church in Rome. In part, this was a result of Hippolytus' own convictions. He was a heresy hunter and vigorously opposed to a popular view of the trinity as three aspects of a single God, rather than three distinct beings within the godhead. This modalist view of the trinity was so widespread that it was not immediately clear to Pope Zephyrinus that modalism was heresy and so he "allowed it to prevail." Hippolytus charged Callistus, a deacon at the time, with bribing and manipulating Pope Zephyrinus into protecting and furthering the modalist cause. When Callistus took over for the martyred
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Zephyrinus, Hippolytus accused him of usurping the office and declared himself the first antipope. Ironically, it was Hippolytus' trinitarianism that later became orthodox doctrine.

Hippolytus' vociferous dissent aside, it is not clear whether he was in a position of much influence at all. He had his own group of followers but noted bitterly that Callistus' school was "crowded." Eusebius was not quite sure where he was from, noting he was a "bishop from somewhere." Although praising his zealous writing style and factual reporting, Jerome did not know much about him either. Hippolytus upheld stringent expectations for Christian behavior that included permanent excommunication for Christians who avoided martyrdom. Prudentius reported that Hippolytus had advocated this kind of puritanical Novatianism, but recanted before he died. Pope Damasus' fourth-century inscription on the grave of Hippolytus indicated that he had been a Novatian until he died, but should still be regarded as a holy martyr.

Tertullian belonged to a group of Christians who were targets of Irenaeus and, later, Epiphanius' heresiography. A decade after Tertullian's conversion to Christianity, he became a follower of the Phrygian prophet Montanus. He was vocal about his own acceptance of Montanist teachings, which accepted new prophecy from individuals inspired by the Holy Spirit. In Carthage, he sat on a council that debated and authorized the authenticity of these new prophecies. Even though excommunicated, he continued to write against Christian heretics, particularly Gnostics. The biographies of these writers indicate that heresy lay in
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the eye of the beholder—even Irenaeus would have had to recant his claims that Jesus lived until the age of fifty!409

III. Creating Unity and Managing Diversity

Within the diverse Christian landscape, the complaint consistently leveled against Valentinians was their own diversity of doctrine. The heresiologists accused Valentinians of deviating not only from the original, orthodox teachings of the primitive church, they also argued that they differed amongst themselves. The impetus for these allegations has been attributed to polemics, their ignorance of Valentinianism, or an indication that the Valentinian church really was a diverse collection of sects.410 However, a sympathetic look at their allegations indicates that their polemics were a negative evaluation of a feature of Christianity that the Gospel of Truth had promoted. The Gospel of Truth had argued for the existence of a divine spark within each member of humankind, endowing each with capacity to speak forth our own version of the gospel. The many books, including those of both Christians and others, testify to the gospel's diversity of expression. The multivocity that the Gospel of Truth accepted was the same plurality the heresiologists condemned. The heresiologists' antagonism was not aimless and their polemics were not misdirected stupidity. Rather, they struggled against a viable form of authoritative authenticity, which Irenaeus described derisively as a concept of "truth properly residing at one time in Valentinus, at another in Marcion, at another-


er in Cerinthus, then afterward in Basilides….⁴¹¹ Valentinus saw the spermatic logos active in the hearts of many people; the heresiologists saw chaos.

In the heresiological writings, diversity of doctrine and practice was a characteristic of heresy in general but diversity of opinion was more specifically applied to Valentinians. Tertullian had remarked that the very fact that Valentinus' followers departed from their original teacher's opinions pointed to the allegiance to their teacher.⁴¹² This was a consistent criticism running throughout the writings of the three heresiologists. Valentinus and his followers each had their own opinion. Evidence from both sides has suggested that Valentinus and his school encouraged multivocity. In the Gospel of Truth, the good news was disseminated orally to the elect, who were then urged to "speak the truth," thereby revealing their knowledge. Irenaeus complained that Valentinus taught that the good news did not originate as a written document, but was delivered viva voce. He also objected to the Valentinian claim that not everything was revealed to apostles; some were reserved for later students.⁴¹³

This is not to say that multivocity was only a feature of Valentinians. The heresiologists' frustrations with open gospel and accusations of diversity were not reserved solely for them. From the positive perspective, Valentinians were not the only Christians who claimed access to current, living knowledge. Montanus and his prophetesses Maximillia and Priscilla went further than Valentinus' claims about revelatory books of the heart. According to Mont-

---

⁴¹¹ Adv. haer. 3.2.1. Καὶ ταύτην τὴν σοφίαν εἷς ἑκάστος αὐτῶν εἶναι λέγει ἢν ἀφ’ ἑαυτοῦ ἐξεύρηκεν πλάσμα δηλονότι, ὡστε ἄξιος καὶ αὐτοῖς εἶναι τὴν ἀλήθειαν ποτὲ μὲν ἐν Οὐαλεντῖνῳ ποτὲ δὲ ἐν Μαρκίωνι ποτὲ δὲ ἐν Κηρίνθῳ μετέπειτα ἐν Βασιλείδῃ…. (SC 211: 27).
⁴¹² Adv. Val. IV.
⁴¹³ Adv. haer. 3.2.1-2.
tans, revelation was open, new prophets were to be found among the congregation, and it was possible to generate new authoritative material.

Consequently, as a catholic turned Montanist, Tertullian offers a unique perspective on the problem of diversity within early Christianity. His priorities shifted from his pre-Montanist heresiological treatise Praescription to his Against the Valentinians composed as a Montanist. His change in focus indicates that after he embraced Montanism, Tertullian had to create difference between the kind of diversity he had condemned in the Valentinians and the diversity he embraced as a Montanist, especially since he headed their council in Carthage devoted to determining the veracity of new prophecies.414

In his pre-Montanist heresiological work—the Praescription Against Heretics—Tertullian was primarily concerned about cataloguing heresies. He and Hippolytus shared the notion that heretics defeated themselves—it was only necessary to shine light upon them. All heretics were the same to Tertullian; he often used the phase "Marcion and Valentinus" or "Marcionites and Valentinians" as a catchall phrase to refer to heretics.415 Echoing the seek/find schematic in the Gospel of Truth, Tertullian complained about their infinite process of seeking—"Where indeed will be the end of seeking? Where the stand still of believing? But even Valentinus puts forth 'Seek and you shall find.'"416 Tertullian argued that instead, there should be a limit to seeking, since the object to be found is belief, and "you would not seek


415. All heresies are the same to Tertullian in Prescriptions; he often refers to the Marcionites and Valentinians," or "Marcion and Valentinian" (10.30) as a general subject.

except with an expectation to find." Since the Valentinians were still claiming to seek, by their own admission, Tertullian argued, they cannot be Christians. A second difference Tertullian identified was the heretical disregard of apostolic authority. Instead, Tertullian observed, they claimed either that the apostles were not told everything or that they were told everything but did not get the message out to all persons. Instead, "truth awaited some Marcionites and Valentinians to liberate it." Consequently, each heretical school possessed its own idea of the truth. Difference was a moral marker for Tertullian; it earned heretics the epithet "aliens and haters of the apostles:" (extranei ut inimici). Tertullian tethered the heretical dismissal of apostolic authority to their approach to sacred books. Differences in their teaching indicated that heretics possessed corrupt scriptures—a sure indication of their moral defectiveness as "haters of the apostles." He noted that Valentinus, like Marcion, emended scripture with "other expositions and obvious changes." From Tertullian's perspective, one was what one read. He suggested that perfect scripture was a reflection of the perfect self: "The fact that what we ourselves are also the scriptures are and have been from the beginning. From them, we are, before there was any other way than we are, before they were interpolated by you." Tertullian asked rhetorical-

418. Ibid. 14.
419. Ibid. 22. For a positive evaluation of plurality, see the Prayer to the Apostle Paul and Ap. Jas.
421. Ibid. 30.11. Item Valentinus aliter exponens et sine dubio emendans, hoc nomine quicquid emendat, ut mendosum retro, alterius fuisse demonstrat. (CSEL 1:211).
422. Ibid. 38.5. Quod sumus, hoc sunt scripturae ab initio suo. Ex illis sumus, antequam nihil aliter fuit quam sumus; quid denique fuit, antequam a vobis interpolantur? (CSEL 1:218).
ly, "For indeed what is contrary to us in our [scriptures]?"\textsuperscript{423} He argued that the teachings of the church perfectly aligned with scripture: "What particular to us have we brought in so that, detecting something contrary and in scripture, we must fix it by detraction, addition or alteration?"\textsuperscript{424} An internally consistent collection of scripture was a sign of its correctness, but also a sign of an individual and a church's orthodoxy. Holy writing in its primordial state (since the beginning) embodied the primordial church and perfect Christian. For Tertullian, scripture was singular, like the unified catholic church.

However, the Montanist Tertullian held different concerns. Unlike his comprehensive work against all heresies, his heresiological work focusing only on Valentinus was likely written after his adoption of Montanist concepts of continued revelation. As a Montanist, Tertullian was challenged with the problems of newness the New Prophecy posed while embracing a fixed set of scriptures. He even possessed a book of the recent prophecies of Pricilla and Maximilla, which were not included in the scriptures. In Against Valentinians, Tertullian's primary concern about the Valentinians was not their composition of new teachings and texts, but the fact that all their new teachings contradicted one another. In fact, he considered this diversity a key feature of Valentinianism—"We know, I say, knowing best their own origin, why we call them Valentinians, although they seem not to be. Indeed, they have separated from the founder, but the origin is by no means effaced; if ever it differs, the very

\textsuperscript{423}Ibid. 38.4. \textit{Etenim quid contrarium nobis in nostris?} (CSEL 1:218).

\textsuperscript{424}Ibid. 38.4 \textit{Quid de proprio intulimus ut aliquid contrarium ei et in scripturis deprehensum detractione vel adiectione vel transmutatione remediaremus?} (CSEL 1:218).
difference is the testimony." Tertullian attributed their diversity to the concept of the spermatic logos:

This heresy is permitted to present itself pleasingly many ways, as prostitute who customarily changes her dress daily. Why not? With that spiritual seed of theirs passes through each man in such a way. Whenever they have add anything new, immediately they call the presumption a revelation, and ingenuity a grace, and never unity, only diversity. Tertullian claimed that the individual and discordant teachings of Valentinians were by-products of their teachings about the spermatic logos residing in individuals, likening these revelations to the spiritual "seed" encountering a prostitute. In contrast, the revelatory spiritual gifts received by New Prophets were in full accord with the doctrine of the catholic church. Tertullian was adamant that Montanists "only disagree here, that is, we do not acknowledge second marriages and we do not ignore Montanus' prophecy about future judgment. The novelty of the New Prophecy and new prophecies was not the introduction of new doctrine, but spiritual guidance on how to make old doctrine relevant for the modern age.


427. Praedestinatus, xxvi. Hoc solum discrepamus, inquit, quod secundas nuptias non recipimus, et prophetiam Montani de futuro judicio non recusamus. "Irenaeus' 'New Testament' is basically a collection of works conceived to be written by, or to report the teaching of, apostles; and while he differs radically from Valentinus about how such books should be read, he does not, save in the case of Acts, seem to differ with them about the books that constitute the core list. It is Marcion, not the Gnostics, whom he openly accuses of truncating the list of essential Christian Scriptures." Richard A. Norris, Jr. "Irenaeus of Lyon," in the Cambridge History of Early Christian Literature, 50.

428. Tabbernee, Prophets and Gravestones, 129. Also see On Flight in Persecution viii-ix: Tertullian argues that although apostles were nomadic to avoid martyrdom, his congregation's historical times were different and the spirit was telling him they should embrace it. On the authority of the New Testament for Tertullian, see H. Karpp, Schrift und Geist bei Tertullian (Gütersloh: C. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1955). Also John Jansen, "Tertullian and the New Testament," SecCen 2.4 (1982): 191-207.
Irenaeus had been faced with a similar problem in the face of one of his opponents claiming absolute unity with a single written gospel. Marcion had claimed there was only one written gospel; Irenaeus was arguing for the primacy of four written gospels. On the other hand, Irenaeus accused the Valentinians of possessing "more gospels than there really are," a similar charge Marcion might aim at Irenaeus. Compared to Marcion, Irenaeus’ multifaceted gospel might seem almost Valentinian! Irenaeus solved his problem by turning his idea of a four-fold gospel into the moderate position—not too few, not too many books:

For Marcion throws out the whole Gospel. Moreover, cutting himself off from the Gospel, he boasts that he possesses a part in the Gospel…. But those who are from Valentinus, being completely without fear, bring out their own compositions, boasting that they possess more gospels than there really are.

By placing himself in the middle, Irenaeus transformed Marcion into the extreme nay-saying conservative—as Tertullian later described, Marcion had insisted on a single gospel "using the knife" to limit his scripture to a single text. Valentinus, on the other hand, became the undisciplined liberal, "using the pen" to write his own compositions. Irenaeus presented the four-fold gospel as a reflection of natural order—neither too limiting or libertine. These four gospels were also presented as the alternative to a text called the Gospel of Truth circulating among Valentinians. Irenaeus viewed the Valentinian Gospel of Truth as a direct challenge to his "canon of truth" and "gospel of truth" comprising the four gospels. Irenaeus referred to

430. Adv. haer. 3.2.2.
431. Adv. haer. 3.11.9. Καὶ γὰρ Μαρκίων ὁλον ἀποβάλλων τὸ εὐαγγέλιον, μᾶλλον δὲ τοῦ εὐαγγελίου ἑαυτῶν ἀποκόπτων μόριον καυχάται ἔχειν τὸ εὐαγγέλιον.… Οἱ δὲ ἀπὸ Θαλεντίνου πάλιν ἔξω παντὸς ὑπάρχοντες φόβου ἵδια συγγράμματα ἐκφέροντες πλείονα ἔχειν καυχάνται αὐτῶν τῶν εὐαγγελίων… (SC 211:171-175).
432. See Thomas C.K. Ferguson, "The Rule of Truth and Irenaean Rhetoric in Book 1 of 'Against Heresies,'" VC

149
these four gospels as the "true" Gospel of Truth, over and against the "comparatively recent writing, the Gospel of Truth, though it in no way agreed with the gospels of the apostles." The problem with the Valentinian Gospel of Truth, Irenaeus argued, was "the gospel handed down by the apostles can no longer be 'of truth'."\textsuperscript{433}

Irenaeus provided further indication that he was challenged by the problems Valentinian diversity presented. He could not ignore the fact that a four-fold gospel resembled the Valentinian concept of many gospels far more than Marcion's single gospel. Equally problematic for Irenaeus was a moment recorded within his four gospels that seemed to indicate that the Valentinian mandate to "speak" had apostolic precedent. Having chastised the Valentinians for each speaking their own mind, Irenaeus was left with the problem of explaining the Pentecost. All the apostles speaking different things in different languages challenged the notion of a unified "canon of truth" consisting of a single apostolic message and a four-fold gospel. Irenaeus circumvented what he perceived as a point of contact with Valentinus' school by explaining that the Pentecost could not have taken place had Valentinus or Marcion been around to corrupt the gospel message. Irenaeus solved the problem of the Pentecost by using it as an opportunity to create a distinction between his singular message and what he perceived as Valentinus' promotion of plural preaching—Irenaeus argued that the disciples all spoke the same message in different languages in contrast to the Valentinians who all preached different things in familiar language.

\textsuperscript{433} \textit{Adv. haer.} 3.11.9.  μηκέτι εἶναι τὸ ὑπὸ τῶν ἀποστόλων παραδεδομένον ἠλθείας εὐαγγέλιον. (SC 211:175).
IV. Gospels of the Heart

Clear similarities among Christian groups incited the heresiologists' efforts to manage the diversity of early Christianity. Not only did Valentinus and Irenaeus both adopt multiple gospels, they also shared a theological vocabulary. Consequently, when Irenaeus endeavored to distinguish between his orthodoxy and the wide range of heresies, he struggled to make sense of the naturally shared language.\(^{434}\) For instance, although Irenaeus mentioned that Valentinus claimed there "were more gospels than there really are," these two intellectuals did share a core body of texts in common, including the Hebrew Bible and most of the texts that now comprise the New Testament.\(^{435}\) However, Irenaeus argued for a difference in their method of reading, noting an unattested Valentinian tendency to apply cosmological significance to any number appearing in a holy writing. For example, Irenaeus accused Valentinus of using the number of days in a month as proof that there were thirty original aeons comprising the Pleroma. Irenaeus also noted, "If there are any such things laying in the scriptures to be thrust into the number four, [the heretics] say it is from their tetrad."\(^{436}\)

Although faulting the heretics for applying numerological exegesis to sacred writings, he reverted to the same hermeneutical techniques to explain why the number of written gospels "could be neither more nor less than four in number."\(^{437}\) Based on the "four regions of the earth," the "four universal spirits," the "four-faced Cherubim," all "four-footed living

---

\(^{434}\)Pace Mark Edwards, I think these similarities suggest genuine intellectual kinship rather than intentional effort's on Irenaeus' part to "shadow" the rhetoric of Valentinus. Edwards, *Catholicity and Heresy in the Early Church*, 11-35.

\(^{435}\)Donovan, *One Right Reading?*, 32. Also see *Adv. haer.* 1.3.6.

\(^{436}\)*Adv. haer.* 1.18.2. Καὶ εἰ τινὰ ἀπλῶς ποιήσατα κεῖται ἐν ταῖς γραφαῖς εἰς τὸν τῶν τεσσάρων δύναμιν ἀγγελεία ἀριθμῶν διὰ τὴν Τετρακτύν αὐτῶν γιατί γεγονέναι. (SC 264: 279).

\(^{437}\)See Annette Reed, "Ἐνωργήσιον: Orality, Textuality and the Christian Truth in Irenaeus' *Adversus Haereses,*" 22; Stroumsa, *Hidden Wisdom*, 30, 38, 85-86.
creatures," and the "four covenants of the human race,‖ Irenaeus deemed it "fair that the church have four pillars" of the four-fold gospel. Irenaeus had identified this type of scriptural exegesis as Valentinian, yet fell back on the same methods, ironically to assert the orthodoxy of a four-fold gospel. Irenaeus attempted to differentiate between Valentinus and himself, arguing, "A principle does not come from numbers, but numbers from a principle" (Non enim regula ex numeris, sed numeri ex regula). Irenaeus argued that his own approach to numerological exegesis was fundamentally different: "[The Gospel's] words served both ancient things and by all means our times and they should, by that way, not connect [its words] to the number thirty, but connect them with argument or more accurately, with correct reason." After all, Irenaeus explained, when listening to music, each note does not necessarily have meaning in itself, but has to be understood in the context of the entire composition. Instead, Irenaeus claimed that Valentinus and his followers "adapt the numbers themselves… to the true underlying argument.‖

438. Irenaeus identified four covenants (καθολικαί διαθήκαι) revealed to humanity—the single command to Adam, the Noahide covenant, the Mosaic covenant and the Gospel. Adv. haer. 3.9.8.


440. For example, Adv. haer. 2.24.3. Mark Edwards might mark this passage as an example of Irenaeus' "shadowing" the heretical writings and appropriating their rhetoric for orthodoxy. However, early authors, like Philo, establish that this kind of numerological patterning of the divine was part of Irenaeus and Valentinus' shared heritage. See Edwards, Catholicity and Heresy, 35-57.


442. Adv. haer., 2.25.1. Non quidem, sed cum magna sapientia et diligentia ad liquidum apta et ornata omnia a Deo facta sunt, et antiqua et quaecumque in nouissimis temporibus Verbum eius operatum est. Et debent ea, non numero xxx, sed subiacenti copulare argumento siue rationi, neque de Deo inquisitionem ex numeris et syllabis et litteris accipere. (SC 294:250).

Irenaeus and Valentinus shared a lingua franca that went beyond numerology. Their shared language extended to a metaphorical garden of sacred writing. Irenaeus, like Valentinus, also placed the scripture in the Garden of Eden. We recall from Chapter Three that Valentinus had described a dual gospel, at once both oral and written, represented in the *Gospel of Truth* as the fruit from the tree of knowledge.\(^{444}\) Irenaeus shared Valentinus' idea of sacred books as fruit from Eden. He warned his readers to avoid heretical doctrines, and find "nourishment" with the fruit of true scripture. Irenaeus envisioned the church as a garden with the writings of the church as its vegetation. The same commandment given to Adam and Eve applied to holy writings—"For the Church has been planted as a paradise in this world; therefore says the Spirit of God, 'From every tree of the garden you may freely eat,' that is, eat you may from every scripture of the Lord; but you shall not eat with an inquisitive mind, not touch any heretical sedition."\(^{445}\)

Irenaeus' arguments converged with the *Gospel of Truth*. Valentinian wisdom also originated with a bite of fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Valentinus and Irenaeus agreed upon that. However, unlike Valentinus, Irenaeus was not promoting this scriptural fruit, but emphasized its ruinous capabilities. He compared all heretical writings to the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, suggesting their singular destructive character. As seen in the previous section, his complaint about the plurality of heretical doctrine was picked up by his successors and considered one of the major defining features of wrong


\(^{445}\) *Adv. haer.* 5.20.2. φάγειν μὲν οὖν δὲ τὰς γνώμας αὐτῶν καὶ ἀκριβῶς φυλάσσεσθαι μήποτε βλαπτόμεθα ὑπ᾽ αὐτῶν καταφεύγειν δὲ εἰς τὴν ἔκκλησιαν καὶ αὐτῆς τιθηνεῖσθαι τὸ κύλιον καὶ ταῖς κυριακαῖς εκτρέψεσθαι γραφαῖς. Περιτύπωται γὰρ ἡ ἐκκλησία παράδεισος ἐν τούτῳ τῷ κόσμῳ. Αποπαντός οὖν ξύλου τοῦ παραδείσου βρᾶσαι φαγμένη φησὶ τὸ Πνεῦμα τοῦ Θεοῦ τουτέστιν ἀπὸ πάσης κυριακῆς γραφῆς φάγῃ ἀπό δὲ τῆς ὑπορροφονήσεως μὴ φάγῃς μὴ δὲ ἄνη πάσης τῆς ἀιρετικῆς διαστασίας. Ὁμολογοῦσιν γάρ αὐτοῖς ἡγοῦσιν ἔχειν καλῶ τε καὶ πονηρῶ καὶ ύπέρ τὸν πεποιηκότα αὐτοὺς θεὸν τείνονται τὰς διανοίας αὐτῶν. (SC 153: 257-259).
belief. However, in the Eden comparison, it was Irenaeus' orthodox scripture that was plural (all the trees in paradise) but heretical scripture was restricted to a single fruit. In fact, Irenaeus found support for his "rule of truth" by noting that the same singular truth was expressed in the many writings of Holy Scripture.

Irenaeus exhibited further knowledge of Valentinian scripture, observing that Valentinus' doctrine had been "scattered" (διέσπαρται) among many sources: "The heretics… blind to the truth… walk in various roads; and therefore the footsteps of their doctrine are scattered here and there without agreement or connection." Irenaeus perhaps alluded to Valentinus' interpretation of the spermatic logos inscribed on the hearts of many. For Valentinus, the spermatic logos explained how a variety of human writings could all express divine truths. The fragment of his work On Friends (known as Valentinian Fragment 6), preserved in the Stromateis, argued that overlap between books both "public" and "writings of the church" contained fragments of the book of the heart. This fragment indicates that Valentinus would have been a prolific reader of all types of books. Irenaeus spun this concept differently; for him Valentinian theology was scattered so fragmentally among his followers that it made no sense at all. Irenaeus viewed variety as weakness and evidence that these books "without connection or agreement" were heretical. In the debate on the spermatic logos, Irenaeus and Valentinus would have agreed on the underlying facts that the doctrine had been widely scattered.


447. We recall that Tertullian also knew of the Valentinian concept of the spiritual seed. He derisively had located this seed inside "every man." This seed manifested as heretical writings personified as a well-dressed prostitute. In this way, Tertullian insinuates that the Valentinians, the receivers of the 'spiritual seed' were prostitutes.
The book of the heart was also a shared trope between Irenaeus and Valentinus. While the heart as text forms a metaphorical system, appearing already in the writings of Plato, both Irenaeus and Valentinus used the phrase to denote divine, revelatory messages. The different ways they employed the phrase point to their fundamental disagreement about the ontology of the sacred book. Valentinus presumed that any member of the elect possessed the capacity to publish his own interior text and thereby he embraced all books public and ecclesiastical. The "shared matter between them" comprised the book of the heart, which could also be found within the bodies of spiritual Christians. Irenaeus' book of the heart, on the other hand, was not written. Like Valentinus' understanding of the phrase, Irenaeus' book of the heart marked a righteous individual. However, in Irenaeus' use, the book of the heart confirmed the singularity of the apostolic teaching and authority of the four written gospels.448 A heart recorded the "ancient tradition," (τὴν ἄρχαιαν παράδοσιν) the preaching of the apostles without the need for the written documents.449

Irenaeus described the book of the heart's relationship to the written text by posing the question, what if the gospels had never been written down? How would one know what Jesus said and did, and, more importantly, how would one know how a good Christian should believe and behave? As a case study, Irenaeus pointed to illiterate barbarian Christians, who

having come to believe in Christ without papyrus and pigment, they have

448. Eric Jager described the invention of the book of the heart within early Christianity as a development from Paul to Augustine. Paul's "book of the heart" was a universal Gospel that aimed to replace the particular "letter of the law." Augustine's book of the heart was interior—an individual confessional record. Jager's work focuses primarily on the book of the heart's medieval developments, so in between Paul and Augustine, he claims, "Origen, a prolific Christian allegorist may have invented the book of the heart." The evidence the Gospel of Truth and Irenaeus offer indicates that this is incorrect. See Eric Jager, The Book of the Heart, 17-18.

salvation written on their hearts through the spirit, and, carefully guarding the ancient tradition, believe in one god.... If ever someone should preach to them the inventions of the heretics, associating with them in their own dialect, they would instantly plug their ears, and run far away, not enduring even to listen to the blaspemous homily. In this way, through the ancient tradition of the apostles, they do not accept in their mind any of their marvelous tales. For neither community nor instruction has been established among them.450

Valentinus had claimed each Christian was a living book; Irenaeus agreed. The book etched on the heart of each Valentinian refuted the concept of a fixed set of revelatory texts, and explained conflicting matter between sources. For Irenaeus, the books etched on the hearts of illiterate barbarians contained the gist of the four gospels and confirmed the inerrancy of these written sources.

This is not to say that, for Irenaeus, the heart only had the capacity to store the gospels. In general, the contents of the book of the heart provided authoritative information in the absence of written sources. In a letter to an old friend Florinus, Irenaeus scolded his correspondent for his interest in the "error of Valentinus." Florinus and Irenaeus had met in Smyrna when Irenaeus was a child and Florinus resided in the royal court trying to impress Polycarp. Using his closeness with Polycarp to his advantage, Irenaeus explained to Florinus that his old teacher would be horrified to hear the doctrine Florinus was espousing. Irenaeus declared himself an apostolic-like authority on the teachings of Polycarp, adding that he had recorded Polycarp's lessons "not on paper, but in my heart, and always through the grace of

450 Adv. haer. 3.4.2. Ἡ τάξις πείθονται πολλὰ ἐθνοί βαρβάρων τῶν εἰς Χριστὸν πεπιστευκότων ἄνευ χάρτου, καὶ μέλανος ἐγγεγραμμένην ἐχόντων διὰ τοῦ Πνεύματος εἰς ταῖς καρδίαις αὐτὸν τὴν σωτηρίαν καὶ τὴν ἀρχαίαν παραδόσεις ἐπιμελῶς περιποιηθέντων, εἰς ἕνα θεὸν πιστεύοντων... ὁ δὲ τὰς ἀπαγγελθέντας ἀπὸ τῶν αἱρετικῶν παραπταμαχομένων τῇ ἱδίᾳ αὐτῶν διαλέκτῳ προσφυγαμένης παρατηροῦσας ἀποκλείσας τὰ ὀστα πόρρω ποικίλα, καὶ μακρὰν φεύγοντα, μήδε ἄκουσαι ὑπομένοντες τὴν βλάσφημον ὁμιλίαν. Οὕτως δι’ ἐκείνης τῆς ἀρχαίας τῶν ἀποστόλων παραδόσεως οὐδὲ εἰς ἔννοιαν ἀποδέχονται ὃ τι τούτων τερατολογία ἐστίν. (SC 211: 47-49).
God genuinely I reflect on them." Like his barbarian friends who possessed an innate sense of the gospels as books of their heart, Irenaeus became a written repository of Polycarp's teaching—not just the things Polycarp said, but "the way he carried himself, and his character." Carrying the teaching of Polycarp in his heart gave Irenaeus interpretive authority to speak for Polycarp in the absence of Polycarp himself.

Irenaeus and Valentinus shared a common vocabulary of the book of the heart as a revelatory source. However, Irenaeus set the book of the heart against a formal written text. His book of the heart represented conceptual knowledge. In the absence of the written gospels, illiterate barbarians were still able to discern correct doctrine from heresy, thereby ratifying the four gospels. In the absence of Polycarp, Irenaeus knew what behaviors his teacher would and would not approve. The book of the heart amounted to "tradition" or paradosis, the things passed down from the apostles. Valentinus, on the other hand, had made no such distinction. He collapsed both written and oral book into his gospel. His book of the heart subsumed public books and books of the church, and also designated the amorphous teaching delivered to the elect, first in the Garden of Eden and then from the cross. In the Stromateis fragment, Valentinus had made clear that the contents of the "book of the heart" were to be found in physical, published books of all philosophical orientations.

From Irenaeus’ perspective, the validity of the Valentinian book of the heart came at the expense of apostolic authority. However, from other Christian perspectives (including Irenaeus') the book of the heart was a sign of apostolic-like authority. An apostolic book of  

the heart appeared in the *Apocryphon of James*, which depicted each of the apostles writing down revelation told uniquely to him. Consistent with Irenaeus’ observations that Valentini- ans justified preaching "their own opinions" by claiming the apostles had not received the complete revelation, in the *Apocryphon of James*, not all the apostles were told everything. James received a special revelation, which he recorded in two books because he had "opened his heart."452 In this respect, the *Apocryphon of James* stands more closely to the *Gospel of Truth* than to Irenaeus' position. The *Apocryphon of James* indicated that a book of the heart could be manifest in physical books as visible, written, new revelation.

Irenaeus' book of the heart was to remain oral and conceptual. He equated the book of the heart with the concept of paradosis—traditions passed down from apostolic times. The concept of paradosis allowed Irenaeus to restrict the source of "good news" to text, while giving authority to rituals and Christian behavior that were not specifically outlined in the written text. Paradosis allowed Irenaeus to go beyond the text and doctrine of Polycarp; the "tradition" of Polycarp was more than the sum of his teaching—it included the way he spoke, carried himself, and behaved in public. Paradosis allotted early Christian leaders flexibility to go beyond the increasingly restricted collection of authoritative texts without compromising their efforts at unity. However, as Eusebius would later note, restricting early Christian reading material had not, by his time, been particularly effective.453 Even a post-Nicene here- siologists such as Epiphanius consulted books outside the canon. The concept of paradosis allowed him to do just that.

---

V. Written Paradosis

Epiphanius (ca. 310-404) provides a retrospective discussion on the role of sacred text for early Christian heresiology. His historical situation was unique among the heresiologists. Perhaps of Jewish heritage, he grew up in a wealthy Christian home in Palestine, which he left for the austere life of an Egyptian monk. Learned and multi-lingual, he rose in the monastic ranks, later becoming bishop of Salamis. Epiphanius also lived in a Christian era. From the twenty canonical rules issued at the Council of Nicaea to the fourth century lists of approved sacred texts circulating in Athanasius' 39th festal letter and the mysterious Muratorian Canon, Epiphanius thrived in an age of standardization. Christianity was no longer illegal. He did not adopt a defensive strategy, or defend his religion to the senate like Tertullian. He was not at risk of exile like Hippolytus, or risk execution as all three earlier heresiologists did.

Consequently, his heresiography was less apologetic than the earlier authors' works. Epiphanius traveled extensively in the eastern Mediterranean, encountering a variety of Christianities. These peregrinations inspired the composition of the Panarion, a catalogue of eighty heresies. His Panarion has never been taken particularly seriously as a reliable source for the ancient heresies Epiphanius claims to know first-hand. An early twentieth century article reflects some attitudes about his writing that still persist:

His early asceticism seems to have imbued him with a love of the marvelous; and his religious zeal served only to increase his credulity. His eru-

454. See Socrates, HE 2.46; Sozomen, HE 25.
455. Harry Gamble, "Marcion and the 'Canon,'" in Cambridge Dictionary of Early Christianity: Origins through Constantine (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 213. "While this letter presupposes persistent variations in what was read as scripture, it signals the beginning of a widespread effort to define the limits of Christian scripture and thus to fix a canon."
dition is outweighed by his prejudice, and his inability to recognize the responsibilities of authorship makes it necessary to assign most value to those portions of his works, which he simply cites from earlier writers.\textsuperscript{456} Epiphanius' sweeping arguments, sensational eyewitness claims, and inaccessibility to the modern reader\textsuperscript{457} have not championed his historical usefulness.

However, his inability to "recognize the responsibilities of authorship" suggests that Epiphanius had other priorities as a writer, ones that do not measure up to our own expectations of historiography. Like his forerunners, he "borrowed" liberally from Irenaeus and he was not compelled to cite his sources. Yet his work can be useful as a witness to a developing orthodox theory of sacred book. Epiphanius presented a concept of text that has the capacity to heal and harm. He offered his writing as a cure for lethal heretical books and teachings. Even the title, Panarion, reflected this notion. Panarion, literally "breadbasket," is typically translated "medicine chest." Epiphanius' Panarion was designed as preventative and curative medicine. Epiphanius compared the eighty heresies he catalogued to various poisonous snakes and offered curative theology as the anti-venom.

Epiphanius' approach to heresy was anthropological. His fascination for the variety of practices he heard about or encountered is evident. Although he did have didactic aims, Epiphanius wrote a history book, sometimes credited as the first chronography.\textsuperscript{458} His Panarion moved diachronically through the five "mother" heresies originating in anti-deluvian times, which fractured through the generations of humankind into seventy-five other heresies reaching into Epiphanius' own time. Epiphanius' ideas about the origins of heresy

\textsuperscript{456}Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th ed., s.v. "Epiphanius."
\textsuperscript{457}A full English translation of the Panarion only became available in the mid 90s.
resemble the recent theses of modern scholars more than the origins posited by the earlier heresiographers. His predecessors had viewed heresy as an external and later corruption of pure Christianity, beginning with Simon the Magician.\textsuperscript{459} Epiphanius argued that heresy existed since the beginning of humanity and a variety of early Christianities developed contemporar to the unified catholic church.

His history of heresy told a history of sacred text and its uses and abuses.\textsuperscript{460} The creation and dissemination of books was an important part of this history for Epiphanius. His exposition of each sect was systematic; Epiphanius would explain a sect's geographical and intellectual origins, outline their key beliefs, make note of deviant ritual traditions, and subsequently offer his refutation. He would consistently mark any abnormal textual behavior—if a heretical group disregarded a sacred book, excised a sacred book, or composed a sacred book. These illicit composition practices originated among the five earliest heresies—Barbarism, Scythianism, Hellenism, Judaism, and Samaritanism. Barbarism, the primeval heresy existing from the time of Adam to the flood was marked by an absence of sacred text. Instead, "there was no heterodoxy, no different ethic groups, no name for a heresy, nor idolatry….

Each person followed his own ideas."\textsuperscript{461} The age of Scythianism, the heresy of the post-deluge perestroika, was an era of bipartite belief—one was either "godly" (the precursor to

\textsuperscript{459} It was only in the early 20th century that this view was seriously challenged with the publication of Walter Bauer's seminal work \textit{Rechtgläubigkeit und Ketzerei in ältesten Christentum} (Tübingen: Mohr, 1934).

\textsuperscript{460} In a recent dissertation, Young Kim argued that the \textit{Panarion} constructed a geography, biography and chronography of heresy. See Young Richard Kim, "The Imagined World of Epiphanius of Cyprus," (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2006). Here it is argued that Epiphanius' "Imagined World" also included a literary landscape, in which heresies were not just identified geographically and chronologically, but also through text.

\textsuperscript{461} \textit{Pan.} I 1.9. Οὐπώ δὲ ἔτεροδοξία, οὐκ ἔθνος τι διαφερόμενον, οὐκ ὄνομα αἱρέσεως, ἀλλ' οὐδὲ εἰδολολατρεία. Ἐπειδὴ δὲ ἐκάστος ἀνθρώπων ιδία γνώμη ἔστησε… Βαρβαρισμὸς τότε ἐκαλεῖτο ἐν ταῖς δέκα γενεαῖς τοῦ χρόνου τὸ ἐπώνυμον. (PG 41:180).
Christianity) or "ungodly." There was no "learning from teaching or books." Hellenism, on the other hand, was disseminated through "teaching and books." After the tower of Babel fiasco, when humanity was scattered across the world, the Hellenism "error" was propagated by Egyptian, Babylonians, and Phrygian authors—historians and chronographers, who spread "the error of mythology… from which wonderworking and magic arose."

Epiphanius held books and bad writing responsible for the spread of heresy. By the age of Epicurus (c. 340-270 BCE), the whole world was divided into two religious inclinations—Hellenism and Judaism. Hellenism spread through the "poets, prose authors, historians, astronomers," or any intellectual producing text (oral or written), in contrast to the nomos of Judaism. Judaism was the heresy of books. Epiphanius named the twenty-seven books of the Jews, in addition to the two in dispute (wisdom of Sirach and Solomon), along with "certain other apocrypha." Epiphanius observed that in the hands of the wrong individuals, the texts were abused, misinterpreted, and rewritten by "the stupid ideas of individuals." For example, the Samaritans combined Jewish and Greek scripture. Scribes, the second of fifteen Jewish sects, possessed four versions of the law (Torah). Another sect of the

462. See Pan. I 2.3. Ἡν δὲ μόνον ὁισέβεια καὶ εὐσέβεια ὁ κατὰ φύσιν νόμος, καὶ ἡ κατὰ φύσιν ἐνὸς ἐκάστου προαίρεσις τοῦ θελήματος, καὶ οὐκ ἂν διδασκαλίας, οὔτε ἂν συγγραμμάτων συγγραφίαν πλάνη, οὐκ Ἰουδαϊσμός, οὐχ Ἐλληνισμὸς οὐχ αἱρέσις ἐπέρρα τις. (PG 41:181).
463. Ibid. I 3.11. Συγγραφεῖς τε οἰστοιρογράφοι, ἀπὸ τῆς τῶν Αἰγυπτίων ἐρανοικῶν ἐθνομόθου πλάνης, ὄθεν δὴ τὰ τῆς φαρμάκειας καὶ μαγείας ἡφεθή. (PG 41:191).
464. It is doubtful that Epiphanius held to this timeline. He speaks about the epoch pre-historically.
465. Ibid. I 8.2.1. ποιηταί, ἱστοριογράφοι, λογογράφοι, ἀστρονόμοι... (PG 41:207).
466. Ibid. I 8.6.1-4.
467. Ibid. I 9.1.1.
468. Ibid. I 15.2.1.
Jews, the Nasaraeans, "claimed [the Torah] books are fictitious." The Osseans also "forbid the books of Moses," and one of their teachers composed his own book of proper praxis.

From Epiphanius' perspective, heresy was hereditary. The misuse of text originally a Jewish error, became absorbed into pluralistic Gnostic heresies as the primal heresy of Judaism fractured into many sects. Epiphanius situated Valentinus and his school within this family tree of heresy. In his genealogical schema, Epiphanius defined Valentinus as one of ten varieties of Gnostic. The ten types of Gnosticism were siblings "shooting forth from the earth like mushrooms." These "stunted, smelly" sibling sects all derived from first century perversions of Samaritanism, which, according to Epiphanius' family tree, itself broke off from the Jewish heresy.

Because Epiphanius emphasized the connection between the Gnostic heresy (a term he assigned to a specific sect and also a term he would use interchangeably with ten other sects) and the Valentinians, his report on the book culture of the Gnostics is relevant for his portrayal of the Valentinians. Epiphanius continued the heresiological complaints of earlier heresiologists that the Gnostics and Valentinians possessed too many books. He noted that some Gnostics fabricated a work called the "Gospel of Perfection," (which Epiphanius renamed the "dirge of perfection"), and others read a "Gospel of Eve." These compositions reflected their concept of gospel, which Epiphanius described as "moronic visions and testi-

469. Frank Williams posits that Epiphanius was referring to the Mandaeans. For the purposes of this chapter, the historical Nasaraeans are not the issue here. Epiphanius' representation of them is.

470. Ibid. I 18.1.3. Ἐφασκον γάρ πεπλάσθαι ταῦτα τὰ βιβλία, καὶ μηδὲν τούτων ὑπὸ τῶν πατέρων γεγεννηθαι (PG 41:258).

471. Ibid. I 19.3-4.

472. Ibid. II 31.1.3. ὡς μούκητες ἐκ γῆς ἀνεβλάστησαν. (PG 41:273).
monies, which they claim is gospel. To describe the content of "visions" and "testimonies," Epiphanius quoted one of their ritual chants, in which they conversed with spirits. The divine spirits imparted divine revelation, and the ritual saying observed that the visionary and the spirit became one:

I stood upon a high mountain, and saw a large man who was tall and another short one. And I heard something that sounded like thunder and approached to hear, and he spoke to me and said, 'I am you and you are me, and wherever you are, there I am. And I am disseminated in all things.'

Epiphanius indicated that their gospel was a product of individual revelatory experience inspiring a Pentecostal glossolalia/glossographia. The visionary figure was "sown" (ἐσπαρµένος) everywhere, residing in the recipients of the vision they called gospel. Epiphanius did not say either way whether this revelatory gospel took the form of a book or was kept within the visionary's person.

Although the heresiologists freely borrowed from one another, they condemned any evidence of textual or ideological influence on religious doctrine. Epiphanius blamed Hesiod's *Theogony* and "the thirty or so gods in Hesiod's own work" for inspiring Valentinus' own cosmogony. Epiphanius deemphasized Valentinus' originality by claiming everything he taught could be found in the works of the Greek poets. Ironically, the majority of Epiphanius' report on Valentinus was lifted directly from Irenaeus. Epiphanius was not interested in elaborating further, noting that Irenaeus "seemed to want to drag his opponent after he had already been thrown and beaten, to make a public spectacle of him... even when he was...

473. Ibid. II 26.2.2-3.1.; Ὄρµόνται δὲ ἀπὸ µορφῶν ἑρµηνειῶν καὶ ὀπτασιῶν ἐν ὧ Εὐαγγελίῳ ἐπαγγέλλονται. (PG 41:336).

474. Ibid. II 26.3.1. Ἐστὶν ἐπὶ δροὺς ὑψηλοῖ καὶ εἴδον ἀνθρώπων µακρόν, καὶ ἄλλον κολοβόν, καὶ ἡκουσα ὅπαι φωνῆν βροντῆς, καὶ ἤγισα τὸ ἀκούσαν καὶ ἔλαλης πρὸς µε καὶ εἶπεν: Ἑγὼ σὺ καὶ σὺ ἔγω, καὶ ὅπου ἓν ἥς ἐγὼ ἐκεῖ εἶμι, καὶ ἐν ὀπτασίᾳ εἰμι ἐσπαρµένος. (PG 41:336).
down." Epiphanius claimed to be less ambitious, noting that the Valentinians refuted themselves. Refutation of the Valentinian heresy should be obvious, Epiphanius argued. "First of all, their ideas differ from one another, and one claims to destroy the other." Their teachings lay outside scripture, and Epiphanius expected any true teachings to be narrated by the prophets and apostles "in plain language."475

Epiphanius joined his predecessors in condemning the proliferation of new compositions and the tolerance of plural authoritative voices. He also lived in a Christian empire in an era when several official attempts were made to standardize Christian reading lists. That is why it is so odd to encounter citations of Jubilees in his writings. Direct and indirect citations of Jubilees and other pseudepigrapha appear in the writings of early Christian intellectuals, who also used the text freely. The canon lists proliferating in the fourth and fifth centuries did not reflect the reading habits of the faithful. The leaders composing the lists were legislating to correct, not making rules that reflected general practice. While the large corpus of Jewish pseudepigraphic and apocryphal literature was part of Christianity's intellectual heritage and early Christian writers did not spontaneously abandon them because they were not included in the canon, the presence of Jubilees in Epiphanius' writing is striking because the Panarion is a text specifically targeting those who read the wrong books. Epiphanius, who endorsed an Old and New Testament similar to the collections used today, condemned those who disregarded certain writings and those who added to the corpus. However, three non-canonical texts informed his arguments for orthodoxy—the Wisdom of Solomon, the

475.Ibid. II 31.34.1. Πρώτον μὲν ὃτι διάφορα παρ' αὐτοίς τὰ φρονήματα καὶ ἄτερος τὰ τοῦ ἑτέρου καταλύειν ἐπαγγέλλεται... δεύτερον δὲ ὃΤι ἀσύστατα τὰ παρ' αὐτοῖς μυθοποιήματα, οὐτὲ που γραφής εἰσποιήσεις οὔτε τοῦ Μωυσέας νόμου οὔτε τίνας προφήτου τῶν μετὰ Μωυσέα, ἀλλ' οὔτε τοῦ σωτῆρος οὔτε τῶν αὐτοῦ ἐδαγγελιστῶν, ἀλλ' οὔτε μὴν τῶν ἀποστόλων. (PG 41:510).
Apocryphon of Ezekiel, and Jubilees, or the "little Genesis." The Wisdom of Solomon was, according to Epiphanius, of disputed canonicity among the Jews so the two (dubious) citations of the text in the Panarion are not so strange. However, the seven explicit references to Jubilees are surprising to encounter in the writings of a champion of orthodoxy. Other than the Apocryphon of Ezekiel, it was the only non-canonical text he cited to support his orthodox position.

Epiphanius cited Jubilees directly and indirectly to add onomastic and geographic detail to his chronography of heresy. He relied on Jubilees to provide the correct name of Noah's wife, for example, and to give a precise location for the final resting place of the Ark. In his obscure treatise On Weights and Measures, Epiphanius cited Jubilees to provide a taxonomy of angels. These were corrective details that challenged "heretical" accounts of the feminine and divine filling the "silent spots" of scripture. The particular details Epiphanius gleaned from Jubilees by themselves are not terribly interesting. However, his as-

476.Ibid. I 8.3.2.


478. The role of Jubilees and other apocrypha for fourth century Church Fathers has been described in this way: "these books can and should be read for the edification of the people but not for establishing the authority of ecclesiastical doctrine. William Adler, "The Pseudepigrapha in the Early Church" in The Canon Debate, eds. Lee Martin McDonald and James A. Sanders (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2002), 226.

479. For a complete catalogue of all citations in Jubilees, see Hermann Rönsch and August Dillman, Das Buch der Jubiläen (Leipzig: Fues's Verlag, 1874; repr. Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1970), 252-382; For the examples above, see Pan. I 2.1, and Jub. 5:28, Pan. 1,2,8 and Jub 10:19, Pan. 1.3.1; Jub 11:16, 12:2.

480. See Epiphanius, On Weights and Measures, 22.

481.I'm indebted for this phrase to Ralph G. Williams.

482. Modern scholars have argued that Epiphanius used Jubilees as a commentary to Genesis and found it useful for constructing a primeval geography. See Scott, Geography in Early Judaism and Christianity. It should not be surprising that Christians used Jubilees, as David Frankfurter has noted, Jewish apocrypha "provided a model of revelatory authority that implied validity to 'new' revelations such as prophecy, and that drew upon a broader Mediterranean conception of a secret yet available gnosis." David Frankfurter, "The Legacy of Jewish Apocalypses in Early Christianity: Regional Trajectories, in the Jewish Apocalyptic Heritage in Early
sumontions about what the text of *Jubilees* was and its role for good Christians reveal something about Epiphanius’ beliefs about sacred text in general.

For Epiphanius, the contents of *Jubilees* were a vital component of a proper Christian education. He chastised those who appeared ignorant of the contents of the text. For example, he challenged the Manicheans for claiming that "the moon waxes and wanes because it becomes filled with souls which have died in the knowledge of his unbelief." Epiphanius pointed out that much time passed before the moon might be able to take any dead souls at all by noticing:

> But at the beginning of the making of the world, around Adam's year, Abel was killed around at the age of thirty… But the sun and the moon and the stars on the fourth day of creation had been set as the centerpiece. Now what, you? May we agree that your idiocy is refuted?483

Epiphanius extracted from *Jubilees* that "in the fourth week (of the second Jubilee) she bore Abel… At the beginning of the third Jubilee, Cain killed Abel," to conclude Abel was killed "roughly at the age of thirty." The calculations in *Jubilees* allowed Epiphanius to preserve a natural interpretation over the Manichean allegorical explanation of time and call Mani and his followers ignorant for not knowing this basic material.

For Epiphanius, *Jubilees* had an unusual status as text—Epiphanius did refer to *Jubilees* as a book and not just as an oral tradition; however, he never referred to *Jubilees* as scripture. Instead, Epiphanius called the text "paradosis"—the same term Irenaeus used to de-

---


483 *Pan.* V 66.23.1-5. ἐν τῇ ἀρχῇ δὲ τῆς κοσμοποιίας, περὶ τὸ ἐκατότον ἔτος τοῦ Ἄδαμ, πλείω ἐλάσσω, ἀποκτένεται Ἀβέλ, ὡς ἔτην υπάρξει τὴν πλείω ἐλάσσω. Μετὰ τοῦτον τοῦ πρώτου ἀποκτανθέντα τελευτή ἐπὶ τῆς γῆς ὁ Ἀδάμ ὁ πρωτόπλαστος δι' ἐτῶν ἑλ. τοῦ ἡλίου καὶ τῆς σελήνης καὶ τῶν ἄστρων ἀπὸ τετάρτης ἡμέρας ἐν οὐρανῷ περιθέντων καὶ κτισθέντων. Τι οὖν εἶπομεν, ὁ οὖτος; Ὑμολογήσομεν τὸν τῆς ἀναίσ σου ἔλεγχον; Πῶς γὰρ ἠδύνατο ἐννακόσια τριάκοντα ἐτης γενέσθαι ἄνευ τοῦ φίλθειν σελήνην καὶ πλήθειν; Ποῖον τούτον ψυχὸν τελευτησασσον ἐνεπώλατο ἢ σελήνη καὶ ἐπλησθοῦτο; λέγει, Αλλ' ἤγνοει Μανιχαῖος ὅτι εἰσὶ συνετοί, οὐ λόγοις ψευδώς πε σθόμενοι, ἀλλὰ ἀληθεστάταις ἀποδείξεσιν. (PG 42:68).
scribe the barbarians' "gospel of the heart" and oral traditions of the apostles. In a discussion on the beginnings of Barbarism, Epiphanius found the roots of this first heresy explained in a tradition preserved only in *Jubilees*, which reported that this is when the mischievous Watchers appeared on earth.

Seth was the child of [Adam], and the son of Seth Enosh, and succeeding him were Cainan, Mahalaleel and Jared. And the tradition which comes down to us maintains that evil arts first began in the world. 

The semantic range of the term παράδοσις included the "content of instruction that has been handed down, a tradition of teachings, commandments, narratives." Early Christian writers used the term to describe orthopraxis. The nuances of meaning designated an acceptable tradition of the Church, often credited to the apostles. παράδοσις was handed down through normative practice, a doctrinal teaching, an acceptable tradition (often oral), and often an interpretation of scripture was provided for support. Often it related to prescribed rituals, such as baptism, for which no set of instructions is provided in the canonical texts. Rarely is it employed pejoratively. In Epiphanius' time, if *Jubilees* was regarded as παράδοσις, its status was equivalent to other emerging orthodox practices in the fourth century not prescribed in detail through canonical text such as baptism or a ritualized Eucharist.

While *Jubilees* was part of Epiphanius' intellectual heritage—many early Christians used it citing it by name or just alluding to onomastic and geographical details of its contents—it is not entirely clear why Epiphanius would hang on to this text and exclude others. Perhaps Epiphanius found *Jubilees* in particular valuable as a non-Gnostic supplement to

---

484. *Pan.* I 3.3.4; see *Jubilees* 4:15. Τούτου παῖς Σήθ. Υἱὸς δὲ τούτου Ἑνώς, καὶ κατὰ διαδοχὴν Καινάν, Μαλελεήλ, Γάρελ. Ὡς δὲ η παράδοσις ή εἰς ἡμᾶς ἔλθοσα, ἐνετέθει ἡ ἡκακομηχανία ἐν κόσμῳ γίνεσθαι. (PG 41:180).

Genesis. That he relegated the text to the category of paradosis indicates that Epiphanius was balancing the inherited intellectual tradition of the book of Jubilees with his idea of an orthodox Christianity delineated by a circumscribed collection of sacred texts. Although a text, Jubilees as paradosis allowed Epiphanius to preserve its importance without compromising on his own notions of canonicity.

Moreover, Epiphanius may have also had a personal attachment to Jubilees. His own Panarion project bore similarities to Jubilees' description of the Book of Noah. Jubilees 10 recounted the publication of this lost book. Seeing his children being led astray by unclean demons, Noah received oral instruction from the angels on how to keep his children pure. Subsequently, as the text says, Noah "wrote down all things in a book as [the angels] instructed him concerning every kind of medicine. Thus the evil spirits were precluded from hurting the sons of Noah." Like Noah, who could ward off malevolent powers with a medicinal book, Epiphanius offered his own literary cure for the evils of heresy, and perhaps saw support for his own writing efforts in the text of Jubilees.

The way in which Epiphanius characterized heretical textuality and how he used it to define orthodox sacred text reflects a later stage of canon formation. "Having one's own books" became a marker of heresy in itself; Epiphanius did not need to qualify what was in the books, merely that they had them. Epiphanius' use of Jubilees supports these claims. Although he did not abandon Jubilees, he completely removed it from its textual format. Epiphanius took Irenaeus' separation of the book of the heart from the written gospels one step further. Jubilees was marked as a tradition, "paradosis" that was passed down through

generations of instruction. By de-emphasizing the textual nature of a book like *Jubilees*, Epiphanius authorized Irenaeus' arguments and contributed to the development of the forming canon. True gospel could only be found in writing, and, conversely, supplementary traditions were not to be found in writing.

VI. Holy Books and Holy People

Irenaeus and Valentinus shared a common vocabulary. They both imagined the written word originating in the Garden of Eden. They both described a book of the heart capable of retaining and recording sacred instructions that went beyond the capacities of ordinary writing. They even shared non-biblical exegetical symbols, such as the significance of the number four. Multivocity was also a shared concept. Despite the fact that the heresiologists tried to make plurality the defining feature of heresy, they upheld a principle of multiple written sources themselves in the face of Marcion's singularity. Irenaeus often noted how his rule of truth was supported from a multitude of sources, thereby underscoring its veracity.\(^{487}\) Irenaeus placed limits on his sources by imposing a four-fold Gospel, which gave scripture a hierarchy. Unlike Valentinus, who conflated the written manuscript and the book of the heart, Irenaeus held them as separate concepts. His *Against Heresies* began the process of sorting written authority from oral tradition on Jesus. Irenaeus limited the number of Gospels to four, and adhered to a collection of books that seemed to comprise a core reading list of scripture. But how does one promote a Christian ethos that does not have explicit support in

---

487. Reed, "Εὐαγγελιον: Orality, Textuality and the Christian Truth in Irenaeus' *Adversus Haereses*," 44. "However, he simultaneously appeals to the authority of multiple sources for this Truth, variously citing the law and the prophets, written epistles and gospels, the words of Jesus, the preaching of his apostles and the tradition of the Church. For him, the very plurality of these witnesses testifies to the singularity of the Truth they contain, by virtue of the one Logos, who is the ultimate cause of all of its manifestations."
the literature? Irenaeus did not disregard the oral teachings of the apostles and the example of Polycarp as a model of Christian paidea. Irenaeus relegated these to the "book of the heart," a category equivalent to paradosis, or the oral handing down of tradition.

The shared discourse between Irenaeus and Valentinus suggests that Irenaeus’ concept of the four-fold gospel was radical for early Christianity's literary landscape. This fact is underscored by Eusebius' observation 150 years later, that although many books had been banned, "are known by most churchmen." Many were unwilling to surrender books that had been read widely in their own communities. Epiphanius' Panarion presented a post-Nicene solution to this problem. He defined heresy both by what a group chose to read and how it read. However, although Epiphanius went to great lengths to stick to the crystallizing reading list, a few allusions and quotations of non-canonical texts appeared in his works. These references were summoned as support of Epiphanius' orthodoxy and not as examples of heretical deviancy. Epiphanius circumvented any objections by naming these texts—Jubilees and the Wisdom of Solomon, as paradosis. He expanded upon Irenaeus' use of the category to included both texts and traditions that did not fit the new, stricter reading guidelines. These examples of how "the gospels lived at the expense of primitive Christianity," suggest that Valentinus' all encompassing book of the heart was a more common version of textuality in the second century.

Delineating the boundaries of the holy book was not an activity limited to early Christians. The very ways in which a group separated text from interpretation contributed to a group's own identity and cohesion. Valentinus made no distinction between holy book and

488. HE 3.25.6.
person and left interpretation tied up in the text. Irenaeus drew a sharp line between the revelatory text and the holy person's authority to interpret. "Tradition" etched in the book of the heart endowed certain individuals with the interpretative authority to speak about revelatory text. However, these were not the only two solutions to the problem of the revelatory holy text. The rabbinic concept of a dual Torah, both oral and written, presented another solution to the problem of the boundary between holy book and holy person, which will be explored in the next chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE: RABBIS WHO PUBLISHED AND PERISHED

When the soul of Rabbi Zeira was laid to rest, the mourner opened his eulogy: "the Land of Shinar conceived and gave birth, the lovely land raised her beloved child. Woe, said Rakath, for she has lost her precious vessel."

—BT Moed Qatan 25b

I. Books of the Heart and Books of the Mouth

The funeral oration for Rabbi Zeira described the late teacher as a "precious gem," which the city of Tiberias (Rakath) lost with his passing. The eulogizer's words suggested more than esteem. The Mishnah had identified this "vessel" with the Torah: "Beloved is Israel, for they were given the vessel with which the world was created; even greater is the love that made known to them that they were given the vessel with which the world was created. As it is said: 'I have given you a good lesson—do not forsake my law.'"

The eulogizer implied that with the loss of Rabbi Zeira came the loss of the precious vessel, the Torah. This is not the only instance in which Jewish teachers were likened to Torah; comparisons between Torah scrolls and Torah scholars are found in rabbinic texts from all periods, reflecting the rabbinic notion of a dual Torah. This principle dictated that Moses received not one but two Torot on


Mount Sinai—the written Pentateuch and a second oral version, passed down through the mouths of Jewish leaders.491 The Oral Torah was eventually preserved in the texts now called rabbinic literature.492

As the rabbinic answer to the question, what is a sacred book, the dual Torah provides a useful comparison to understanding the Gospel of Truth as a sacred text because in the context of ancient debates about the selection of revelatory, sacred, or authoritative books, Valentinus' "book of the heart" most closely resembled the Oral Torah.493 As the category "books of the heart" permitted Valentinus to embrace many forms of revelation, the concept of "Torah of the Mouth" permitted rabbinic circles to generate new material that they could include in the category Torah.494 Yet both Valentinus and the Rabbis go far beyond the mere

491.Avot 1.1 describes the transmission of the law from Moses on Sinai to Joshua, the elders, the prophets, the men of the synagogue, and finally into the custody of certain Jewish teachers. The phrase Oral Torah (תורה בפה) first appeared as a technical term in the Babylonian Talmud (see Git 60b), but the concept of two Torahs is present in the tannaitic midrashim. See SifreDeut 306 and 351; Sifra Behuqotai 8.12. On these passages see Martin Jaffee, Torah in the Mouth, 91-95. Also Steven Fraade, "Literary Composition and Oral Performance in Early Midrashim," Oral Tradition 4:1 (1999): 33-51.

492.As Martin Jaffee has argued, "Rabbinic distinctions between the written and spoken media of Torah are intimately connected to the social dominance of the Rabbinic Sage as a symbolic representation of Torah." Martin Jaffee, "A Rabbinic Ontology of the Written and Spoken Word: On Discipleship, Transformative Knowledge and the Living Texts of Torah," JAAR 65.3 (1997): 528.

493.Rabbinic references to torah of the mouth in the second century are nearly as sparse as Valentinian mentions of books of the heart. As Martin Jaffee has observed: "If the rabbinic movement had not survived the third century, had it reached the end of its literary life by in the tannaitic compilations, historians would have no reason to think that the notion of an Oral and Written Torah enjoyed particular prominence among Sages..." Jaffee, Torah in the Mouth, 97-98.

494.According to talmudic tradition, the Rabbis were the repository of oral law and the authorities on the written law (Shab 31a). Despite the prohibition against writing down the Oral Torah (Tem 14b), it comprises the rabbinic writings from the Mishnah through the Talmud. The question of when the concept of Oral Torah emerged is a matter of debate. At the pessimistic end of the spectrum, the Oral Torah was not a fully developed concept until the redaction of the Babylonian Talmud. On this, see also Jacob Neusner, ed., "The Oral Torah and the Oral Tradition: Defining the Problematic," in Method and Meaning in Ancient Judaism (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1979), 59-78. Saul Lieberman has argued that the features of an oral text were present at the beginning of the rabbinic movement and that there is evidence it was written down by the third century. Saul Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine, 2nd edition (New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1962), 97. Martin Jaffee's position falls in the middle: the Palestinian Talmud developed the Oral Torah and the Babylonian Talmud footnoted it. Martin Jaffee, Torah in the Mouth, 162n6.
construction of new texts. With traditions of living canons, books of the mouth and heart respectively, the Rabbis and Valentinus blurred distinctions between teacher and text. In the \textit{Gospel of Truth}, the sage Jesus and text were juxtaposed on the cross, in a remarkable syzygy of readers, dying and publishing. In the rabbinic material, the sage and text were at times legally interchangeable, accorded equal respect in burial or carried side-by-side, and sometimes so close that one could not \textit{be} without the other. If Valentinus presumed no boundary between holy books and holy people, rabbinic efforts showcased a way books could become people and people could become books.

This chapter explores rabbinic legal comparisons between human bodies and Torah scrolls to understand how, theoretically, a scroll and person could function together as a sacred book. Legal discussions among rabbis about Torah scrolls among belonged to the same disagreements witnessed between Valentinus and Irenaeus about Gospel: What is gospel? Is it the oral proclamations of a living body? Is it a written text? If so, how should the written text be valued? Rabbinic circles answered the question, "what is a sacred book?" by treating Torah scrolls and Torah scholars with surprising parity.\footnote{Examples discussed in this chapter include Yad 4.6, Ber 18a, MQ 25a-b, BQ 17a, \textit{LamR} Peitiha 25.} Just as Valentinus had promoted a living document perspective on the written word, Jewish sages argued that Torah could reside not just in a scroll but in the mouths of certain teachers. After looking at these legal discussions that defined the rabbinic sacred book, I examine their solution to a significant complaint about a canon of living documents. Irenaeus had objected to the pandemonium resulting from each "preaching his own opinion." Despite his overt bias, Irenaeus raised a valid point; what happens when living sacred texts disagree? Extant Valentinian sources did not address
this problem, but talmudic tales presented a solution that relied on the same scholar-as-scroll motif appearing in the *Gospel of Truth*, to "canonize" deviant expressions of Oral Torah, namely, certain sages who refused to cooperate with the majority. Just as Valentinus' Jesus published the text of his heart as a crucified scroll, in talmudic narratives, Torah scholars were described as scrolls to ratify their own oral teachings at the very moment they were suspect, symbolically conveying the inadequacy of human language to convey divine concepts. These stories, to borrow Rodney Stark's language, indicate that Valentinus' ideas were not in tension with the ideas of contemporary intellectuals. Although ejected from a coalescing Christian center, Valentinus' views about the relationship between the oral and the written dovetailed with contemporary mishnaic views that gradually became the trademark of Rabbinic Judaism as codified by the Babylonian Talmud. Valentinus has been relegated to the intellectual margins of Christianity, but if the Rabbis considered his views, they might have considered him mainstream.

496. AZ 18a; Sanh 68a.


II. Torah Scrolls Defile the Hands

Jewish legal scholars puzzled over a similar question occupying Roman jurists: What counts as a book? As explored in chapter one, Roman jurists detailed physical characteristics that made a document a book in the context of inheritance law;\textsuperscript{499} Jewish jurists outlined the features that distinguished a Torah scroll from other scrolls. They were asking questions such as: What kind of ink should one use to copy out a scroll? What other materials can be used? What language should it be written in?\textsuperscript{500} How should it be rolled? How big should it be?\textsuperscript{501} How many books can be included in the scroll?\textsuperscript{502} Jurists from both traditions explored the physical boundaries of the book. As Ulpian asked whether book covers, scroll cases, book boxes, and book cases were included in an inheritance of a personal library, rabbinic scholars asked whether scroll straps, boxes and sleeves possessed the same characteristics as the scroll itself.\textsuperscript{503} They even evaluated whether the blank spaces of a scroll carried the same sanctity of the letters themselves. These discussions aimed to make precise the characteristics that made a Torah scroll a Torah scroll.

However, rabbinic legal scholars were faced with an additional matter that did not concern their Roman counterparts. Roman jurists had demarcated the boundaries of "book" for the purpose of inheritance. Rabbis demarcated the boundaries of "scroll" to locate sanctity and purity. As the document God consulted to create the world, the Torah was considered

\textsuperscript{499}See \textit{D.} 32.50.
\textsuperscript{500}In \textit{Shab} 115a-b, the sages debated whether it is permitted to save a Torah scroll from fire on the Sabbath. The answer depended upon what language the scroll was written.
\textsuperscript{501}\textit{BB} 13b ff.
\textsuperscript{502}\textit{Git} 60a and \textit{Yoma} 37b discuss rabbinic debates about copying part of a scroll.
\textsuperscript{503}\textit{t.Yad} 2.12.
a sacred book *par excellence*. But if so, how should the sacredness be quantified? For instance, the Mishnah passage below asked, is a Torah scroll holier than the Sabbath?

A. If a man was reading in a scroll upon the threshold and the scroll rolled from his hand, he may roll it back to himself.

B. If he was reading on top of the roof and the scroll rolled from his hand, if it does not reach ten handbreadths from the ground he may roll it back to himself. But after it has reached ten hand breadths, he turns it upon the written side.

C. Rabbi Judah says, "Even it is not suspended from the ground except for the width of a needle, he may roll it back to himself."

D. Rabbi Shimon says, "Even if it is upon the ground itself, he may roll it back to himself, because no prohibition overrides the holy writings for you."\(^{504}\)

This passage explored how a potential problem associated with scrolls should be addressed by the Sabbatical law. Since rabbinic regulations prohibit the transport of an object between private and public domains on the Sabbath, what should be done when a Torah scroll rolls from one domain to another? The first pericope explored the horizontal limits: If a reader is positioned on the border of the public and private domain, the threshold, and a scroll rolls into the public domain, may one roll the scroll back? The second pericope explored the vertical limits of the Sabbath boundary. If the scroll rolls down from the roof, at what point has it crossed the Sabbath limit? The general rule was ten handbreadths, after which, the scroll rolls into public domain. In the third pericope, Rabbi Judah argued that as long as the scroll does not touch the ground, it remains in the private domain and may be rolled up. Yet, a modern reader, familiar with the veneration of the Torah scroll, might be surprised that a Torah scroll could be left hanging from a rooftop at all! Rabbi Shimon agreed. He placed

---

\(^{504}\)Eruv 10.3.
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the Torah scroll above the Sabbath in his hierarchy of holiness, arguing that its protection trumped the preservation of Sabbath boundaries.

The classification of a text as sacred or not was further argued by a counterintuitive proxy: sacred texts would defile the hands and everyday texts would not. This classification by proxy is worthy of some exploration for its own sake but also points to a conceptual world view in which special books possessed the qualities of people, not other books. Rabbinic discussions measured the sanctity of a book by its capacity to impart uncleanliness. A Mishnah passage classified Torah scrolls as objects that defile the hands: "The harps for singing are unclean; but the harps of the sons of Levi are clean. All liquids are unclean but the liquid in the slaughtering house [of the temple] is clean. All the scrolls defile the hands except the scroll used in the Temple Court." An object that defiles the hands makes one ritually impure and therefore ineligible to participate in ritual life. Torah scrolls as unclean vessels required explanation; how could an object of ritual power be a vessel of ritual impurity, "the antithesis to holiness"? While M Kelim 15.6 might have initially designated books unclean for practical purposes of avoiding pollution from an unclean object, ancient and modern scholars alike have been troubled by the idea that Torah could defile the hands. The

505. Jastrow, Dictionary of the Targumim, Talmud Babli, Yerushalmi and Midrashic Literatures, s.v. מסכתם.


phrase "defile the hands" predates the earliest rabbinic decrees that applied it to Torah scrolls.\textsuperscript{510} The earlier meaning may have been lost and the rabbinic laws tried to make sense of the arcane phrase.\textsuperscript{511}

Efforts to explain why Torah scrolls defile the hands generally fall into one of two categories. One line of inquiry has proposed that a Torah scroll is classified as unclean for its own protection. Martin Goodman, noting that "it might seem to outsiders that in practice the difference between Jews' reverence for the Torah scroll and that of pagans was negligible," posited that the description may have been a way to explain why Jews treated Torah scrolls the way they did, venerating them the way a pagan might venerate an idol.\textsuperscript{512} The claim that they defiled the hands, Goodman suggested, guarded against accusations that Jews practiced idolatry. The rationalization of the Talmud explained that people would store their holy items together, including Torah scrolls and terumah— the harvest offerings allocated to the Temple.\textsuperscript{513} The realities of daily life put the Torah scrolls at risk by being close to the food offering and the rodents attracted to them. Because contact with an unclean object would render terumah unfit for priestly consumption, unclean was a useful classification for Torah


\textsuperscript{510}See Friedman, "The Holy Scriptures Defile the Hands," 118.

\textsuperscript{511}Martin Goodman detected a "rabbinic embarrassment about a system which they endorse but do not understand." Goodman, "Sacred Scripture," 102. Others have pointed out that rabbinic discussions of Torah scrolls that defile the hands try to make sense of something obscure to them. For this observation, see Barton, Oracles of God, 61; also Leiman, Canonization of Hebrew Scripture, 161.

\textsuperscript{512}So argued Goodman, "Sacred Scripture," 99-107. There is no textual evidence to support this thesis.

\textsuperscript{513}Shab 14b.
scrolls to keep them away from edibles. But if this is the case, why would the tannaim seriously entertain the idea that a Torah scroll could be left hanging from a roof top to risk similar damage?

A second, more convincing line of inquiry has demonstrated that "defiling the hands" touched on notions of authority and canonicity. The Tosefta ruled "the Gospels and heretical books do not defile the hands," indicating that they were to be avoided. Mishnaic sources debated whether Song of Songs, Esther and Qohelth defiled the hands. These discussions indicated that scriptures that defiled the hands because they were inspired by God and not humans. BT Megillah 7a similarly proposed that Esther defiled the hands because it was composed under divine inspiration. It also added the qualification "composed to be read, not composed to be recited," meaning unlike certain texts repeated but not written down, one should be looking at the parchment when reading from Esther. This has suggested to some that a book that defiles the hands was a book read for liturgical purposes. In contrast, books that were supposed to be recited would be regarded as memory aides and not texts used in a ritual setting.


515. Shamma Friedman and Timothy Lim have argued that books that defiled the hands derived from the concept of sacred contagion, as seen in the killing powers of the ark of the covenant. See Friedman, "The Holy Scriptures Defile the Hands," 130-131. Also Lim, "The Defilement of the Hands as a Principle Determining the Holiness of Scriptures," 501-515. Haran has claimed that Scripture defiles the hands because it has inevitably been touched by unclean hands. Cf. Milikowski, 158.

516. Yad 2.13. הולותים אוספים המינים יראת עריות את הידים (Zuckermandel, 683).

517. This is also the suggestion of James Barton, Oracles of God: Perceptions of Ancient Prophecy in Israel after the Exile (London: Darnton, Longman and Todd, 1986), 68-72.

518. Meg 7a. לא אמרה להקרות אלא אמרה תנמות
But why should texts inspired by the holy spirit or read in a ritual setting defile the hands? Why should uncleanliness in particular be a marker of that authority? After all, many ordinary objects carry the same degree of uncleanliness as Torah scrolls and other books of scripture do, yet, as M Yadaim 4.6 below indicates, the ability to defile the hands described the extraordinary when applied to books:

The Sadducees say, "We accuse you, Pharisees, on the charge that you say, 'the holy writings defile the hands, the books of Homer do not defile the hands.'" Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai said, "Do we not have anything against the Pharisees but this alone? Look, they say the bones of a donkey are clean, but the bones of Johanan the high priest are unclean." They said to him, "corresponding to their love is their uncleanliness, for no one makes utensils of the bones of his father and mother." He said to them, "So it is with the holy writings, their love is their uncleanliness. Now the books of Homer, which are not beloved, they do not defile the hands."519

Here, the Mishnah constructed a debate between Sadducees and Pharisees about the precise definition of a sacred book. The rabbis of the Mishnah distinguished heretics on the basis of what they perceived the book to be: the "heretical" Sadducean position compared books of scripture to other books. Their view might be summarized: if the books of scripture, which are precious to us defile the hands, how much more so should the books of Homer, which are not precious. For the Sadducees, the capacity to "defile the hands" described ordinary objects, like books. In contrast, the "orthodox" rabbinic position, argued through the mouths of the Pharisees, claimed that a book that defiles the hands was extraordinary.520 The Pharisaic outlook, using the Saddleuce's ruling about the relative value of bones to their own advantage,


520 Zeitlin has argued that the Pharisees used this decree to keep the people from reading the Scriptures without the proper rabbinic interpretive authority. Zeitlin, "Canonization," 139.
compared books of scripture to bones, not to other books. By placing scripture into a category apart from books, they argued it deserved not the casual treatment reserved for Homer, but the reverence one should show towards human bones.

The rabbinic material placed Torah scrolls and bones in the same category in other legal discussions. For instance, a baraita ruled: "Someone who is carrying bones from place to place may not put them in a saddlebag, set them on a beast of burden and ride upon them because one would be treating them with contempt.... And as they said about bones, so they said about Torah scrolls." 521 The comparison with human bones, which can be both unclean and objects of reverence supports a third explanation for a Torah scroll's capacity to defile the hands—a Torah scroll's ability to impart uncleanness, rather than holiness, as a ritual object points to a characteristic that has been described as "sacred contagion." 522 Sacred contagion describes the transfer of holiness from one object to another—the sanctification of priestly garments when sprinkled with the blood of sacrifice in the temple, for example. 523 However, in addition to imparting holiness, a sacred object could kill those ineligible to handle it. The ark of the covenant possessed such lethal capabilities, striking dead two Israelite brothers who accidentally touched the ark after retrieving it from the Philistines. 524 Various Jewish traditions also connected the ark of the covenant with sacred writing: the ark was said to con-

521 Ber 18a. מנ加固ה בהם שנוהג מפני עליהם וירכב חמור גבי על ויתנםราว בדסקיא ייתנם לא זה הררי למקום ממקום עצמות המוליך ר"ב"תора בספרו אמרו כך בעצמות שאמרו וכדרך (נ matériel למסים מフリー מפרים לישראל) וכדרך זאמרו ובצומת כאמרי בבפר ויהיה See p.Ber 3.5 and Semahot 49b for parallels.


523 Exod 29:21; Cf. Lim 511.

524 See 2 Sam 6:7; Chron 13:10.
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tain the tablets of the ten commandments,\textsuperscript{525} the book of Deuteronomy,\textsuperscript{526} and the Damascus Document mentioned a "book of the law" residing in the ark.\textsuperscript{527} Mishnah Yadayim 3.5 also made an explicit comparison between Torah scrolls and the ark of the covenant, insinuating that Torah scrolls possessed similar attributes that imparted uncleanness rather than holiness to all who touched it:

A book that was erased but eighty-five letters were left—as many as in the paragraph, "It came to pass when the ark set out,"—defiles the hands. A scroll on which eighty-five letters are written—as many as in the paragraph, "And it came to pass when the ark set out—defiles the hands.\textsuperscript{528}

The underlying question posed here asks, when is a Torah scroll still a sacred book? Just as Ulpian tried to clarify how much writing must be on a document before it counts as a book, here, the Mishnah quantified how much writing must remain on a Torah scroll for it to defile the hands. The ruling was derived from counting the number of Hebrew letters in a passage of Torah describing the ark as it traveled through the wilderness with the Israelites. This passage hinted at an association between the ark and Torah, suggesting that the same abilities of the ark to impart sacred contagion applied to Torah scrolls too.

In the context of an empire-wide discussion about sacred books, rabbinic circles measured sacrality by a book's ability to defile the hands. Yet, this presents a difficulty for the authenticity of the Oral Torah: although "it was axiomatic for the rabbis that their own teachings bore the authority of divine inspiration since they had been passed on by word of mouth from one generation to the next... no compilation of rabbinic dicta was ever said to

\textsuperscript{525} See Lim, "The Defilement of the Hands," 509.
\textsuperscript{526} Deut 10:1-5; Exod 25:10-22.
\textsuperscript{527} CD 5:2-3.
\textsuperscript{528} Yad 3.5. שמונים בה שכתוב מגילה יד מטמא "הארון בנסע ויהי" כפרשת א"תיותucion הידיות "הארון בנסע ויהי" כפרשת א"תיותucion הידיות (Albeck, 6:481).
'defile the hands.' This concern might be allayed if one considers the "compilation of rabbinic dicta" to reside within the rabbis' bodies rather than through their written records. For a human corpse, even that of a rabbi, conveys the "father of the fathers of uncleanliness," the highest degree of ritual impurity. Moreover, as demonstrated below, rabbis identified their own bodies as scrolls.

III. This One Observed What is Written in That One

If the ability for a Torah scroll to impart uncleanliness appears odd, the custom of burying a Torah scroll with a Torah scholar seems stranger still. Rabbinic texts described the peculiar practice of placing a Torah scroll on the bier of a deceased sage and reciting the phrase "this one observed what is written in that one." Material evidence also testifies to the practice of burying a Torah scroll with an important intellectual even though it "seems to run counter to the tendency to distance the corpse from the realm of the sacred." Several motivations for instigating this burial tradition have been suggested: perhaps it was done to ensure the a scroll accompanied the sage to the afterlife so he could continue his studies. Or it may have simply been a mark of honor. It may have had a didactic purpose, pointing to the connection between Torah study and eternal life. It also may have emphasized that the sages were the authority on Torah and without the sage to interpret, the book should be taken out of circula-


530. MQ 25a-25b. This practice has been analyzed in detail in Adiel Kadari, "This One Fulfilled What is Written in that One': On an Early Burial Practice in Its Literary and Artistic Contexts," JSJ 41 (2010): 191-213. While his article focused on historical burial customs, here I explore the hermeneutical significance of the practice.

531. For the material evidence, see Kadari, "This One Fulfilled What is Written in that One," 207-213.

532. As Kadari has observed, none of the following reasons excludes the others. Kadari, "This One Fulfilled What is Written in that One," 191.
tion. Whatever the initial basis, the rhetoric of the literary evidence presented below reflects rabbinic efforts to canonize certain people as law by placing them in physical proximity to the written version.

A passage from the *Mekhilta de Rabbi Ishmael*, a tannaitic midrash on the book of Exodus, described a version of this practice:

> Moreover, the coffin of Joseph would travel alongside the ark of everlasting life. And the nations of the world would say to the Israelites: 'what is the significance these two chests?' And the Israelites would say to them: This one is the ark of everlasting life and the other is a coffin of a dead man. Then the nations of the world would say: What is the significance of this coffin that it should go alongside of the ark of everlasting life? And the Israelites would say to them: The one resting in this coffin has observed that which is written on the item resting in this ark.  

In part, this passage aimed to reconcile the end of the book of Genesis with the events of the Exodus. On his deathbed, Joseph asked that his body be buried in the land of Abraham, yet the last line of Genesis recorded: "he was embalmed and placed in a coffin (ארון) in Egypt."  

Exodus 13:19 reported that Moses "took with him the bones of Joseph" when the Israelites left Egypt so rabbinic hermeneutical methods connected the coffin of Joseph with the ark (ארון) that Moses built, concluding that Israelites sojourned through the desert with two *aronot*.

533. This suggestion is supported by non-rabbinic evidence. As seen in Chapter One, Romans shared a cultural memory of King Numa buried with sacred books to keep them from falling into the wrong hands.


Yet this passage also worked to present oral and written law side by side and posited a relationship between them. Defying chronology—Joseph kept the commandments in Egypt before they were given to Moses on Sinai—the rabbis continued the idea documented in other Jewish texts such as Jubilees and the works of Philo; righteous individuals observed the law even before it was given to Moses. By placing Joseph's coffin in parallel to the ark, the rabbis supported Philo's perspective, explored in chapter two, which presented the Patriarchs as living laws. However, differences in their priorities are evident. Philo, intent on demonstrating that the written Torah perfectly compounded a universal natural law, pointed to the patriarchs as living laws to demonstrate the veracity of the textual version. The rabbinic outlook did not harbor the same embarrassment about a written Torah; their agenda lay in authorizing an oral version. Here, Joseph as embodied law was ratified by the written contents of the ark and by the explicit statement, "This one observed what is written in that one." The passage perhaps also hinted—through the nations and their puzzled questions—that only outsiders did not know this.

This reading is supported by variations of this passage found in two other rabbinic texts repeating the ritualized phrase, "This one observed what is written in that one." In these instances "that one" no longer designated the ark of the covenant but a Torah scroll. Lamentations Rabbah, another early midrash, documented this phrase in describing the respects paid to Hezekiah, a rare king of Judah who did "what was pleasing in the eyes of God," through his religious reforms. The midrash honored these efforts by turning Hezekiah into a rabbi. The text reads: "R. Judah bar Simon said: 'they built a college over Hezekiah's tomb and when they went there they would say to him, 'teach us.'" R. Hanin said: 'they placed a Torah scroll over Hezekiah's tomb and said, 'the one who lies in this coffin observed what is
Hezekiah had restored the Temple as the central place of worship and destroyed the altars of other gods. In the logic of this passage, these reforms merited his esteem as a teacher. The rabbis turned his tomb into a place of study, featuring Hezekiah as the expert scholar. Moreover, they uttered the same aphorism over Hezekiah used to honor the patriarch Joseph as pre-Sinai law. By turning Hezekiah into a scholar, the passage implied that those who restored obedience to the Torah became honorary rabbis, perhaps embodying the law to the extent of Joseph. While the rabbis may have been concerned with honoring Hezekiah, this discussion also was a bit self-serving. The passage recognized ones who restore proper religious observance as rabbinic teachers.

A second description connected the honor accorded to Hezekiah to rituals of rabbinic burial practice:

Our rabbis taught: They honored him when he died—this is Hezekiah King of Judah—by bringing out thirty-six thousand pallbearers before him, so said Rabbi Judah; Rabbi Nehemiah said to him: did they not do so before Ahab? Rather, they placed a Torah scroll on his bier and they said to him, 'this one observed what is written in that one.' Do we not do likewise?

The response "do we not do likewise" indicates that placing a Torah scroll on the coffin of an esteemed individual was part of ancient Jewish burial customs. The Talmud also mentioned two Babylonian sages, Rabbi Huna and Rabbi Chisda, who objected to this practice. Their objections, however, indicate that sages were, on occasion, buried with Torah scrolls.

---

536. LamR Petihita 25: לָהוּה בָּרְפִּים אֲמוּרָא אָרָם וְגָבַא לַעֲשֵׂהוּ מֵכְפָּרִים לְשֹׁמְעָה חִזְקְיוּהוּ בְּעָשֶׂה שְׁמוֹת חִזְקְיוּהוּ לָשֹׁם וְאָמְרוּ אָלָם: וְלָלֹא רָבָּה מְרָפֵי מֵכְפָּרִים לְשֹׁמְעָה חִזְקְיוּהוּ בְּעָשֶׂה שְׁמוֹת חִזְקְיוּהוּ לָשֹׁם וְאָמְרוּ "שְׁמַיָּהוּ שַׁכֵּרֵי הַבְּרָפֵי מִלָּהוּ יִשְׁעַל מְרָפֵי מֵכְפָּרִים לְשֹׁמְעָה חִזְקְיוּהוּ בְּעָשֶׂה שְׁמוֹת חִזְקְיוּהוּ לָשֹׁם וְאָמְרוּ אָלָם."

537. BQ 17a. "רָבָּה מְרָפֵי מֵכְפָּרִים לְשֹׁמְעָה חִזְקְיוּהוּ בְּעָשֶׂה שְׁמוֹת חִזְקְיוּהוּ לָשֹׁם וְאָמְרוּ "שְׁמַיָּהוּ שַׁכֵּרֵי הַבְּרָפֵי מִלָּהוּ יִשְׁעַל מְרָפֵי מֵכְפָּרִים לְשֹׁמְעָה חִזְקְיוּהוּ בְּעָשֶׂה שְׁמוֹת חִזְקְיוּהוּ לָשֹׁם וְאָמְרוּ "שְׁמַיָּהוּ שַׁכֵּרֵי הַבְּרָפֵי מִלָּהוּ יִשְׁעַל מְרָפֵי מֵכְפָּרִים L

538. MQ 25a-25b.
Other funerary customs drew explicit comparisons between sages as law and Torah scrolls. For instance, the stipulations for mourning a Torah scholar were informed by the customs for mourning a damaged Torah scroll. How does one properly mourn a sage? The Talmud stipulated that one must tear his garments, then cited an earlier ruling of Rabbi Simeon ben Eleazar, who claimed, "One who stands near the dying, at the time when he breathes his last, he is duty bound to rend his clothes." This situation was declared analogous to the destruction of a Torah scroll: "To what is this like? To a scroll of law that is burnt, when one is duty bound to rend his clothes." In addition to reflecting an outlook in which Torah scrolls and scholars were interchangeable, the idea that a damaged Torah scroll could "die" suggested that the scroll itself was thought of in similar terms to a living body.

The Talmud also developed a legal equivalence of the Torah scroll and Torah scholar by demanding equal obeisance; one should behave the same way towards a Torah scholar as a Torah scroll. Torah scrolls were to be treated like sages (and vice versa) both when living and deceased. For example, the question was posed: "Must one stand up before a Torah scroll?" The legal ruling was derived from a comparison between scroll and scholar: "A minore ad maius, since we rise before those who study Torah, how much more so should we

---

539.MQ 25a. This is oddly phrased because the conventional mourning practice (rending clothes for the deceased) is based on the strange practice (rendering clothes for a Torah scroll.) C. Friedman, "Laws of Mourning: The Tractate of Moed Katan and its Parallels," (Ph.D. diss., Hebrew University, 2008), 236 [Hebrew]. Cf. Kadari, "This One Fulfilled What is Written in that One," 199.

540.See Marianne Schleicher, "The Many Faces of the Torah: Reception and Transformation of the Torah in Jewish communities" in Receptions and Transformations of the Bible, ed. Kirsten Nielsen (Aarhus: University Press, 2009), 145. In a second article, she argues that this practice demonstrated the Torah scroll's holiness as an artifact, constructed from the ruins of the temple. See Marianne Schleicher, "Accounts of a Dying Scroll," in The Death of Sacred Texts, ed. Kristina Myrvold (Surrey and Burlington: Ashgate Publishers, 2010), 11-30. These articles provide a fascinating look at how the Torah scroll developed efficacy as a holy object from the Middle Ages through modern times, there is no evidence for accompanying practices, such as genizot or funerals for scrolls, before the Arab conquest.
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rise before the Torah itself!"\textsuperscript{541} If a scroll should be honored like a body, conversely, the desecration of one deserved the desecration of the other: "Rabbi Parnach said in the name of Rabbi Yohanan, whoever holds a Torah scroll naked will be buried naked."\textsuperscript{542} In a more overt transposition between scroll and scholar, Yerushalmi Berakhot permitted a Torah scroll to complete the number necessary for a quorum of ten if only nine adults were present.\textsuperscript{543} These stipulations cohered into a tradition in which the sacred book comprised both the body and scroll.

IV. The Parchment Burns but Writing Flies in the Air

A dual Torah had certain advantages. Oral books could circumvent the problems with the written word that Plato had pointed out: written documents lacked the ability to explain themselves and therefore left themselves open to misinterpretation. On the other hand, Oral Torah came from the mouth of a living teacher, and books of the heart came from Valentinus' followers, at hand to clarify and explain. However, oral and living books presented their own difficulties. Both Valentinus and Jewish sages, locating sparks of the logos in living teachers as well as texts, confronted similar challenges to this dual format. Written texts could be copied; oral texts were at the mercy of a good memory. Disagreement between written texts could be mediated by the reader. But living sparks could clash. What happens when the authorities offer diverging opinions? What happens when one leading rabbi forbids teaching Torah in public and another claims it is a divine imperative? Or a group of rabbis declare an

\textsuperscript{541} Qid 33b.

\textsuperscript{542} Shab 14a.

\textsuperscript{543} p.Ber 7:2 53b.
oven unclean but one rabbi declares it clean? In short, what happens when living books disagree?

Irenaeus had argued that disagreement implied inauthenticity. Although Valentinian sources did not defend themselves against such a charge, BT Avodah Zara 17b-18a and BT Sanhedrin 65a presented an insider perspective on the problem of disagreeing living books. Of course, the dispute is a distinctive feature of rabbinic discussion, but the idea that certain teachers were living repositories of Torah altered the stakes of these disagreements—can sacred books contradict one another? These two rabbinic narratives confronted this difficulty and share some distinctive traits. Both stories featured a halachic dispute between leading *tannaim* and in both cases, the disagreement arose from differing opinions about the latitude and liberty of Oral Torah. In both narratives, the authority of the sage was challenged, the sage died to prove his point, and posthumously was deemed halachically correct. In both cases, a voice from heaven interceded on behalf of the sage. Both narratives also include the striking detail of rabbis mutating into Torah scrolls at the moment of death. These bibliomorphoses indirectly addressed the problem of disagreeing books. Just as the *Gospel of Truth's* depiction of Jesus crucified as a scroll described the nature the Valentinian sacred book, the dying-scholar-as-scroll motif in the rabbinic narrative context illustrated a dual Torah, canonizing the oral version at the very moment its authoritative status was compromised.
A compelling illustration of this principle is found in BT Avodah Zara 17b-18a.\(^{544}\) This narrative shares a distinctive feature with the *Gospel of Truth*: both texts described teachers executed in own their books—Jesus was rolled up in a book and nailed to the cross and Rabbi Hanina was wrapped in his Torah scroll and burned. Although these killings reflected contemporary Roman practice,\(^{545}\) both texts relied on this detail to turn a story of a criminal execution into a narrative about the nature of the sacred book. The death of the living book in the *Gospel of Truth* showcased Valentinus' idea of an oral and written sacred text; the dying book in BT Avodah Zara 17b-18a visually represented the rabbinic idea of a dual Torah.

In the rabbinic narrative, Rabbi Jose ben Kisma and Rabbi Hanina disagreed about teaching Torah in public, an act of civil disobedience under Roman law. Rabbi Jose ben Kisma argued that because Roman rule was ordained by God, the Roman legislation prohibiting teaching Torah in public should be obeyed. Rabbi Hanina disagreed; surely God would

---

544. Rabbi Hanina ben Teradion's martyrdom is recounted in several rabbinic sources. While the circumstances leading to his death vary, a consistent feature of each story was the method of execution. See *SifreDeut* 32.4 307, Semahot 8 and Kallah 23, and *AZ* 17b-18a. Richard Kalmin has studied the strata in this narrative, arguing that the Babylonian layers demonstrate that Babylonian sages placed a higher premium on Torah study that their Palestinian counterparts. See Richard Kalmin, *Jewish Babylonia between Persia and Roman Palestine* (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), 21-26.

absolve him for disobeying this Roman law. He answered Rabbi Jose's accusations simply:

"Heaven will have mercy on us," and continued to teach Torah in public. Jose ben Kisma predicted, "I would be astonished if they do not burn you and the Torah scroll in the fire." It turns out, Rabbi Jose ben Kisma was correct—on the day of Jose ben Kisma's funeral, Rabbi Hanina was discovered:

sitting, engaged in Torah and preaching to the masses with a Torah scroll resting on his chest. They seized him, wrapped in the Torah scroll and heaped green vines upon him and set them on fire. They brought tufts of wool, soaked them in water and laid them on his heart so his soul would not depart quickly. His daughter said to him, "Father, must I see you in such a state?" He said to her, "If I were being burned alone, this situation would be difficult for me. Now that I am burned with a Torah scroll, the ones who resent the insult to the Torah scroll will resent the insult to me? His students said to him, "Rabbi, what do you see?" He said to them, "the scroll burns but the letters are flying away." You two open your mouth and let the fire enter you." He said to them, "It is better that the one who gives takes than for one to do violence against himself." The executioner said to him, "Rabbi, if I make the flame bigger and remove the tufts of wool from your heart will you bring me to life in the world to come?" He said to him, "Yes." "Promise me?" He promised him. So the executioner made the flame bigger and removed the tufts of wool from his heart and his soul departed quickly. Then the executioner leapt and fell into the middle of the fire. And a *bat kol* came forth and said: "Rabbi ben Teradion and the executioner have been invited to life in the world to come. When Rebbi heard it he wept and said: "One may acquire eternal life in a single moment, another in so many years."

Rabbi Hanina's execution under Roman authority brought into focus the issue of his own authority as teacher and embodiment of Torah. Despite the disagreement between the two

546.AZ 18a.
sages, the narrative pointed out that both were correct. Although Rabbi Hanina was admonished for teaching publicly and perished just as Rabbi Jose ben Kisma predicted, heaven did have mercy on him—the executioner spontaneously offered to make the fire hotter and remove the wet bandages to limit his suffering. In case there was any doubt on heaven's verdict, the Bat Kol concluded, "Rabbi Hanina ben Teradion and the executioner are summoned for life in the world to come."

Yet the story insinuated that there was doubt about Rabbi Hanina's provoking of Romans. Both the Gospel of Truth's Jesus and Hanina had attracted large audiences with their public lessons. Yet when Jesus the book "came into the midst" the majority of his audience mocked him; only the little children paid attention. Rabbi Hanina's public Torah teaching similarly attracted "the masses," and although the text did not specify whether his audience was hostile, friendly or simply curious, Rabbi Hanina acknowledged his own marginal clout; only the presence of a burning Torah scroll could incite outrage over his death. Had Hanina been executed without the text, his demise might have gone unnoticed. Consistent with other rabbinic discourse about honoring sages, here the written Torah lent symbolic validity to the dubious authority of the Oral Torah embodied in Rabbi Hanina.

As the Gospel of Truth did with Jesus' execution, the rabbinic authors capitalized on the opportunity to turn Hanina's grim historical end into a didactic moment. Valentinus eulogized Jesus' crucifixion as a "great teaching," representing "knowledge and completion" as he "read out the contents of his heart" on the cross. Rabbi Hanina similarly used his death pedagogically, imparting new lessons even as he died. As students congregated at the base of the cross to receive the book to be inscribed on their own hearts, so were Hanina's own students present to receive revelation from the martyr, perhaps hoping to learn what happens at
Although they attempted to comfort their teacher, advising him on a method to make his own death easier, Rabbi Hanina remained the authority. He left them with a final Torah lesson: "It is better that he who give take than for one to do violence against himself," indicating he could not take any part in bringing about his own death, even to the extent of removing the wet rags causing his body to burn slowly, or opening his mouth to burn quickly. Rabbi Hanina's lesson even convinced the executioner, who comprehended his own role in reconciling Hanina's prediction of heaven's mercy with the reality of his slow, torturous death.

Hanina's death, also like Jesus' in the *Gospel of Truth*, associated the physical Torah scroll with the body of the teacher. His deathbed vision of "scroll burning but letters flying away" described a destructible scroll with indestructible contents, comparable his own body, smoldering under slow-burning green vines, while his soul awaited transport to the afterlife. His students further drew comparison between the written and oral versions of Torah as they encouraged their teacher to do as the scroll did: "You too open your mouth and the fire will enter you." The comparison to the written Torah pointed to his credibility as a vessel of Oral Torah. While other versions of the narrative claimed Rabbi Hanina's death was punishment for mixing charity funds with the general collection, here, his death simply fulfilled the predictions of another living book—Rabbi Jose ben Kisma, who also dies, but without fanfare.

The Bavli narrative expressed little unease about the disagreement between Rabbi Hanina and Rabbi Jose ben Kisma. Instead it seems to neutralize the conflict as a characteris-

---

547. As Jonathan Schofer has observed, the deathbed scene was the "ultimate moment for instruction." See Jonathan Schofer, *The Making of a Sage: A Study in Rabbinic Ethics* (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005), 52.

548. SifreDeut 307; Semaḥot 8.
tic of living books. (In the end, both living books had valid points: as Rabbi Jose ben Kisma predicted, Rabbi Hanina and his scroll were burned; as Rabbi Hanina hoped, at the moment of death, heaven was merciful.) Valentinus' writings conveyed a similar unconcern with disagreement. He ignored conflicting passages, as he located books of the heart in the "shared matter" between books of various orientations. Consequently, contra Irenaeus, the right question to be asking about living books was not whether they disagree, but how they should disagree. The circumstances surrounding the demise of Rabbi Eliezer ben Hyrcanus addressed this question. Like Rabbi Hanina, Rabbi Eliezer died while engaged in a legal dispute with leading sages of his generation and the dispute itself contributed to his demise. Yet unlike the circumstances of Rabbi Hanina's death, where the original disagreement was smoothed over by the fact that both sages were correct, in the case of Rabbi Eliezer, the issue of disagreement itself was at stake.

Rabbi Eliezer's death was redacted in BT Sanhedrin 65a-b, but the story presumed the circumstances of his excommunication, narrated in BT Baba Metzia 59a-b—popularly dubbed the "Oven of Akhnai." This narrative is multi-layered, and as it explored issues of divine and human authority, it also considered what it meant for conflicting versions of Oral Torah to engage in legal debate. The two main characters, second century tannaim R. Eliezer and R. Joshua, displayed competing views about what constitutes a convincing argument. Rabbi Eliezer built his defense on sensational, supernatural means of argumentation (like flying trees), while Rabbi Joshua countered the supernatural with scholarly rebuke and citations of authoritative texts. The narrative critiqued both methods—in disagreements, the majority is not always right; on the other hand, showy miracles required the cooperation of heaven,
undermining the theology that the Torah was "no longer in heaven"—aiming to set the etiquette for dispute between sages.

The positioning of the Oven of Akhnai narrative as an interpretation of verbal wrongdoing indicates that the Babylonian editors interpreted the story as an opinion piece on the right protocol for debate. The law reads:

Just as there is wrongdoing in buying and selling, also there is wrongdoing with words. One may not say to another, "How much is that item?" if he does not want to buy it. If someone has repented, one may not say to him, "Remember your former deeds." If someone is a foreigner, one may not say to him, "Remember the deeds of your ancestors." As it is said, "Now a stranger you shall neither taunt nor oppress."  

The ensuing talmudic narrative began in typical rabbinic fashion with a legal question: was a segmented oven (an Akhnai oven) clean or unclean? The disagreement, preserved in M Kelim 5:10, centered on the mundane matter of whether an oven composed of many tiles separated with sand was to be considered clean. Yet the narrative quickly moved away from this halachic issue, focusing instead on the right and wrong words of argument. A brief appearance of amora Rav Judah brought this issue to the forefront, as he explained why the oven was called "Akhnai." He pointed out the phonological similarities between Akhnai and Akhnah, or "snake," explaining, "they encompassed it with arguments like a snake."

Both sides were guilty of verbal wrongdoing—the Sages in their eventual excommunication of Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi Eliezer in that he abandoned the use of words completely. In his strangely zealous defense of the cleanliness of an oven, he brought forth "every imaginable argument," and, when these failed, pulled out some supernatural tricks. In old-
fashioned Mosaic style, Rabbi Eliezer drew carob trees out of the earth, made water flow up-hill, and tilted walls of stone to testify in his defense. His argument might be summarized as "I am right because Heaven says so." His arguments were not verbal but physical—a carob tree uprooted, rolling across the ground and a stream of water reversing its direction testified to the fact that legally speaking, R. Eliezer was correct: the oven should be considered clean. However, the other *tannaim* remained unconvinced by these arguments and each time they responded "no proof is brought from..." the operative word being proof. The *tannaitic* rejection of R. Eliezer's arguments was a rejection of his methodology.

When Rabbi Eliezer's paranormal arguments met Rabbi Joshua's reason, the walls of the schoolhouse, a synecdoche for the student body, defied gravity to obey both *tannaim*. They began to fall in acknowledgement that Rabbi Eliezer's interpretation of the law was correct, but remained standing as a salute to Rabbi Joshua's observation that the debate was really none of their business. Subsequently, the schoolhouse walls froze in a tent-like formation. As Rabbi Eliezer brought his final proof, R. Joshua found the right words to defend his position, despite the fact that his legal ruling was technically wrong. In a final bid to win the legal debate, Rabbi Eliezer turned to heaven itself for backup. Despite a rare appearance of the *Bat Kol*, who explicitly stated, "The law agrees with him in every way," Rabbi Joshua won the argument by turning to the written Torah, using the deity's own words against him: he constructed his argument, "it is not in heaven," from Deuteronomy 30:11-14:

> For this commandment I give to you today is not too difficult for you, nor is it distant. It is not in heaven so one may say, "who will go up for us to the heavens and take it for us so we may hear it and do it. Nor is it beyond the sea so one may say who will venture beyond the sea and take it for us so we may hear it and do it. *For the word is very near to you, in your mouths and in your hearts*, so you may do it."
Appealing to the written law by claiming, "it is not in heaven," Rabbi Joshua located the law in the collective mouth (and heart) of the rabbis. As with the *Gospel of Truth*, which encouraged individuals to "publish" their interior books of the heart, Rabbi Joshua spoke forth the text residing in his own mouth, despite the fact that it conflicted with the claims of another living book and even with the judgment of the deity itself, who confirmed that the Akhnai oven was clean. Irenaeus would have found such an exchange hugely problematic—books of the heart were supposed to corroborate written Gospels, not challenge them! Irenaeus expected perfect consistency among texts of the heart and the four Gospels. No such expectations were present here. Instead, Rabbi Joshua's assumptions about the nature of sacred book resembled Valentinus' outlook. Just as the *Gospel of Truth* urged individuals to "speak the truth because you are a form of it," Rabbi Joshua spoke forth the text that he insisted existed in his own mouth. He did dwell on the inconsistency between his internal text and the legal ruling of the deity. Valentinus also ignored conflicting matter and more concerned with the "shared material" among books of the heart. As fragment six asserted, he accepted wisdom from many sources, oral or written, ignoring their contradictions. This rabbinic narrative suggested a similar uninterest in perfect consistency, evident by the deity's own response to his living books' conflict over an oven—rather than articulated the kind of doctrinal outrage Irenaeus expressed over diverging texts and teachers, he laughed.

---

550. Despite this verse from Deuteronomy functioning as a proof text for the concept of Oral Torah, the rabbis focus on the mouth and ignore the heart. *Leviticus Rabbah*, another tannaitic midrash, suggests that heresy was located in the heart, especially one's "own heart." See LevR XVIII and Moshe Halbertal, *People of the Book*, 25-27.

551. In this respect, the narrative functions as "canonization of dissent." See Schofer, *The Making of a Sage*, 55.
The narrative appeared to be more concerned with establishing the right versus wrong ways for books of the mouth to disagree. The use of "wrongdoing with words" continued in the story as the sages excommunicated Rabbi Eliezer. Eschewing words completely, they departed from proper legal procedure with an *ad hominem* attack, burning the items Rabbi Eliezer deemed pure and cutting him off from the community. However, just as Rabbi Eliezer's excommunication was disproportionate to the minor disagreement, equally was the proof Rabbi Eliezer brought to make his point. When it came to sources authority on sacred matters, the Oven of Akhnai narrative indicated that the rabbis expected their sources to clash. By focusing on developing proper protocol, they avoided criticisms similar to the charge Irenaeus had directed at Valentinus—utter chaos results from each preaching his own opinion.

The sages' excommunication of Rabbi Eliezer provoked more questions about the nature of Oral Torah. If Oral Torah was to be esteemed equally to written Torah, his excommunication implied that he was ejected from an oral canon of living books. What happens to Oral Torah when it is excommunicated? Does it become profane, incapable of making judgments or unqualified as a source of authority or wisdom? BT Sanhedrin 68a took up these questions, exploring decanonized Oral Torah through the death of Rabbi Eliezer. As the value of Rabbi Eliezer's legal opinions was questioned, the story reinstated Rabbi Eliezer's authority as Torah without resolving his disagreement with other sages, by relying on the scholar-as-scroll motif that had canonized the *Gospel of Truth's* Jesus and Rabbi Hanina as living books.

BT Sanhedrin 68a observed that excommunicated Oral Torah was still capable of sound legal judgment, despite expectations to the contrary. Rabbi Eliezer lay dying wearing his phylacteries, objecting to his wife and daughter's attempts to remove them. His friends and family assumed he had simply gone mad. Yet Rabbi Eliezer showed off the depths of his legal knowledge, reminded them it was the Sabbath, and prevented them from committing a major infraction (removing phylacteries on the Sabbath) to fix his minor one (wearing phylacteries on the Sabbath).553 His ex-colleagues learned that Rabbi Eliezer had not in fact gone insane, visited him, but kept the requisite distance from him as one who had been excommunicated. The text did not portray the students positively; the ensuing interaction between Rabbi Eliezer and his students reads like an interaction between teacher and weak students scrambling before an exam:

He said to them, "why did you come."
They said to him, "to study Torah."
He said, "why did you not come until now."
They said to him, "we did not have time."

The Soncino translation editor's subsequent explanation, that these rabbis did not want to offend Rabbi Eliezer by bringing up his excommunication, is insufficient. During their visit, these rabbis still kept the physical distance required from one who has been excommunicated, indicating that they had not been completely prohibited from visiting Rabbi Eliezer earlier. Their excuse must have sounded feeble and Rabbi Eliezer, asserting his position as Torah expert, cursed, "I would be astonished if they died a natural death!"

When Rabbi Eliezer partially transformed, in his final hour, into a wrapped Torah scroll, he reclaimed his position as Torah. The Talmud reported:

---

553 For explanation of this halachic detail, see Boyarin, Dying for God, 36. The full Hebrew text of this narrative is provided below.
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He moved his two arms and rested them upon his heart and said, "Woe is you. My two arms are like two Torah scrolls that have been rolled up. Much Torah have I learned but I did not diminish my teachers even as much as a dog laps from the sea. Much Torah have I taught, but my students did not diminish me as much as an eyeshadow brush in its tube. Moreover, I studied three hundred laws about leprosy but no person ever came to ask me about them. Furthermore, I studied three hundred, some say three thousand laws, about the planting of cucumbers but no person ever asked me about them except Akiva ben Joseph. Once, when he and I were walking down a road, he said to me, 'Rabbi, teach me about the planting of cucumbers.' I said a single word and the whole field filled with cucumbers. He said to me, 'Rabbi, you have taught me their planting. Teach me their uprooting.' I said a single word and all of them were gathered to one place." They said to him, "A globe, a shoemaker's last, a jeweled amulet and small weight—what are they?" He said to them, "They are impure and their purification lies in what they are." "A sandal upon a raised shoemaker's last—what is it?" He said to them, "it is pure," and his soul departed in purity. Rabbi Johanna stood upon his feet and said, "the vow is void, the vow is void."  

Rabbi Eliezer lamented the opportunities lost for Torah study resulting from his excommunication. He knew laws concerning leprosy and the planting of cucumbers that almost no one learned. In the tradition of deathbed wisdom, the other sages tried to scramble for a last minute lesson, ironically about purity. When his head-butting with other sages over the cleanliness of an oven resulted in his excommunication, the sages had burned everything Rabbi Eliezer had deemed pure. On his deathbed, they wanted to see if he had changed his
mind. They returned to a disagreement catalogued by the Mishnah: is a shoe still on its last considered susceptible to uncleanness?\textsuperscript{555} In the Mishnah, Rabbi Eliezer disagreed with the sages and his answer was no. Revisiting the question here, his answer was still no. Pronouncing, "טהור הוא," he died with the word pure on his lips, a legal ruling about a shoe on a last to be sure, but also a general pronouncement—Rabbi Eliezer maintained his disagreement, yet his soul departed in purity. Moreover, his excommunication was annulled upon his death, the disagreement never satisfactorily resolved. Rabbi Eliezer literally had the last word on the matter.

The Mishnah had described Rabbi Eliezer as a "vast cistern"\textsuperscript{556} of knowledge and his final hour metamorphosis reinforced this expertise. Just as the burning Torah scroll gathered recognition for the burning Torah scholar, here the dying Torah scroll represented Rabbi Eliezer's undiminished capacity as Oral Torah; his body described as two Torah scrolls took him from a position of pedagogical notoriety to piety.\textsuperscript{557} This bibliomorphosis reinforced his elite status at the very moment it was in dispute. Despite being excommunicated and ending his life exiled from his intellectual circle, Rabbi Eliezer was not ejected from Oral Torah. The rabbi-as-book motif confirmed his canonization. Such a symbol included him and Rabbi Hanina in the select class of teachers whose words counted as Torah even as their ideas radically conflicted with the opinions of other living books.

\textsuperscript{555}See Kel 26.4.
\textsuperscript{556}Avot 2.8.
\textsuperscript{557}Rabbi Eliezer's bibliomorphosis is absent in the Yersushalmi version of this story (p.Shab 2:7, 20d), suggesting that this Bavli detail developed a firmer connection between Rabbi Eliezer's oral proclamations and a physical Torah scroll.
The book as a symbol marked a benediction of the dispute when no words were satisfactory. Origen had reflected on these limits of human language to comprehend the divine:

For if methods of demonstration among men, contained in books, influenced men then it would be correct to say our faith was taken up through human knowledge and not through the power of God; But now it is clear to those with raised eyes that the Word and Preaching have become available to the multitudes not through persuasive, wise words, but through displays of spirit and power.\(^\text{558}\)

The image of the book, as it appears in the *Gospel of Truth* and these rabbinic narratives, presents a "manifestation of Spirit and Power" exactly when the consistency of the text (whether oral or written) was called into question. In the face of apparent contradictions in the Gospels, Origen urged Christians to "leave behind the words of the beginning of Christ, for such things are rudimentary, to carry on to total perfection, in order that that wisdom which is told to the perfect ones may be told to us also."\(^\text{559}\) This outlook drove Origen's own allegorical hermeneutic. Likewise, the *Gospel of Truth* referred to the spiritual elect as "texts of neither consonants nor vowels that one reads and thinks empty thoughts." Rather, "they are texts of truth."\(^\text{560}\) A rabbinic narrative likewise noted that Moses' own Torah was incomprehensible to him.\(^\text{561}\) More incomprehensible was the fate of Rabbi Akiva, the "Torah" whose flesh was sold like horse meat in the market. God told Moses, "Be silent, for this is


\(^{560}\) See *Gos. Truth* 23:1-17. On the ineffable nature of divine communication in neoplatonic thought see Miller, "In Praise of Nonsense," 481-505.

\(^{561}\) Men 29b.
my decree," suggesting that the apparent injustice "this is Torah and this is its reward?" could not be answered in a way Moses could understand it. Disagreement among Rabbis similarly recognized the ineffable nature of divine will.

The death scenes of both rabbis addressed the question, what did it mean for versions of Oral Torah to disagree? The answers provided in both narratives indicate that disagreement was expected and variation normal. In the context of rabbinic thought, this seems obvious, but when compared to the expectations of Christian theologians like Irenaeus, the contrast is striking. Irenaeus' Gospel concept demanded perfect consistency; the rabbinic Torah concept expected conflict. Yet the evidence of the Gospel of Truth indicates that this difference is not one between Judaism and Christianity—Valentinus too expected diversity, not rejecting books for variation. Instead he drew from the "shared material" between books from all philosophical orientations to define the parameters of his "book of the heart."

V. Gospel of the Heart and Torah of the Mouth

As concepts and not simply descriptive terms for a genre, both Torah and Gospel encompass a wide semantic range. As one could hear the gospel (good news) or read a Gospel, one

562.I am grateful to Anna Bonafazi for articulating this point during our discussions of her paper "Composing Lines, Performing Acts: Relationships between Melodic Units, Clauses and Discourse Acts in a South Slavic Epic Song (Milman Parry collection, PN 662)", paper coauthored with D. F. Elmer (paper presented at the IX Orality and Literacy in the Ancient Graeco-Roman World Conference, Canberra, Australia, July 2010).

563.Also like Valentinus, rabbinic toleration of diversity does not imply universal polysemy, complete legal multivocity or limitless pluralism. Fragment six noted that Valentinus was more concerned with "shared matter" among conflicting sources. He did not accept all material from all sources, but rather some material from many sources. On rabbinic polysemy in the Babylonian Talmud: Boyarin, Borderlines, 151-201. Also Richard Hidary, Dispute for the Sake of Heaven: Legal Pluralism in the Talmud (Providence: Brown Judaic Studies, 2010), 17-31 and 43-80.

564.The relationship between Gospel and Torah is a matter of much discussion. In the traditional historical model, the Christian Gospels were the answer to the Jewish Torah. This position is reflected in the terminology "Old Testament" and "New Testament." In another model, the rabbinic Oral Torah was the answer to the Christian Gospels. This position is the implication of the arguments of Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society, 200 B.C.E. to 644 C.E. (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2001). The existence of
could obey the Torah (law), read Torah, or embody Torah. With the Gospel of the heart and Torah of the mouth, Valentinus and Rabbis proposed similar definitions of the sacred book in an age when the definition was not so obvious. Consequently, to understand Valentinian books of the heart it is useful to consider rabbinic parallels. Like other religious circles, they had to draw lines between the texts that are sacred and those that are not. And, as traditions that accept living canons, they also had to explore where the sage ends and the texts begins. Both traditions put forward a sacred book that existed in written and corporeal form. In the Gospel of Truth, the book could reside in the heart of the elect; in the rabbinic tradition, it was found in the mouth of an elite class of teachers. Living books possessed revelatory authority, adding the advantage that the book was always present to explain and expound. To be sure, other groups (like Montanists) maintained traditions about living authorities on divine matters, but these leaders were regarded as prophets, not books.

Both Valentinus and Rabbis also shared a significant degree of tolerance for disagreement among their sacred books. Valentinus expressed no interest in resolving inconsistencies between books of the church and books of Greek wisdom; disagreement was a cornerstone of rabbinic discourse. From the perspective of other intellectuals, such as Irenaeus and Epiphanius, who criticized groups lacking coherent and consistent collections of texts, this was troubling. They were particularly suspicious of groups who displayed variety in their teaching. How does one persuade people to accept the authority of teachers as living books? Valentinus and the Rabbis both resorted to the scroll, calling upon the written document to ratify the

Gospel and Oral Torah may also be mutually dependent—the shift in emphasis in Judaism towards oral tradition has been explained by the increased emphasis Christians began to place on written revelation. For this argument, see Guy Stroumsa, "The Scriptural Movement of Late Antiquity and Christian Monasticism," in JECS 16.1 (2008): 61-77.
oral text. They depicted their esteemed teachers dying, wrapped in their own books—a gruesome lesson about the nature of sacred text.

If literary descriptions of the form and function of books reveal anything about the way authors regarded their literary endeavors, the shared scholar-as-scroll motif indicates that the concept of Oral Torah enhances our own understanding of Valentinus' book of the heart. Both groups proposed that the sacred book included written and oral permutations: just as the Rabbis had the idea of an Oral Torah, transmitted orally from Moses through certain teachers, Valentinus similarly posited a bodily gospel, transmitted both in writing and orally, originating with Jesus on the cross. The concept of the book of the heart was represented in the Gospel of Truth by the way the author chose to describe the physical book—Jesus, a crucified book, replicated the contents of his heart onto the hearts of his followers. The teacher-as-text motif in the Gospel of Truth reflected Valentinus' idea of what a sacred book was and the bibliomorphisms in the Talmud functioned in a similar way. Rabbis as books, a visual demonstration of a Torah comprising both written and oral formats, pointed to their concept of sacred book. However, the Valentinian record is not nearly as complete as the rabbinic record. The Gospel of Truth revealed limited information about the book of the heart: it was pre-existent, resided in the body of Jesus, and could copy itself onto pure human hearts. Fragment six demonstrated that Valentinus was not simply being poetic when he described a book of the heart, because he found evidence for it in written texts published for a variety of audiences. But evidence ends there.

What does it mean to endorse books in oral form? To the modern reader, a text like the Gospel of Truth, which resembles oral discourse more than a formal literary composition, is homily. To the ancient critic, a text like the Gospel of Truth, which did not resemble other
Jesus-centric compositions, was nonsense. Yet the more detailed rabbinic record pointed to one way a tradition of living, conflicting books could function as a meaningful category. The Talmud treated the oral and written versions of their sacred books identically in many activities—studying, mourning rituals, and burial practices. These practices indicate that the idea of a living book could be taken as seriously as its written counterpart, even as the sacred text developed beyond the bounds of contents.

A shared tradition of human, sacred books does not indicate dependence, influence, or awareness of one group by the other. There are significant differences that make this clear. The book of the heart was self-replicating; the book of the mouth took years to acquire. The book of the heart subsumed both written and oral formats; the book of the mouth did not describe the written Torah. Rabbinic sages from all generations placed restrictions on the number written authoritative texts; fragment six indicates Valentinus did not. Furthermore, Valentinus’ writings suggest that his idea about what a sacred text was supposed to be was organic. The term gospel originally connoted oral discourse; its application to written texts was secondary. There is no indication that Valentinus struggled with the term gospel (even Irenaeus relied on both meanings). Because gospel could designate written or oral information, the writings of the church, writings of Greek philosophers, and the verbal proclamations of leaders all fell naturally under the rubric of sacred book. In contrast, the rabbis fought hard for the dual Torah. Put another way, as the terms Gospel and Torah developed in opposite directions, so did the two idea of living books. The idea of oral texts faded quietly from the Gospel tradition as the authority of Oral Torah gained momentum under an increasingly organized rabbinic community.565

565.See Guy Stroumsa, The End of Sacrifice: Religious Transformation in Late Antiquity, trans. Susan Emanuel
These differences do not make comparison a futile exercise in "parallelogmania." Instead, the similarities between the corpora of living books demonstrate how two groups confronted challenges stemming from the empire-wide "struggle over the relative value of the sacred book in antiquity." As various groups debated the significance and function of the book in a religious context, oral books allowed both Valentinus and rabbis to continue composing even as this activity was being reigned in. Since Christians insisted the logos resided only in the body of Jesus and Jews claimed the logos belonged only to the Torah, both Valentinus and the rabbis redefined these terms. Through the shared image of the teacher as book, the *Gospel of Truth* was able to claim that Jesus was both body and book and the rabbis could insist that Torah designated both a scroll and a scholar.

---

566. This term was introduced to biblical studies in Samuel Sandmel's 1961 SBL presidential address. For a transcription of the speech, see Samuel Sandmel, "Parallelomania" in *JBL* 81 (1962): 1-13.

CONCLUSION

In the last decade, religious studies scholars have become increasingly interested in the materiality of text and the symbolic capital of the sacred book. Several recent studies have examined the sacred book as an icon and discussed its power as a signifying, material object. The practices of holding funerals for books and burying them, attested across traditions both east and west, provide stunning examples of the symbolic bodily significance of books. As books have become cheaper, the proliferation of holy books forced traditions to reflect on the significance of their written documents, particularly as they deteriorate. While the Jewish practice of depositing decaying texts into a genizah is very ancient, elaborate funerary rites have developed to honor a deceased Torah scroll. In Bengal, one might find a body or a book floating down the Ganges, a Hindu burial for pure individuals. An old Qur'an might
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be buried in a Muslim cemetery or soaked in water until the ink drifts off the pages. Ritual burials of sacred texts are also found across Sikh, Christian, Jain, and Buddhist traditions, incited by a seemingly universal human discomfort about throwing away holy books, especially as they represent the body of a holy person or contain a divine presence.

A simple "disposal of a book" as a burial ritual testifies not only to the sanctity of the book but also its ritual resemblance to the human body. Oral traditions are ratified through their representation as physical texts and written documents are through their comparison to bodies. The Lotus Sutra, self-identifying as dying words of Buddha, for example, is said to contain the whole body of the Buddha. Rabbinic literature, too, leveraged the symbolic capital of the scroll to ratify the oral lessons of dying rabbis. In the writings of Valentinus, we have find similar efforts to join holy person and holy book. Routinely, ancient practitioners ritually and legally blurred categories between oral and written. As Roman legal scholars codified the features of a book, and authors considered the significance of their own writing, they spoke of the written word in terms of the human body. Valentinus utilized the metaphorical language of his time as he joined holy book and holy person as sources of revelatory authority. When book and body are tied together, in metaphor and in law, oral texts and their speakers achieve parallel authority to the contents and symbolic power of written texts. Despite the convenient category "people of the book," a phrase that implies people and


books exist in separate ontological categories, the boundaries between speaking bodies and written texts are never clear.

Studying the symbolic representations of the book can also distinguish the Jewish and Christian book traditions, and insert the Valentinian tradition into the "parting of the ways" discussion. Focusing on "the book" puts aside the identities of religious groups that scholars have located in antiquity, and instead asks the question: For these readers, what makes a text sacred and from where does it get its authority? Some of those we call "Christian" created their identity around the person of Jesus as some of those we call "Jewish" did with Torah. Valentinus presented a third option in which divine authority was tied up both in the book and body, moreover, many books and many bodies. Valentinus sanctioned all formats of sacred "book," written on papyrus or written in the heart of the speaker. This theory of sacred book places him not at the periphery of a crystallizing Christianity but in the center of discursive debates that shaped Judaism and Christianity as separate traditions.

Yet Valentinus' proposal provided only one solution to the questions about the role of the sacred book and location of divine authority. We find numerous "canonical experiments" in this environment and combinations of books and people as sources of revelatory authority. While Marcion confined the source of divine knowledge to one text, Montanus and his New Prophets channeled the divine spirit to speak through them. Justin's spermatic word permitted divine truths in works of multiple authors, even Greek philosophers, while his student Tatian streamlined several gospel accounts into one text. Irenaeus defended a four-fold written Gospel amid these other ideas of embodied and spoken texts.

Why was there so much debate, especially beginning in the second century, about whether certain sources were authoritative? It is not just that Christianity and Rabbinic Judaism, two new religious movements, were coming into their own. The questions did not just ask which books were in or out, but sought a fundamental re-examination of textual authority. Second-century scholars found their ecosystem of texts complicated by the convenience of the codex and the ensuing proliferation of new texts and wider circulation, prompting an exploration of what constitutes a sacred book. While they were not discussing the shift from scroll to codex, just as my research subject is not the Kindle, I am aware that current technological advances rouse my own interest in the representation of books in second century texts. I imagine that the rapidly changing format and wider availability of texts prompted ancient scholars to scrutinize the workings of the divine book, as empire-wide discussions addressed the role of books as sources of information, avatars for people, or both.

Moreover, just as new technology incited funerary practices for books, the very recent scholarly interest in these topics might be explained by our own technological advances. Rapidly changing formats complicate our definitions of books and their attendant textual authority, but also inspire scholars across disciplines to scrutinize their research subjects' representations of the written word. Currently, categories that seem clear—book, article, lecture—have been upended by the changing, multiple formats of the written word and force us to consider the significance of our own writings, especially as these writings confer authority. Which new forms are "publications" for tenure or valid for scholarly conferences? Might a digital humanities project replace a traditional dissertation? How long before a priest reads

scripture from a Kindle? How much longer before the physical presence of this Kindle inspires reverence from the congregation? To answer these questions, we are forced to consider the same questions about older texts: What gave the printed "hard copy" book authority in the first place that the electronic "soft copy" is doubted? Whenever new formats of text arise, close examinations of the written word and its authority follow.
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